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A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s

T   he creation of this issue of Sociological Insight would not have been possible 
without the efforts of many people, and we are deeply grateful for the support 
we have received throughout this year that allowed the journal to fulfill its 

mission: to advance the field of undergraduate research with exciting and original 
findings that can potentially impact the existing scholarly literature.

We would like to thank Sharmila Rudrappa, our faculty advisor, for her pragmatism 
and much-needed perspective that helped us maintain and achieve the goals we 
set for the journal, and also for her valuable insights into the world of publishing. 
Also, we are truly grateful for the efforts of Jackie Dana and Debbie Rothschild, our 
undergraduate advisors, for their unflagging enthusiasm to revive the journal and 
their continued support throughout the year, from providing an advisor’s standpoint 
on successfully managing a student organization to always being an audience to 
our day-to-day struggles and triumphs.

We are deeply indebted to Christine Williams for providing moral and financial 
support of the journal’s endeavors and to the entire UT Sociology Department, 
specifically Michelle Robertson, Kevin Hsu, and Julie Kniseley for their assistance 
in the logistical matters of the journal.

We are also grateful to Penny Green, for being a constant advocate for Sociological 
Insight and a wonderful source of advice and good will. We thank Ron Angel for 
his guidance on obtaining funding through creative means and also for his support 
of our endeavors.

We would like to thank every graduate student and faculty member of the UT 
Sociology Department who contributed in advancing the journal as a consulting 
reviewer or by advertising the journal to their classes and colleagues. Their 
efforts, many which went unseen by us, have been truly invaluable in establishing 
credibility to Sociological Insight and ultimately have provided the institutional 
support necessary to make the journal such a success.

Also, we cannot forget the efforts of our associate editors who also served as 
undergraduate reviewers – Cera Jarrard, Everett Tang, Geneva Carter, Hollie 
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Norman, Jason Thomas, Jessica Arguello, Leticia Gonzalez, and Stephanie 
Greeson. Their commitment to undergraduate research is evident in their willingness 
to work tirelessly to meet deadlines, prepare for our first annual conference, and 
support the executive staff. We thank them for their dedication and enthusiasm; 
the camaraderie that has developed in our organization has made working on this 
issue a true pleasure.

We are especially grateful to our 25 authors from 17 different universities from 
around the United States. We would like to recognize your passion for research 
and we are honored to have had the opportunity to evaluate your work. Through 
your dedication, initiatives like Sociological Insight are possible and we hope that 
you will continue in research pursuits beyond your undergraduate careers.

The journal itself would not have been possible without Clara Bensen, our 
paginator, and David Bensen, our cover designer. The sleek layout and look of this 
issue are a testament to their efforts and abilities, and we are deeply indebted to 
them for creating a polished, professional product that embodies exactly what we 
envisioned for the third issue of Sociological Insight.

Finally, the third issue of Sociological Insight has been made possible by the 
generous support of the following funders: the UT Sociology Department, the 
Office of Vice President for Research, the College of Liberal Arts, the Senate of 
College Councils, UT Student Government, and the University Coop. We thank you 
for recognizing the potential impact of undergraduate research and for continuing 
to support and believe in Sociological Insight.

With many thanks,
Diana Cho, Christopher Robertson, Ashton Barrineau, Josh Bidwell,   
Nannette Lopez, and Amber Villalobos



F r o m  t h e  E d i t o r

You hold in your hands the third issue of Sociological Insight, the product of a 
team of dedicated undergraduates whose commitment to the advancement 
of undergraduate research allowed for this endeavor to come to fruition. 

The undergraduate research community is a largely untapped resource of original 
and important research, and it is our aim to provide an outlet that highlights the 
best and brightest of the research undertaken by undergraduate sociologists from 
around the nation. This goal remains true to the original objective of Sociological 
Insight: 1) to publish undergraduate research that has the potential to contribute to 
existing scholarly literature and 2) to encourage the participation of undergraduates 
in the research process. Guided by these two principles, Sociological Insight seeks 
to offer to undergraduates the opportunity to make an impact upon the production 
of knowledge as active agents.

To this end, we engaged in the recruitment of submissions from across the 
United States through aggressive mailings, flyering, and word of mouth, and were 
successful in our efforts, as we received 25 paper submissions from colleges and 
universities from across the nation: 

Gordon College, Loyola University of Chicago, Macalester College, Northwestern 
University, Princeton University, Syracuse University, Texas Tech University, 
University of California-Davis, University of California-Los Angeles, University of 
Maryland-College Park, University of Minnesota, University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill, University of South Florida, University of Texas at Austin, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, Wheaton College, and Yale University.

Of the twenty-five submissions we received, eighteen were chosen 
to undergo review by an undergraduate, graduate, and faculty reviewer. As an 
undergraduate-led initiative, we wanted to continue utilizing our most accessible 
resource, undergraduates! Thus, each undergraduate reviewer was required to 
submit an application to serve as an associate editor with reviewing responsibilities 
and then to participate in training designed to equip them with the tools to critically 
evaluate research papers and provide educated feedback for the authors. Papers 
were assigned according to research interests of the reviewers, and to ensure 
unbiased and fair evaluations, anonymity of all parties was preserved throughout 
the review process.

Out of these eighteen submissions, we accepted eight papers for publication, 
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along with four book reviews written by graduate students. Each article is unique 
in its contribution to its respective field of research, and we are excited to present 
to you these eight articles in this issue of Sociological Insight.

Megan Sanders brings to light the ways in which current applications of 
justice by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in the 
genocide-torn Balkans may not wholly account for the causes of the genocidal 
campaigns. She makes a provocative argument for the inclusion of macro and 
micro theories of transitional justice posited by Eric Weitz and James Waller to be 
considered alongside Milgram’s theory of obedience to authority and Valentino’s 
theory of mass killing. Instead of merely penalizing the most prominent actors, 
Sanders calls for the alternatives provided by Weitz’s and Waller’s theories that 
offer broader explanations for the genocide and allow for transitional justice that 
addresses all of the agents and causes of the Bosnian genocide. By doing this, 
Sanders argues that the ICTY can expand beyond its prosecutorial stance to 
provide a more comprehensive reconciliation and restoration of peace to a people 
ravaged by the atrocities of genocide. 

Natassia Rodriguez makes notable contributions to the body of research on 
the possible causes of educational achievement gaps between Latino subgroups 
through her examination of subgroup differences. She utilizes the 1988 and 1992 
waves of the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS) to conduct multiple 
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression that isolates factors that have distinct 
impacts on the different testing outcomes of Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and Mexicans. 
She finds that Cubans consistently achieve higher on math and reading tests than 
their Puerto Rican and Mexican counterparts due to their higher socioeconomic 
status, specifically higher family income and parental educational attainment. 
Significant in Rodriguez’s analysis is the identification of the need to differentiate 
the impact of individual socioeconomic and familial factors on educational 
achievement for distinct Latino subgroups on all future studies, as evidenced by 
the clear disparities observed among standardized test scores between Cuban, 
Mexican, and Puerto Rican subgroups. 

Isabel Jijón’s insightful examination of the use of silence in the formation 
of memory and of its impact upon a people’s identity is a unique and important 
commentary on the aftermath of the ten-year period of decreed silence following the 
assassination of Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero. She draws upon theories 
of collective memory and trauma, and expands upon Vinitzky-Seroussi and Teeger’s 
theory of overt and covert silence to postulate that silence may be used both as a 
tool by social actors as well as a time during which competing narratives can be 
reconciled. Jijón analyzes the conflicting accounts of three separate Salvadoran 
institutions, the government, the clergy, and left-wing organizations that arose 
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immediately after Romero’s death but were abruptly silenced by government 
decree. In her analysis, Jijón posits that this ten-year period of overt silence allows 
for the blurring of discrepancies between the three rival narratives and for a fourth 
to emerge, one that reinterprets and subsequently merges all three. 

Media plays an important role in the following article, in which Matthew 
Edwards identifies media articles that portray the existence of a malpractice 
“crisis.” He argues that this crisis is one constructed by the media and conducts 
an analysis of 100 newspaper articles on malpractice and interviews seven 
physicians to determine whether there exist discrepancies in the ways in which 
malpractice is framed by the media and medical doctors. His comparative analysis 
offers insight, revealing that physicians hold a quite distinct view of malpractice 
than do the media, one that is more nuanced and takes into account the difference 
between maloccurrence and malpractice. In his in-depth interviews, Edwards finds 
that most physicians are aware of the heavy legal emphasis the media places on 
malpractice cases, an aspect of malpractice that they suggest should not be the 
most prominent; he reports that they suggest reform of the system of malpractice 
claims. His timely research provides salient policy implications in the health services 
arena, especially as we begin to experience changes in healthcare services with 
the passage of recent healthcare legislative reform.

In the wake of the recent subprime mortgage crisis, Caaminee Pandit offers 
us an opportune piece on the impact of foreclosure on crime in American cities. 
Utilizing linear regression, she analyzes the relationship between foreclosure rates 
and other resident characteristics and crime in the context of Keller’s “broken 
windows” theory of physical disorder and Sampson’s collective efficacy theory of 
residential instability. Pandit finds that indeed, the relationship between foreclosure 
rate and crime rates is positive and highly significant; Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
(MSAs) with higher rates of foreclosure had smaller decreases in crime than MSAs 
with lower rates of foreclosure. More importantly, her findings suggest support for 
Sampson’s collective efficacy theory, as all but one of her resident characteristics 
variables are statistically significant determinants of crime, indicating possible 
further evidence against the “broken windows” theory. 

Krystal Lawson and Kenneth Lawson provide an interesting look into 
sociolinguistics with their analysis of ten letters written from parents of students 
attending the Chilocco Indian boarding school to the superintendent of the 
school asking for their children to be allowed to return home. Lawson and 
Lawson apply Robin Lakoff’s rules of politeness to each letter, suggesting the 
existence of a linguistic power imbalance between the Native American writer and 
the superintendent. Their analysis is singular in that it draws upon Brown and 
Levinson’s concept of politeness and the conscious use of it by Native American 
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writers in letters composed over a century ago. 
The existence of college prep programs that provide support for students 

is important for students with minimal access to resources and a lack of social 
capital, and Andrea Hadjópulos presents us with a pilot study of the perspectives 
of Hispanic and African American teenage girls enrolled in the Sisters for Higher 
Education (SHE) pre-college preparatory program. Through formal and informal 
interviews, group discussions, and participant observations, Hadjópulos ascertains 
that which motivates this particular group of girls to achieve higher education in 
the face of their perceived obstacles. Hadjópulos identifies characteristics shared 
by the SHE scholars – strong female role models; a mentor-like teacher figure; 
leadership in their social group; and an inner drive to learn by doing. Although a 
small-scale study, Hadjópulos offers us with potential policy proposals in light of 
the uncertainty currently plaguing our public education system. 

Finally, Kasey Henricks enlightens us with a study of the soft material 
significance of race, focusing on the ways in which whites stereotypes themselves 
and other racial groups. Conducting open-ended surveys of her peers, Henricks 
fills a critical gap in the existing literature on whiteness studies. Based off of 
her survey responses, Henricks constructs a heuristic model of the hierarchical 
racial order that assigns each stereotype with a positive or negative value; in this 
model, whites are the only group with a majority of positively valued stereotypes. 
Thus, Henricks suggests that whiteness still connotes advantage through positive 
stereotyping and that racial stereotypes continue as manifestations of racialized 
material conditions in a society where racial inequality and discrimination persist.

We hope that you will gain much insight from these eight articles as each 
makes a unique and original contribution to their respective fields in sociology. 
This issue also includes four book reviews written on books with topics ranging 
from the social capital of daycare centers, social transformation, fanaticism and 
the emancipation from our capitalist system. 

We are extremely proud to announce the first annual conference of 
Sociological Insight, which will coincide with the release of our third issue. Insight: 
A Conference on Undergraduate Sociology will be held May 7, 2011 at the UT 
Student Activity Center’s Legislative Assembly Room and will showcase three of 
our published authors as well as research projects undertaken by five of the UT 
Sociology Departmental Honors students. We are excited to be hosting Dr. Sheldon 
Ekland-Olson, professor of Sociology, as our guest speaker along with a discussion 
of the path to pursuing a Ph.D. in Sociology with a panel of UT sociology graduate 
students. The conference welcomes all undergraduates, graduate students, and 
faculty from Sociology departments from universities around Texas and will be 
an excellent opportunity to forge relationships with scholars actively engaged in 
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research pursuits. 
Sociological Insight seeks to continue expanding its influence upon scholarly 

literature and we will work ceaselessly towards this aim by raising awareness of 
our presence to universities both in the US and abroad, at professional sociological 
conferences, and to the general public through social media. We believe in the 
research undergraduates are conducting and we hope that through our efforts at 
Sociological Insight, undergraduate research will be recognized as a legitimate 
and valuable asset to the academic community. 

Warmest regards,
Diana Cho

Austin, Texas
March 2011

From the Editor
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In the Aftermath of Atrocity: Theories of 
Genocide and the Practice of Justice in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina

Megan SanDerS

University of Wisconsin - Madison

The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) targets 
individual leaders of the genocidal campaigns which took place in the Balkans 
beginning in the 1990s. Beyond its general quest to bring justice to victims in a 
war-torn region, the ICTY seeks to challenge the international legacy of impunity 
for war crimes by indicting senior-level leaders. I argue that this emphasis on elites 
reflects a top-down perspective on the roots of genocide that, by itself, provides an 
insufficient foundation for the pursuit of peace and justice in post-conflict Bosnia. 
By examining the ICTY’s theoretical and practical orientations and contrasting them 
with the transitional interventions that emerge from a more comprehensive view of 
genocide’s causes, I come to two central conclusions. First, theories of genocide 
developed by scholars of comparative genocide studies have a profound effect 
on the practice of transitional justice—for better or worse—and the ICTY case 
provides ample evidence for both the power and limits of particular theoretical 
perspectives. Second, should the region ascribe to a more expansive view of the 
Bosnian genocide’s causes, a more expansive version of transitional justice is also 
possible.

T  hirteen years after he helped orchestrate the Bosnian Serb assault on the 
Srebrenica safe area, and seven years after the massacre was judged a 
genocide by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia 

(ICTY), Radovan Karadzic was found, arrested, and sent to stand trial at The 
Hague (ICTY 2009). As the ICTY’s most high-profile proceedings to date pushed 
through a rocky start—Karadzic failed to attend the first few days of his trial—
victims’ families faced the painful return of war-time memories and a bittersweet 
sense that perhaps justice was finally being served. If convicted, Karadzic will be 
the sixty-second war criminal sentenced by the ICTY and, according to many, 
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the tribunal’s most important claim to credibility (ICTY 2009; Saunders 2008). 
Hard-earned successes of the international judicial system notwithstanding, the 
question remains whether putting such prominent criminals behind bars will truly 
bring the closure that victims’ families seek. Ironically, Karadzic was captured in 
the midst of a new age psychiatric career. After leading Serbs in the widespread 
destruction of Muslim communities during the Bosnian genocide, while being 
hunted for prosecution by international authorities, Karadzic had ostensibly 
dedicated himself to the very task that awaits the Balkans when the ICTY’s work 
is done: healing.

Introduc t ion

The ICTY targets individual leaders of the genocidal campaigns which took 
place in the Balkans beginning in the 1990s. Beyond its general quest to bring 
justice to victims in a war-torn region, the ICTY seeks to dismantle “the tradition 
of impunity for war crimes” by indicting “heads of state, prime ministers, army 
chiefs-of-staff, government ministers and many other leaders from various parties 
to the Yugoslav conflicts” (ICTY 2009). This emphasis on political and military elites 
reflects a specific theoretical understanding of what some have termed “the crime 
of crimes” (Bosco 2005:B1). Benjamin Valentino (2004:66) succinctly summarizes 
the tribunal’s perspective when he states that mass killings stem from “the specific 
goals, ideas, and beliefs of powerful groups and leaders, not necessarily the broad 
social structures or systems of government of the societies over which these 
leaders preside.” In other words, the ICTY’s focus on leader-level participants in 
the atrocities that accompanied the dissolution of the former Yugoslavia reinforces 
a top-down perspective on the roots of mass killing.

This framework not only shapes the international legal community’s notion 
of genocide, but also influences its pursuit of transitional justice in the region. As 
the ICTY itself asserts, “By holding senior individuals responsible for the crimes 
committed in the former Yugoslavia, the Tribunal is ensuring that the victims can 
see that the individuals who are responsible for their suffering are convicted by 
an international criminal court and sent to prison” (ICTY 2009). This, the tribunal 
claims, constitutes justice. While the model of justice underpinning the ICTY’s 
objectives speaks to victims’ suffering, a brief examination of the transitional justice 
literature shows that exclusively retributive measures fail to serve the broader 
society’s need for reconciliation and reintegration. Thus, although political and 
military elites clearly contributed to the horrific violence in question, I argue that 
the theoretical premise of ICTY trials provides an insufficient basis for transitional 
justice in the wake of genocide.
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Theory  /  Prac t ice

While this paper seeks to demonstrate the limitations of the specific 
theoretical perspective on genocide upon which the ICTY has constructed its 
goals, its broader aim pertains to the powerful impact of theory on practice, and 
its broader conclusion regards the profound importance of the interdisciplinary 
field of comparative genocide studies. Initially, my interest in the topic revolved 
around the theoretical treatment of genocide’s causes; then, while exploring 
a range of views on the roots of mass violence, I became curious about the 
implications of contrasting arguments for both the prevention of future genocides 
and the restoration of peace within post-genocidal societies. Because the ICTY 
represents the international community’s most comprehensive attempt to confront 
the challenge of transitional justice in a post-genocide society and to ensure 
such violence never strikes the society again, I chose to explore evidence of the 
tribunal’s theoretical perspective in order to assess any tangible effects it might be 
having on the implementation of justice in the region.

Thus, I seek here answers to three central questions. First, what is the 
ICTY’s theoretical standpoint regarding the causes of the Bosnian genocide? 
Second, how does this standpoint affect the practice of transitional justice in the 
former Yugoslavia? Third, what can the ICTY case study tell us about the impact 
different theories of genocide have on the process of restoring peace and justice in 
post-conflict societies? In addressing these issues, I relied mainly upon the ICTY 
website for information regarding the tribunal’s objectives and progress, but pulled 
from a range of sources in the comparative genocide studies and transitional 
justice literatures to make connections and come to my final conclusions. 

The comparative genocide studies literature includes interdisciplinary 
research meant to determine what similarities, if any, exist between the causes of 
different cases of genocide. The two macro-level theorists I refer to are Benjamin 
Valentino (2004) and Eric Weitz (2003), whose books—Final Solutions: Mass Killing 
and Genocide in the Twentieth Century and  A Century of Genocide: Utopias of 
Race and Nation, respectively—are among the most influential works in the field. 
On the micro-level, I draw from Stanley Milgram’s (1973) groundbreaking work, 
Obedience to Authority: An Experimental View, and James Waller’s (2002) Becoming 
Evil: How Ordinary People Commit Genocide and Mass Killing. These scholars are 
joined by countless others in examining the causes of genocide, from work on 
particular episodes of violence during the Holocaust by Daniel Goldhagen (1996) 
and Christopher Browning (1992) to expansive studies of mass killing throughout 
long stretches of history by Ben Kiernan (2007) and Ervin Staub (1989). 

While I do not depend as heavily upon the transitional justice literature, 
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I do refer to useful articles by Ioannis Armakolas and Eleni Vossou (2008), and 
Huma Haider and Wendy Lambourne (2009). These scholars provide the critical 
context within which we can assess institutional interventions in post-conflict 
societies such as those conducted by the ICTY in Bosnia and Herzegovina. My 
precise objective is to bridge these fields by emphasizing the connection between 
theoretical interpretations of genocide and models of transitional justice, and I seek 
to apply both to—and illuminate their relationship within—the ICTY case study.

Genocide  in  the  Former Yugosl av ia

While scholars, politicians, and everyday citizens of the Balkan nations 
continue to debate the causes of the Bosnian genocide, the existence and shape 
of mass violence in the region stands largely uncontested (ICTY 2009). After an 
independence referendum in March of 1992, Bosnian Serbs—with support from 
Serbs across the border—began a systematic campaign of terror against Bosnian 
Muslims. As Eric Markusen and Martin Mennecke (2004:74) explain, “Aided by 
military forces from Yugoslavia, they murdered many defenseless civilians and 
drove the rest from their homes and businesses, which were then systematically 
looted, and, ultimately, destroyed.” Bosnian Serb forces partnered this process, 
termed “ethnic cleansing” by the international community and media, with various 
other forms of organized violence in order to destroy the very foundations of 
Muslim society in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Power 2002:249). From detention 
camps eerily similar to the infamous Nazi concentration camps, to the widespread 
use of particularly sadistic varieties of sexual violence, Bosnian Serbs attacked 
Muslims on multiple fronts simultaneously (Human Rights Watch 1995:6; Power 
2002:288). While all parties committed atrocities during this conflict, Markusen 
and Mennecke (2004:74) argue, Bosnian Serbs “proceeded in such a systematic 
manner and on such a vast scale that a number of observers concluded […] that 
the Serbs perpetrated genocide against Muslims.” This devastation persisted for 
over three years and reached all corners of Bosnian territory, but the most horrific 
of massacres occurred over just a few days in a single city.

Srebrenica, a Muslim enclave declared a “safe area” by the United Nations 
Security Council in 1993, proved far too easy a target for surrounding Serb forces. 
With only several hundred “lightly armed peacekeepers” deployed to a city that 
40,000 Muslims temporarily called home, the community remained largely at the 
mercy of Bosnian Serbs for two years (Human Rights Watch 1995:12; Power 
2002:391). Then, in July of 1995, “the Serbs called the international community’s 
bluff” and began an assault on Srebrenica that would become “the gravest single 
act of genocide in the Bosnian war” (Power 2002:392). As the largest massacre 
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in Europe since World War II, the attack on Srebrenica was a testament both to 
the severity of persecution Bosnian Muslims faced and the tragic inadequacy of 
the international community’s attempts to protect them. Roughly 7,000 Muslims 
were killed in a single week, marking the vicious culmination of a war that took an 
estimated 200,000 lives (Brunborg et al. 2003:231).

Comparat ive  Genocide  Studies  &  the  IC TY

In the aftermath of such devastation, Bosnian Muslims and concerned world 
citizens alike were left to wonder: why? Maureen Hiebert (2008:309) examines the 
history of this enduring question in her review of the field of comparative genocide 
studies:

As the post-Holocaust plea “never again” consistently went ignored […] scholars 

in the social sciences and humanities began to examine the origins and processes 

of what is arguably the worst form of collective human behavior and to try to 

answer the vexing question of why human beings do such terrible things to each 

other “again and again.”

A theoretical discourse has since emerged that provides a number 
of answers to this question. Although scholars explain genocide in varied and 
sometimes conflicting ways, Hiebert (2008:310) identifies important patterns in 
the literature and categorizes the key theories “according to the relative weight 
given to individual or group agency, structural factors, or processes of identity 
construction in accounting for the origins and unfolding of genocidal destruction.” 
While an investigation of the Bosnian genocide reveals at least some evidence 
for all three theoretical perspectives, a focus on agency—specifically that of elite 
decision makers—proves fundamental to the objectives of the ICTY.

Micro- and Macro-Level Agency-Oriented Approaches
The ICTY’s theoretical foundation consists of both a macro- and micro-

level understanding of genocide. While the latter addresses the question of what 
motivated individual perpetrators, the former explains the fundamental causes of 
mass killing in Bosnia and has more direct implications for the ICTY’s prosecutorial 
agenda. Though that agenda profoundly impacts post-conflict Bosnia, it is helpful 
to examine the ICTY’s conception of genocide’s origins before considering their 
judicial response to the crime. In the process of doing so, it becomes clear what 
the tribunal has overlooked and, consequently, what issues its particular path to 
justice may be leaving dangerously unresolved.
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In Love Thy Neighbor: A Story of War (1996), Peter Maass chronicles his time 
covering the Balkans conflict with a close focus on the individuals involved—from 
Serb snipers to Bosnian rape victims, from courageous translators to powerless UN 
troops. However, in the final chapter, Maass (1996:277) shifts his emphasis to the 
broader picture of violence in the region and makes the following claim: “Muslims 
versus Christians, Jews versus non-Jews, whites versus blacks, poor versus 
rich—there are so many seams along which a society can be torn apart by the 
manipulators” (emphasis added). Herein lies the key to the ICTY’s understanding of 
the terror Maass recounts. First, individual perpetrators participated in the violence 
because they were coerced into doing so; relatively harmonious coexistence 
between Bosnian ethnic groups would have continued if not for the lethal decisions 
political and military elites made. Reflecting Stanley Milgram’s famous conclusion 
that “ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any particular hostility 
on their part, can become agents in a terrible destructive process,” Maass and the 
ICTY alike determine that obedience to unethical leadership explains the Bosnian 
genocide at the micro level (Maass 1973:6).

The ICTY’s second postulate overlaps with the first: the genocide, as the 
accumulated violence of individual perpetrators, was fundamentally the result of 
leader-level choices. Valentino’s main argument in “The Strategic Logic of Mass 
Killing” (2004:66) elucidates the decision-making process to blame: “Mass killing 
occurs when powerful groups come to believe it is the best available means to 
accomplish certain radical goals, counter specific types of threats, or solve difficult 
military problems.” While examining the perceived strategic value of genocidal 
violence in the Balkans is beyond the scope of this essay, understanding the 
ICTY’s conviction that leaders chose to instigate the Bosnian genocide is critical 
to understanding the shape its trials have taken. According to the tribunal’s 
website, its central objective is “to try those individuals most responsible for 
appalling acts such as murder, torture, rape, enslavement, destruction of property 
and other crimes,” with such individuals including the previously enumerated 
“heads of state, prime ministers, army chiefs-of-staff, government ministers and 
many other leaders from various parties to the Yugoslav conflicts” (ICTY 2009; 
emphasis added). Thus, drawing from the ICTY’s own description of its goals and 
achievements, I argue that the tribunal takes a specific stance on the causes of 
genocide, combining Milgram’s theory of obedience to authority and Valentino’s 
strategic theory of mass killing to explain the crimes it prosecutes.

Transitional Justice in Bosnia and Herzegovinia

The importance of the ICTY’s assumptions about the causes of the Bosnian 
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genocide is twofold. First, the tribunal’s theoretical perspective determines who, 
of the many identified perpetrators, it will prosecute. Second, as Antonio Cassese, 
former president of the ICTY, argues, “Justice is an indispensable ingredient of 
the process of national reconciliation” (ICTY 2009). In other words, the ICTY’s 
theoretical foundations affect the process of transitional justice in the former 
Yugoslavia. It is this impact, and specifically the limited version of justice the ICTY 
promotes in post-conflict Bosnia and Herzegovina, that I turn to now.

“Show Us a Vision of a World Made New”
In her thorough examination of the making of the United Nation’s Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, Mary Ann Glendon includes the text of Eleanor 
Roosevelt’s nightly prayer (2002). As a key player in the declaration’s composition, 
Roosevelt recited this prayer to remind herself why—in the wake of the Second 
World War’s unthinkable human losses—such a proclamation was necessary. The 
final sentence, capturing vividly the goals of transitional justice after the Holocaust 
and the Bosnian genocide alike, comprises a desperate but hopeful plea for 
humanity’s preservation and renewal: “Save us from ourselves and show us a 
vision of a world made new” (Glendon 2002:202). While transitional justice is now 
a complex and contested term, the popular desire for peace after war, trust after 
betrayal, and love after hate—the very transformations for which Roosevelt once 
prayed—provide the central motivations for efforts to reshape post-conflict Bosnia 
and Herzegovina.

Glendon effectively illustrates the essence of transitional justice aspirations, 
but the technical meaning of the term is perhaps most clear in Ioannis Armakolas 
and Eleni Vossou’s UNISCI discussion paper on the topic. Armakolas and Vossou 
(2008:24) define transitional justice as “the full range of processes and mechanisms 
associated with a society’s attempts to come to terms with a legacy of large-
scale past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve 
reconciliation.” Furthermore, the authors explain, “There are two key distinct 
models of transitional justice: the retributive and the restorative” (Armakolas and 
Vossou 2008:25). In short, retributive justice emphasizes punishment for past 
crimes and views reconciliation as the return to an enforced moral and legal order, 
while restorative justice strives to reestablish community solidarity and heal broken 
relationships in order to promote a lasting peace (Armakolas and Vossou 2008).

Models of Transitional Justice
Within this framework, the work of the ICTY falls firmly on the retributive 

side, functioning as the judicial arm of an international effort to hold leaders of 
genocide accountable for the atrocities they oversee, and to enunciate—via 
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legal decisions—the basic standards of a global morality. As Diane Marie Amann 
(2002:95) argues, “Law operates as a means for articulation and nourishment 
of societal values.” While these elements of transitional justice are essential, 
they address only a narrow set of post-conflict needs. A brief examination of 
the multiplicity of transformations that would benefit contemporary Bosnia and 
Herzegovina demonstrates the limitations of the ICTY’s approach.

The restorative model of transitional justice looks past trials and truth-telling 
to the more difficult task of “forging peaceful coexistence among former adversaries” 
(Haider 2009:93). In Bosnia and Herzegovina, where the war displaced countless 
families and deepened (or, arguably, created) ethnic hostilities throughout the 
nation, reintegration comprised the first step towards such coexistence. Thanks to 
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees’ repatriation plan and Bosnian resilience, 
“more than one million former refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) are 
reported to have returned to their prewar homes” (Haider 2009:92). On the other 
hand, the restorative justice initiatives that followed widespread reintegration have 
achieved uneven results. In “(Re)Imagining Coexistence: Striving for Sustainable 
Return, Reintegration and Reconciliation in Bosnia and Herzegovina” (2009:93), 
Huma Haider identifies the central objectives of such projects as “renewing contact, 
building trust and repairing social relationships,” goals that “require a more holistic 
approach to addressing the legacy of human rights abuses, mass atrocity and 
social trauma.” Although the ICTY has brought some measure of accountability 
back to Bosnia, and has succeeded in its investigative and truth-telling capacities, 
it cannot address the need for psychosocial healing amongst a disturbed and 
distrustful public.

Expanding the  Scope  of  Just ice

Looking beyond leaders to identify the deeper causes of the Bosnian 
genocide brings to light a more comprehensive range of the country’s current 
transitional needs. While a vast theoretical discourse exists beyond the agency-
oriented approach, I will briefly explore two particular theories in order to show 
that alternatives—alternatives which could expand the scope of justice—exist. 
Eric Weitz’s examination of the broader societal processes that make genocide 
possible and James Waller’s discussion of the radicalizing ability of group dynamics 
provide useful explanations of the Bosnian genocide at the macro and micro level, 
respectively. Building a transitional justice agenda from this combination of theories 
quickly surpasses the limited range of the ICTY’s objectives, targeting sources of 
continued vulnerability in Bosnia.
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Micro and Macro Level Alternative Approaches
Weitz (2003:56) looks to the central characteristics of modernity for an 

explanation of genocide’s increasing relevance in contemporary society, arguing 
that in the twentieth century, “A new synthesis was created of warfare, race, and 
revolution that vastly increased the incidences and scale of genocides.” The three 
main components of modernity that provided fertile ground for mass killing in the 
Balkans include the glorification of violence that accompanies war, the “hegemony 
of race thinking,” and the “seizure of state power by revolutionary movements” 
(Weitz 2003:56). Rather than looking to the particular directives leaders gave, 
Weitz’s theory of genocide emphasizes the very “social structures” and “systems 
of government” that Valentino specifically dismisses as causal factors (Valentino 
2004:66).

Waller’s theoretical inquiry into the significance of the collective and the 
influence of culture in making “extraordinary human evil” possible picks up where 
Weitz leaves off (2002:48). While Weitz’s theory of modernity provides an appropriate 
macro context for evil, Waller (2002:30-31) argues that “group dynamics can … 
alter the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of individuals within a group,” shedding 
light on the causes of individual participation in the Balkans violence. The special 
power of the collective—which involves, Waller claims, “the fusion of individuals 
into a common spirit” and the “degradation of the superego”—outweighs the 
influence of culture, although culture profoundly impacts the identity formation 
of perpetrators (2002:30-31). After all, Waller (2002) argues, the significance of 
identities only comes to light when individuals join together, and their shared 
culture—for better or worse—appears in its purest form. Thus, Serbs possessing 
an underlying racism or apathy towards Muslims became ruthless killers in the 
context of and precisely because of the collective imperatives of war.

A Bosnia Made New
With this combination of explanatory models, a different path to transitional 

justice appears. Though the theoretical perspectives of Milgram and Valentino 
provide a useful defense of the prosecutorial approach, integrating the broader 
views of Weitz and Waller creates space for a multifaceted pursuit of a Bosnia made 
new, to borrow Roosevelt’s preferred terminology. Wendy Lambourne (2009:7) 
begins the process of expanding Bosnia’s transitional goals by distinguishing 
“four key aspects of justice: accountability, or legal justice; ‘truth,’ or knowledge 
and acknowledgment; socioeconomic justice; and political justice.” Although her 
definition of transitional justice proves more extensive than the ICTY’s exclusively 
retributive model, it still misses the key element of communal identity reformation—a 
process that Haider emphasizes in advocating interventions to “directly address 
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social cohesion and reconciliation” (2009:99). Because Weitz recognizes the 
extraordinary power of race thinking and the destructive capacity of revolutionary 
regimes, both Lambourne’s emphasis on political justice and Haider’s focus 
on breaking down identity-based barriers connect a more expansive theory of 
genocide with Bosnia’s transitional needs. Similarly, Waller’s discussion of group 
dynamics provides a useful foundation for reconciliation initiatives that seek to 
dismantle identity-based collectivities in favor of a social cohesion that highlights 
the moderate and the peaceful across ethnic and religious boundaries.

It is this mode of connection between theory and practice, between the 
perceived causes of genocide and the application of transitional interventions 
meant to overcome damaged histories and prevent new conflicts, that makes 
comparative genocide studies important. Integrating theories that address the 
variety of motivations constituting a particular genocide’s causes generates an 
expansive view of transformative needs in the aftermath of atrocities. And in the 
case of the former Yugoslavia, official interpretations of the Bosnian genocide’s 
origins prove far too limited to promote a comprehensive transitional justice.

Conclus ion

To concentrate this paper on the implications of theory for the practice of 
justice, I have sidestepped two crucial issues. First, what evidence exists in the 
Bosnian case to support the variety of theories I have analyzed? While exploring 
this question is important, a more fundamental point remains: the theories applied 
to the Bosnian genocide play an important role in shaping the nation’s pursuit of 
transitional justice. As Hiebert (2008:334) argues, “Sound theory, methodology, and 
research in comparative genocide studies are of value as an academic enterprise, 
but they should also be an important foundation for the formulation of effective 
strategies for … reconciliation.”

Second, with an expanded view of the causes of the Bosnian genocide, 
how could the ICTY—an inherently prosecutorial institution, after all—help broaden 
the nation’s reconciliation efforts? In short, the ICTY could shift its rhetoric to 
emphasize its value in a transformative process that also incorporates restorative 
measures. Because law functions, as Amann so eloquently states, to enunciate 
and strengthen societal values, the ICTY’s limited view of justice transcends 
its court system to potentially inhibit the Bosnian people’s own ideas about the 
transformations and mechanisms of justice their nation needs. Given an integrated 
and comprehensive theoretical foundation, the ICTY has the capacity to articulate 
a range of requirements for justice that might encourage the initiatives necessary to 
create a lasting peace. “Such concerted efforts … are needed,” Haider (2009:113) 
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claims, “to ensure that return is sustainable, reconciliation possible and ethnic 
cleansing defeated.” These goals, so much more than a prison sentence for 
Karadzic, reach to the heart of transitional justice and hold the key to closure for 
victims’ families.
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Growing attention is being paid to the Latino population in the U.S. and to cultural 
and contextual differences among Latino subgroups. Differences in educational 
achievement levels exist among subgroups, but prior research has only considered 
a limited number of subgroups and little is known about which factors have the 
largest influence over the achievement levels of each subgroup. Using data from the 
1988 and 1992 waves of the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS), this 
research analyzes the influence of socioeconomic, immigration, language, family 
characteristics on the educational achievement of Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and 
Mexicans. Specifically, this study examines the role nationality plays in the score 
variations among students in the 10th grade using multiple OLS regressions. 
 Results revealed that socioeconomic factors accounted for the Cuban 
advantage over Puerto Ricans and Mexicans on both math and reading standardized 
tests. Additionally, family characteristics, particularly family composition and 
parental expectations, explained some of the Cuban advantage in reading. Though 
immigration characteristics and language abilities are correlated to educational 
achievement, these factors did not significantly decrease the disparities between 
subgroups. These findings evidence the need to differentiate between Latino 
subgroups because their differences result in significantly distinct outcomes with 
far-reaching consequences.

L atinos have some of the lowest levels of educational achievement in the United 
States. Only 57% of Latinos in 8th grade have reached  the  basic proficiency 
level in reading, compared to the national average of 73% or to the average 

for whites of 80% (NCES 2007). This also is true for educational attainment, in that 
only 13% of adult Latinos have received at least a bachelor’s degree and less than 
66% of Latino adults hold a high school diploma. These statistics are low compared 
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to the 31% of non-Latinos who have received at least a bachelor’s degree and the 
90% of non-Latinos who finish high school (NCES 2008). However, many studies 
pertaining to the educational achievement of Latinos do not consider the variability 
within the Latino population by nationality. Latinos of different countries of origin, or 
Latino subgroups, in the U.S. have different levels of educational achievement and 
attainment (Portes and Truelove 1987; Garcia and Bayer 2005; Bohon, Johnson, 
and Gorman 2006; Portes and Rumbaut 2006; Reardon and Galindo 2009) making it 
difficult to generalize about the educational achievement of the Latino population. 

Since Latinos are expected to have the largest minority school-age 
population by 2015 and make up 25% of the total population by 2050 (Vernez, 
Krop, and Rydel 1999; Rumbaut 2006), it is important to have a detailed 
understanding of how the Latino population is stratified. Numerous researchers 
point to socioeconomic status, immigrant characteristics, language use, and 
family characteristics to explain Latino achievement levels (Portes and MacLeod 
1996; Roscigno 2000; Garcia 2001; Galindo 2005). However, it is unclear how 
these factors relate to the educational achievement differences among Latino 
subgroups. This study examines how each of these factors relates to the varying 
achievement levels of Latino subgroups and to their respective differences from 
that of whites. More specifically, the relationships between multiple sets of 
factors (immigrant characteristics, family characteristics, language ability, and 
socioeconomic status) and high school educational achievement are compared 
for multiple subgroups. Data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study is 
used to perform a statistical analysis of the relationships for 12th grade students 
who identify as Cuban, Mexican, or Puerto Rican.

Prior  Research on Achievement  Var iat ions  among 
L at inos

Eugene Garcia’s (2001) description of Latinos as “heterogeneous, 
linguistically and culturally,” (22) is accurate when speaking of the Latino 
subgroups. He, as well as others, makes the argument that Latino subgroups 
should be considered separately because of their disparate immigration patterns, 
acculturation experiences, and cultural practices (Nelsen and Tienda 1984; 
Bean and Tienda 1987; Ogbu 1991; Torres 2004). The resultant differences in 
educational achievement among Latino subgroups have been observed in 
several instances. Mexicans, the largest Latino subgroup in the U.S., regularly 
achieve lower than other Latino subgroups in education (Vernez, Krop and Rydel 
1999; NCES 2005; Census 2008). Furthermore, Reardon and Galindo’s (2009) 
study of Latino students in elementary school revealed that reading and math 
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scores for Latino subgroups increased at different rates between Kindergarten 
and 5th grade. For example, Cubans and South Americans score significantly 
higher than Mexicans, Central Americans, and other Latinos in both subjects. A 
study by Nielsen and Fernandez (1981) identified similar patterns in achievement 
differences on standardized tests, in which Cubans scored highest, followed by 
Puerto Ricans and lastly Mexicans. 

There are numerous possibilities as to the main reason these groups 
achieve differently in school and why this particular stratification exists. 
The main categories of factors I plan to examine are socioeconomic status, 
immigration generation status, language use, and family characteristics. Below 
I review these proposals and the relationship between each to the within-group 
achievement differences as well as their subsequent differences from whites. 
The emphasis in this study on solely Cubans, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans is 
in part due to limitations in the data set (see Methods), but also because these 
are the three Latino subgroups with the longest and most complex history 
with the U.S. through political occupation and immigration patterns (Rumbaut 
2006). 

Socioeconomic Status
The case has been made many times that socioeconomic status, as 

defined by parental income, highest educational attainment and sometimes 
parents’ occupations, is related to educational achievement (Blau and Duncan 
1967; Jencks 1972; Bowles and Gintis 1976; also see Kahlenberg 2003 for a 
review). It is possible that the differences among Latino subgroups could be 
related to this link because there are varying poverty rates and incomes among 
the groups. As Portes and Rumbaut (2006) discuss, the differing levels of human 
capital among Latino subgroups lead to the obtainment of divergent wage levels. 
For example, while Mexicans enter the U.S. as unskilled or semi-skilled laborers, 
the first and largest wave of Cubans into the U.S. consisted of skilled workers 
or professionals. Dissimilar poverty rates among the groups also exemplify the 
variations in socioeconomic status: approximately 20% of Mexican and Puerto 
Rican adults in the U.S. live below the poverty line, compared to only 13% of 
Cuban adults who live below the poverty line (Census 2007). Finally, an association 
between parental educational attainment and the specific educational outcomes 
of Latinos has also been shown in several studies (Featherman and Hauser 1978; 
Bean and Tienda 1987; Donato and Wojtkiewicz 1995). Seeing as the strength 
of the connection between socioeconomic status and educational outcomes is 
evidence by the literature, differences in socioeconomic status may play a key 
role in creating the disparities in achievement among Latino subgroups. 
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Immigrant Characteristics
Several studies have identified relationships in which immigration generation 

status is associated with educational achievement (Vernez, Krop, and Rydel 
1999; Galindo 2005). Galindo and Reardon (2009), for example, showed that the 
associations between achievement differences and immigrant generation can be 
seen as young as kindergarten. Kao and Tienda (1995) established a more specific 
relationship in which first and second generation Latino students tend to score higher 
than those students who are third generation or more, supporting the Immigrant 
Optimism hypothesis which predicts that first and second generation students will 
perform highest in school because immigrant parents are most optimistic of their 
children’s abilities and have the highest expectations (also see Rumbaut 1999). This 
factor may also relate to the variations in educational achievement between Latino 
subgroups because Mexicans and Puerto Ricans both have higher proportions of 
second+ generation residents than Cubans (Rumbaut 2006). Since the subgroups 
vary on this measure, it is possible that immigration generation accounts for some 
of the variation in educational achievement. 

Language Use
Several studies have found that students who participate in language 

assistance classes, specifically Limited English Proficiency (LEP) classes, achieve 
at lower levels than students who do not (Gandara et al. 2003; Portes and Rumbaut 
2006). However, other findings evidence participation in such classes having no 
long-term association or a positive correlation with educational achievement levels 
(Ainsworth-Darnell, Rosigno and Velez 2001). The ambiguity of this relationship 
may be interrelated with differences in how participation relates to the achievement 
of students in each subgroup. In lieu of this, measuring how this factor relates to 
the variations between the subgroups may help clarify the association between 
participation in LEP classes and educational achievement for Latinos in particular. 
Furthermore, Portes and Rumbaut’s (2001) finding that there are variances among 
subgroups in whether youth prefer to speak English or a foreign language at 
home may be useful in explaining the varying achievement levels among Latino 
subgroups (also see Bean and Tienda 1987). Mexicans, for instance, are about 
30% more likely than Cubans in public school to communicate with their parents 
in a foreign language and 25% less likely to prefer to speak English; this likelihood 
may contribute to the Mexican-Cuban education achievement level gap.  

Familial Characteristics
Jeynes (2005) performed an extensive study on the relationship between 

various family characteristics and the academic achievement of students, finding 
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that family structure had the strongest relationship with educational achievement. 
Several other researchers have reported similar findings, in that living in a two-
parent family is positively associated with student achievement in school (Krein 
1986; Ainsworth-Darnell, Rosigno, and Velez 2001; Portes and Rumbaut 2001). 
Bean and Tienda (1987) reported that, in 1980, 75% of Mexicans and 78% of 
Cubans lived in two-parent households, while only 59% of Puerto Ricans youth 
were in this living arrangement. Furthermore, the relationship between parental 
involvement and achievement is supported by numerous studies (Fehrmann, 
Keith, and Reimers 1987; Stevenson and Baker 1987; Astone and McLanahan 
1991; Jeynes 2005). Herman and Yeh (1993) established a specific link between 
involvement and achievement levels through parental influence in school decisions 
and plans. Thus, if this type of parental involvement varies among Latino subgroups 
or their current living situations still differ years later, then these factors could also 
be related to the specific variations in educational achievement levels among the 
subgroups.

In a more recent meta-analysis of literature on parental involvement, Fan and 
Chen (2001) found parental expectations have one of the strongest relationships 
with academic achievement. Other studies echo this finding that higher parental 
educational expectations are associated with high educational achievement (Kao 
and Tienda 1995; Behnke, Piercy, and Diversi 2004; Xia 2009). Current literature 
also supports the relationship between students’ expectations of themselves 
and their actual performance in school (Nielsen and Fernandez 1981; Buriel and 
Cardoza 1988; Bohon, Johnson and Gorman 2006), without denoting whether the 
expectations themselves vary among students in different Latino subgroups. Due 
to this lack of clarity, parental expectations and student self-expectations could 
potentially relate to the variations in achievement if the subgroups report different 
values for these measures. 

This study seeks to both examine how various factors relate to the 
achievement differences between Latino subgroups, and analyze how the factors 
influence the Latino-white achievement gap for each subsequent subgroup. In 
accordance with past research, the following results are expected:

Hypothesis 1: Socioeconomic status, family characteristics, and immigrant 
characteristics will all account for some of the variation among Latino subgroups 
on both math and reading standardized tests. Language ability will also account 
for a portion of the variation in only reading scores since the ability to speak English 
fluently is theoretically more correlated with the ability to read and write than the 
ability to do math. 

Hypothesis 2: Socioeconomic status, family characteristics, language ability 
and immigrant characteristics will all help to account for some of Puerto Rican-
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white and Mexican-white gaps in math and reading standardized test scores. 
As previous research has evidenced, there will not be a significant difference in 
achievement between Cubans and whites on either standardized test. 

Methods

Data is taken from the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS), a 
nationally representative data set collected in five waves by the National Center for 
Educational Statistics. NELS is well suited for this study due to its scope and the 
inclusion of a question asking respondents to specify which subgroup of Latino 
describes their Latino background. The Latino subgroups that will be examined 
are Mexicans, Cubans, and Puerto Ricans in comparison to each other and to 
whites. The sample consists of 983 Mexicans, 64 Cubans, 149 Puerto Ricans, and 
8,796 White Non-Hispanics (N = 9,992). 

The analysis relies on two waves: the baseline survey in 1988 (Grade 8) for 
the control variables and the second wave in 1992 (Grade 12) for the dependent 
variables. The dependent variables in this study are standardized test (IRT) scores 
in reading and mathematics. Both math and reading scores are considered because 
differences in reading and math levels may be functions of language abilities and 
socioeconomic status or access to resources, respectively. To obtain unbiased 
results about the population, the data was weighted using the NELS panel weights 
to adjust for sample size and design. 

The models in this analysis each include a different factor said to relate to 
achievement differences: Socioeconomic status (2), immigration characteristics 
(3), language ability (4), and family characteristics (5). A full regression model 
(6) is included to show the simultaneous relationship between all factors on 
achievement among the different ethnic groups. The variables chosen for each 
set represent the factors that previous studies show to relate to the differential 
achievement of Latino subgroups, the Latino-white gap, or both. Table 1 displays 
the details on the factors used and the average values for whites and each 
subgroup. It is worth noting that a distinction is made between island-born Puerto 
Ricans and mainland-born Puerto Ricans, in that those with born on the island 
are considered first generation immigrants and those with at least one parent 
born on the island are considered second generation immigrants. This distinction 
is necessary because scholars have noted that the experience of Puerto Ricans 
moving to the mainland can mirror the experience of immigration (Rivera-Batiz 
and Santiago 1996).  

Using ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, all models are estimated 
twice with Mexicans as the comparison group and twice with Puerto Ricans as 
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a comparison group, with Reading and Math as the two outcomes. Though the 
magnitude of the score differences could be observed with just one comparison 
group, the statistical significance of these differences would be unknown. For 
example, with Mexicans as the comparison group, one could observe both the 
Mexican-white score disparity as well as the Puerto Rican-white score disparity; 
however, there would be no indication of whether the Puerto Rican-white disparity 
was statistically significant. Thus, this methodology enabled the maximum number 
of comparisons among subgroups and the determination of whether the observed 
score differences are statistically significant. Supplementary analyses with 
Cubans as the comparison group revealed that Cubans never differ significantly 
from whites in Reading or Math, making this regression unnecessary to include. 
Responses from those who answered “Other Hispanic” when asked to specify 
their Latino background are controlled for but not analyzed, because of the ethnic 
diversity covered up by this ambiguous label. Each model also controls for gender 
and supplemental variables to flag missing cases. 

Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Descriptions for Variables: NELS 1988 
and 1992

Variable 
Name

Description Metric Means (SD)

White, 
Non-

Hispanic

Mexican Cuban Puerto 
Rican

Socioeconomic  Status  (Grade  8 )

Family Income What is respondent’s 
annual family income?

1=$1,000 or 
less

14=$100,000+

10.160 
(2.267)

8.124 
(2.73)

9.911 
(2.308)

8.077 
(2.814)

Parent’s        
Education  
Level

The highest education 
level of either parent

0=Less than 
High School

6= Profession-
al or Graduate 
Degree

3.485 
(1.491)

2.323 
(1.261)

3.3779 
(1.593)

2.537 
(1.38)

Immigrat ion (Grade  8 )

Generation Whether respondent is 
a first, second or third+ 
generation immigrant.

1=First, 

2=Second,

3=Third+

2.629 
(.744)

2.799 
(.583)

2.639 
(.760)

2.579 
(.798)
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L anguage  Ab i l i t ies  (Grade  8 )

Language     
Assistance

Has respondent ever 
been in a language 
assistance program?

0=No

1=Yes

0.040   
(.193)

0.18   
(.383)

0.190   
(.395)

0.160 
(.371)

Home 
Language not 
English

Is respondent’s 
dominant home 
language something 
other than English?

0=No

1=Yes

0.008 
(.719)

0.377 
(.484)

0.481 
(.504)

0.390 
(.490)

Family  Charac ter ist ics  (Grade  8 )

Composition Does respondent live 
with both of his or her 
parents?

0=No

1=Yes

0.719 
(.450)

0.689 
(.463)

0.652 
(.480)

0.592 
(.493)

Talk about 
School

Whether respondent 
has spoken with par-
ents about HS and/or 
college planning. 

(Cronbach’s Al-
pha=.983)

0=Not at all

4=Regularly

2.930 
(.658)

2.912 
(.685)

2.933 
(.586)

2.935 
(.666)

Parent’s        
Expectations

How far do respon-
dent’s parents expect 
him or her to go in 
school?

Min=1

Max=5

2.52 
(1.177)

1.741 
(.9726)

2.233 
(1.201)

1.875 
(1.031)

Student’s    
Expectations

How far does respon-
dent expect to go in 
school?

Min=1

Max=6

4.69 
(1.243)

4.52 
(1.262)

4.810 
(.957)

4.430 
(1.294)

Educat ional  Achievement  (Grade  12)

Reading IRT Standardized Test 
score

Min=10.41

Max-51.16

34.925 
(9.744)

29.601 
(8.705)

34.5896 
(11.809)

29.743 
(9.117)

Math IRT Standardized Test 
score

Min=17.32

Max-78.10

51.191 
(13.964)

42.363 
(12.631)

50.905 
(12.02)

41.590 
(13.339)

Results  and Analys is

Several relationships will be discussed in this analysis: the relationship 
between each factor and student achievement on standardized tests; the 
relationship between each factor and achievement differences among subgroups; 
and the relationship between each factor and the gap in achievement between 
that of white students and that of students in each Latino subgroup. Tables 2a 
and 2b show the achievement of each group in comparison to that of Mexicans on 
reading and math standardized tests, respectively, while Tables 3a and 3b show 
the achievement of each group in comparison to Puerto Ricans on reading and 
math standardized tests, respectively. The baseline models in each comparison (1) 
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show that whites and Cubans score significantly higher than Mexicans and Puerto 
Ricans on both types of standardized tests. Also observable is that Puerto Ricans 
achieve similarly to Mexicans on both subject tests. 

When socioeconomic factors are added to the model (2), it is observable 
that family income and parents’ educational attainment are positively related to a 
student’s reading and math scores. As in the baseline model, Puerto Ricans do not 
achieve at significantly different levels than Mexicans on either standardized test 
when socioeconomic factors are considered. The Cuban-Mexican and Cuban-
Puerto Rican gaps each decreased by more than half in both subjects after 
accounting for this set of factors. The size of the decrease caused the gaps in 
achievement of Cubans and Mexicans to no longer be significant in math or reading. 
The Puerto Rican-Cuban gap in reading scores became insignificant in this model, 
but the achievement differences in math remained significant even though the 
numerical gap decreased. The respective Mexican-white and Puerto Rican-white 
gaps in reading and math each decreased by over 50% when socioeconomic 
factors were considered, though the size of the gaps remained large enough to 
still be significant.

Immigration characteristics have a differential relationship with reading and 
math test scores when immigration generation is used as a control. There is a 
strong negative influence of immigration generation on math achievement, but no 
significant influence on reading achievement. This insinuates that students from 
families that have arrived in the U.S. more recently tend to score higher on math 
standardized tests than those from families that have been in the U.S. for several 
generations. In regards to the disparities among groups, including immigration 
generation in the models does not change the size of achievement gaps in 
math or reading among Latino subgroups but does slightly decrease the score 
disparities between whites and each subgroup. From these findings, it appears 
that immigration generation has no relationship to the gaps among subgroups, but 
that it does relate to overall achievement of students on math standardized tests 
and the white-Latino achievement gap. 

The next regression model (4) includes factors measuring to language 
ability. Overall, having a dominant home language other than English was strongly 
correlated with lower scores on the reading standardized test, while participating 
in a language assistance class had no substantial association with scores on 
the math or reading tests. The small decrease in the Mexican-Cuban and Puerto 
Rican-Cuban achievement gaps on both subject tests, however, indicates that 
these factors do not influence the score variations across subgroups. On the other 
hand, the Mexican-white and Puerto Rican-white disparities decreased by 15 
and 17%, respectively, in reading achievement, indicating that language may be 
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related to why Mexicans and Puerto Ricans score at lower levels than whites in 
reading. Specifically, it would appear that speaking a foreign language at home 
seems to account for a small portion of why Mexicans and Puerto Ricans achieve 
lower than whites in reading. However, the disparities between whites and each of 
these subgroups in math achievement did not substantially change, allowing us to 
say that language abilities are not largely associated with the achievement gap in 
mathematics. 

Family characteristics (5) accounted for between approximately a quarter 
of the variation in both reading and math scores between Mexicans and Cubans as 
well as that between Mexicans and whites. The Puerto Rican-white gap in reading 
did not substantially decrease in this model, but the Puerto Rican-Cuban gap 
in reading declined a significant amount. Furthermore, there was a considerable 
decrease in how well Puerto Ricans score in reading and math, in comparison to 
Mexicans, once family factors were taken into account. Finally the score differences 
in math between the Puerto Ricans and Cubans as well as Puerto Ricans and 
whites lessened, but not a statistically significant amount. Family composition and 
parental expectations both showed positive relationships with student’s reading 
and math scores, meaning that living in a two-parent family and the presence of 
high parental expectations are correlated with scoring higher in both subjects. It 
can thus be stated that the influence of family characteristics, particularly family 
composition and parental expectations, on the variations between groups is 
substantial in both subjects.

 In the full regression model (6), when all factors are controlled for, several 
important changes occur. The differences in reading and math scores between 
Mexicans and Cubans are no longer significant, nor are those in reading between 
Puerto Ricans and Cubans. The Puerto Rican-Cuban gap does substantially 
decrease, but not to the point where the difference is no longer significant. The 
difference in scores between whites and Mexicans decreases by more than 50% 
in both reading and mathematics; the same trend is evident for the difference 
in scores between whites and Puerto Ricans in both subjects. Family income, 
parents’ educational attainment, and parental expectations are still significantly 
related to reading scores, implying that these three factors account for most of 
why variations in reading achievement exist among Mexicans, Cubans, Whites, 
and Puerto Ricans. Family composition, family income, parents’ educational 
attainment, and parental expectations are the four factors significantly related 
to achievement in math, insinuating that these factors are the ones which most 
account for the math achievement disparities among these subgroups and 
whites. 

Made it to America, Now What?
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Table 2a: Coefficients for Reading IRT scores in reference to Mexicans 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(Constant) 30.282 

(.375)
20.816 
(.521)

30.954 
(.589)

31.831   
(.462)

23.933 
(.765)

19.421  
(.978)

Race

White 5.373*** 
(.381)

2.264*** 
(.366)

5.295*** 
(.382)

4.580*** 
(.486)

4.071***  
(.373)

2.581*** 
(.456)

Cuban 5.019*** 
(1.480)

2.136 
(1.379)

5.009*** 
(1.479)

5.332*** 
(1.480)

3.688* 
(1.429)

1.885  
(1.379)

Puerto Rican .334 
(1.056)

-.131   
(.982)

.355 
(1.056)

.374     
(1.054)

-.260 
(1.020)

-.133     
(.980)

Socioeconomic  Status

Family Income - .608***  
(.053)

- - - .591***  
(.055)

Parent’s 
Educational 
Attainment

- 1.887*** 
(.080)

- - - 1.653*** 
(.095)

Immigrat ion Charac ter ist ics

Generation - - -.294 
(.162)

- - .052      
(.151)

L anguage  Ab i l i t ies

Language 
Assistance

- - - -.167      
(.843)

- -.024     
(.783)

Home Language 
not English

- - - -2.914*** 
(.519)

- .459      
(.564)

Family  Charac ter ist ics

Composition - - - - 1.606*** 
(.238)

-.019     
(.242)

Talk about 
School

- - - - .016    
(.163)

.119      
(.157)

Parent’s 
Expectations

- - - - 2.265***  
(.109)

.818***  
(.121)

Student’s 
Expectations

- - - - .004    
(.087)

-.005     
(.084)

R-Squared .034 .166 .036 .039 .104 .174

*p< 0.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Note: All models controlled for gender and “Other Hispanics”. Numbers in the parenthesis are 
standard errors. 
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Table 2b: Coefficients for Math IRT scores in reference to Mexicans 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(Constant) 41.408 

(.537)
24.751 
(.723)

43.546 
(.841)

43.953   
(.660)

31.782 
(1.074)

24.645  
(1.350)

Race

White 8.747*** 
(.545)

3.524 
(.507)***

8.589*** 
(.546)

7.929*** 
(.694)

6.598***  
(.523)

4.636*** 
(.629)

Cuban 8.500*** 
(2.116)

3.645 
(1.911)

8.404*** 
(2.114)

9.082*** 
(2.114)

6.485*** 
(2.006)

3.414  
(1.904)

Puerto Rican -1.041 
(1.510)

-1.872   
(1.352)

-1.086 
(1.509)

-.986     
(1.506)

-1.922 
(1.432)

-1.872     
(1.354)

Socioeconomic  Status

Family Income - 1.126 
(.073)***

- - - 1.034***  
(.076)

Parent’s 
Educational 
Attainment

- 3.039 
(.111)***

- - - 2.654*** 
(.131)

Immigrat ion Charac ter ist ics

Generation - - -.834*** 
(.232)

- - .237     
(.209)

L anguage  Ab i l i t ies

Language 
Assistance

- - - 1.053  
(1.207)

- 1.373   
(1.084)

Home Language 
not English

- - - -5.276*** 
(.846)

- .609      
(.780)

Family  Charac ter ist ics

Composition - - - - 3.620*** 
(.334)

.870***      
(.335)

Talk about 
School

- - - - -.200  
(.230)

-.052        
(.217)

Parent’s 
Expectations

- - - - 3.828*** 
(.153)

1.483***    
(.167)

Student’s 
Expectations

- - - - -.203  
(.123)

-.212        
(.116)

R-Squared .044 .224 .047 .050 .144 .237

*p< 0.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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Table 3a: Coefficients for Reading IRT scores in reference to Puerto Ricans 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(Constant) 30.617 

(.999)
20.686 
(1.008)

31.309 
(1.086)

32.205 
(1.036)

23.673 
(1.179)

19.288 
(1.300)

Race

White 5.039*** 
(.999)

2.394* 
(.933)

4.941***     
(.998)

4.206*** 
(1.039)

4.331***  
(.965)

2.714** 
(.968)

Cuban -.334 
(1.056)

.131   
(.982)

-.355  
(1.056)

-.374 
(1.054)

.260 
(1.020)

.133     
(.980)

Puerto Rican 4.685** 
(1.744)

2.267 
(1.623)

4.654** 
(1.743)

4.959**  
(1.743)

3.948*  
(1.682)

2.017 
(1.621)

Socioeconomic  Status

Family Income - .608*** 
(.053)

- - - .591*** 
(.055)

Parent’s 
Educational 
Attainment

- 1.887*** 
(.080)

- - - 1.653***  
(.095)

Immigrat ion Charac ter ist ics

Generation - - -.294    
(.162)

- - .052     
(.151)

L anguage  Ab i l i t ies

Language 
Assistance

- - - -.167   
(.843)

- -.024   
(.783)

Home Language 
not English

- - - -2.914*** 
(.519)

- .459     
(.564)

Family  Charac ter ist ics

Composition - - - - 1.606*** 
(.238)

-.019   
(.242)

Talk about 
School

- - - - .016   
(.163)

.119     
(.157)

Parent’s 
Expectations

- - - - 2.265*** 
(.109)

.818*** 
(.121)

Student’s 
Expectations

- - - - .004   
(.087)

-.005   
(.084)

R-Squared .034 .166 .036 .039 .104 .174

*p< 0.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Note: All models controlled for gender and “Other Hispanics”. Numbers in the parenthesis are 
standard errors. 
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Table 3b: Coefficients for Math IRT scores in reference to Puerto Ricans 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(Constant) 40.367 

(1.429)
22.880 
(1.397)

42.460 
(1.552)

42.967 
(1.480)

29.860 
(1.656)

22.773 
(1.795)

Race

White 9.787***
(1.428)

5.396***
 (1.293)

9.665***
(1.426)

8.915***
(1.485)

8.520***
(1.355)

6.508***
(1.337)

Cuban 1.041 
(1.510)

1.872 
(1.362)

1.086
 (1.509)

.986 
(1.506)

1.922 
(1.432)

1.872 
(1.354)

Puerto Rican 9.541***
(2.494)

5.517* 
(2.250)

9.490***
(2.491)

10.68***
(2.491)

8.407 ***
(2.363)

5.286*
(2.239)

Socioeconomic  Status

Family Income - 1.126***
(.073)

- - - 1.034***
(.076)

Parent’s 
Educational 
Attainment

- 3.039***
(.111)

- - - 2.654*** 
(.131)

Immigrat ion Charac ter ist ics

Generation - - -.834***
(.232)

- - .237 
(.209)

L anguage  Ab i l i t ies

Language 
Assistance

- - - 1.053 
(1.207)

- 1.373 
(1.084)

Home Language 
not English

- - - -5.276*** 
(.846)

- .609 
(.780)

Family  Charac ter ist ics

Composition - - - - 3.620*** 
(.334)

.870**
(.335)

Talk about 
School

- - - - -.200 
(.230)

-.052 
(.217)

Parent’s 
Expectations

- - - - 3.828*** 
(.153)

1.483***
(.167)

Student’s 
Expectations

- - - - -.203 
(.123)

-.212 
(.116)

R-Squared .044 .224 .047 .050 .144 .237

*p< 0.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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Discuss ion

Several factors in this analysis were related to educational achievement in a 
way consistent with the findings of past studies. A higher family income and a higher 
level of parents’ educational attainment are both strongly related to higher scores 
on standardized tests, a finding consistent with past research. Furthermore, living 
in a two-parent household and having parents with higher expectations positively 
influence a student’s reading and math scores, also in accordance with findings 
of earlier studies. My analysis also showed that the longer an immigrant has been 
in the U.S., the lower his or her Math test scores are, supporting the Immigrant 
Optimism hypothesis described by Kao and Tienda (1995). Furthermore, speaking 
a language other than English at home is related to significantly lower scores overall 
in both reading and math, though this relationship does not exist when all factors 
are considered simultaneously. The change in significance is possibly because 
dominant home language is correlated with both parents’ educational attainment 
and immigration generation status (Portes and Rumbaut 2006; Rumbaut 2006); 
controlling for the latter two makes the relationship between the dominant home 
language and achievement levels no longer significant. Finally, several factors 
considered were not at all related to achievement. Past participation in a language 
assistance class, the student’s educational aspirations, and talking about high 
school or college plans had no significant influence on how students in this sample 
achieved in school. This lack of relationship could be due to the small sample 
size. 

The first hypothesis pertaining to which factors related to the differences in 
achievement among Latino subgroups is supported by the analysis. Socioeconomic 
status did account for most of the variation among Latino subgroups on both 
math and reading standardized tests. Specifically, the possession of higher family 
income and having parents with higher educational attainments are part of the 
reason Cubans achieve higher than Puerto Ricans and Mexicans. This finding 
points to the importance of disparities in socioeconomic status among Latinos 
and the far reaching effects of these disparities, effects that past literature has 
supported as being important for all ethnic groups and not just Latinos. Secondly, 
family characteristics did account for part of the score variation between groups, 
but only on reading standardized tests. This implies that Cubans achieve higher 
in reading because they are more likely to live in two-parent homes and have 
parents with higher educational expectations. Nonetheless, these advantages did 
not translate as justifications for why Cubans perform better on math standardized 
tests than Puerto Ricans or Mexicans. At the same time, neither immigrant 
characteristics nor language abilities are significantly related to the disparities in 
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scores among Latino subgroups in reading or math, an outcome different than 
what was expected. In conclusion, differences in socioeconomic status and family 
characteristics are the factors considered in this study that best account for why 
achievement differs among Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and Cubans.

In accordance with the second hypothesis, as well as with previous 
research on Latino achievement, there was essentially no difference in achievement 
between Cubans and whites in math or reading, a condition that remained constant 
throughout all models. However, substantial Mexican-white and Puerto Rican-white 
achievement gaps were observed in both subjects. All factors, when added to the 
models, decreased the size of the gaps for at least one of the standardized tests, 
though socioeconomic characteristics decreased the disparities the most. In other 
words, the higher family income and educational attainment of white students’ 
parents account for part of why whites achieve higher than Puerto Ricans and 
Mexicans on math reading standardized tests. 

Future studies should investigate the relationship between these factors and 
achievement differences among other Latino subgroups. While this study examined 
the variations among only three Latino subgroups (Cubans, Mexicans, and Puerto 
Ricans), it is important to consider other subgroups (i.e. Dominicans, Central 
Americans, and South Americans) to fully understand the hierarchy of educational 
achievement within the Latino population. Further research should also examine 
other factors that relate to educational achievement and that potentially influence 
the dissimilar scores among Latino subgroups. Possible factors to consider are 
residency in an ethnic enclave, family size, gender, and/or citizenship status. This 
study opens doors to a closer examination of the Latino population and a deeper 
understanding of trends in educational achievement formerly concealed by the 
ambiguous label, “Latino.” 
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This article explores the significance of silence in the formation of the 
collective memory of political assassinations. The case study explored is that 
of the assassination of political activist Oscar Romero, the Archbishop of San 
Salvador from 1977 to 1980. Romero was one of the major spokespeople of 
the Liberation Theology movement and of the government opposition in the 
years that preceded the Salvadoran civil war. After Romero’s death and the 
end of the twelve year long war, the government decreed a ten-year period 
of silence where investigation around the war and its antecedents could not 
be conducted nor could any historical accounts be written or taught. In other 
words, collective recounting of the event and negotiation over its meaning 
ceased. This article argues that this silence allowed for the collective narratives 
proposed by powerful groups after Romero’s death to be actively changed 
and redefined. Silence helped create a new hybrid memory of the symbolic 
violence, proposing an alternative Salvadoran identity in the process.

On March 24, 1980 Oscar Romero, Archbishop of San Salvador, was shot 
while giving mass. Romero had been a supporter of liberation theology, 
a shift within the Catholic Church that attacked economic, social, and 

political conditions that burdened the poor. Romero had made many enemies 
in the Salvadoran right by delivering long, impassioned homilies against the 
authoritarian government’s policies, accusing the state of reinforcing inequality and 
class difference. Through his homilies, Romero also emphatically demanded equal 
rights, dignity, and social justice for all. Romero’s death was followed by a twelve 
year long civil war between the government and the left-wing opposition that ended 
in an uneasy truce. After the war, a ten-year period of silence was declared in which 
no war trials could take place and nothing could be written with regards to the war 
or what caused it. It was only 22 years after his death that Romero began to be 
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commemorated officially and that any investigation was done with regards to the 
perpetrators of his assassination. However, despite this extended period of silence, 
Monsignor Oscar Romero and his death still resonate in the memory of Salvadorans 
today. Thirty years after the event took place many still argue that the assassination 
of Oscar Romero has shaped contemporary Salvadoran identity. 

Political assassinations are the ultimate form of symbolic violence. Through 
these acts, people defy the sacredness of authority. Members of the affected 
political community are forced to make sense of the sudden, terrible occurrence 
that has disrupted their routine and altered their understanding of politics and 
society. Also, this disruption can make way for new political communities to emerge 
as different individuals might suddenly realize that they are all affected similarly by 
the chaotic event, creating a new group consciousness. This recovery, renewal, 
or creation of group identity is interesting sociologically as the process becomes 
the ideal site to examine collective memory and trauma. The study of political 
assassinations allows sociologists to look at how people reconcile symbolic 
violence and reconstruct their social order. 

There are many ways of studying a political assassination. Many scholars 
have looked at these events and have tried to measure their impact over time, 
establishing the effect of assassinations on political opinions (Johansson 1995), 
emotions (Raviv et al. 2000), and perceptions of social cohesion (Vertzberger 1997). 
These works usually understand the event as a social fact that people react to in 
different ways. However, in the last few years an alternative way of understanding 
social trauma has emerged in the field of cultural sociology. Jeffrey Alexander 
argues that “events do not, in and of themselves, create collective trauma” (2004:8) 
but that “trauma is a socially mediated attribution [that] may be made in real time, 
as the event unfolds [or] before the event occurs, as an adumbration, or after the 
event has concluded, as a post-hoc reconstruction” (8). Trauma, in other words, 
is socially constructed. It is a title attributed to events “not because of their actual 
harmfulness or their objective abruptness, but because these phenomena are 
believed to have abruptly, and harmfully, affected collective identity” (10). Ron 
Eyerman takes this notion of cultural trauma into the study of political assassinations 
and notes that these crimes are undertaken precisely for the purpose of creating a 
form of traumatic disruption: they are “an act of symbolic violence, where actions 
are scripted within highly stylized frameworks of meaning and targets [are] selected 
for what they represent” (Eyerman 2008:161). This disruption attacks a collectivity’s 
symbols of authority, forcing the group to re-imagine itself, to build new collective 
boundaries, and to give meaning to the horrific event. 

Alexander calls this process of meaning renegotiation a “trauma process”: 
“It is a claim to some fundamental injury, an exclamation of the terrifying profanation 
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of some sacred value, a narrative about a horribly destructive social process, and 
a demand for emotional, institutional, and symbolic repartition and reconstruction” 
(2004:11). This process unfolds in different institutional arenas such as the 
religious, aesthetic, legal, scientific, mass media, state bureaucracy, and public 
sphere (15) and “the constraints imposed by institutional arenas are mediated by 
the uneven distribution of material resources and the social networks that provide 
differential access to them” (21). The trauma process, in other words, is shaped by 
larger social structures and disparities that in turn affect the emerging collective 
memory. Exploring this idea, Kristen Hoerl, Dana Cloud, and Sharon Jarvis (2009) 
study how the media creates interpretative frames that distance society from the 
perpetrators of attempted presidential assassinations. D.I. Hanauer (2004), on the 
other hand, looks at how narratives and counter-narratives are expressed through 
memorials and graffiti. These are two of the many examples from the growing body 
of work that explores how the trauma process works and how social meanings are 
renegotiated after a meaning crisis such as a political assassination.

Most of the work on political assassination looks at how memory is framed 
through the continuous negotiation of what the event means. Few consider what 
happens if the memory process is interrupted or what the role of silence in the trauma 
process might be. Alexander suggests that an incomplete meaning struggle might 
impede the event from becoming traumatic (2004:27). In this paper, however, I wish 
to show that this is not always the case. Vared Vinitzky-Seroussi and Chana Teeger, 
in their research on the commemorations following Israeli Prime Minister Rabin’s 
assassination, argue that silence is “a complex and rich social space that can operate 
as a vehicle of either memory or of forgetting and thus can be used by various groups 
for different ends” (2010:1104). Vinitzky-Seroussi and Teeger differentiate between 
overt and covert silence, the former being “a literal absence of speech or narrative” 
(1104) while the latter is “the absence of content” or the obscuring of content due to 
overwhelming and conflicting narratives (1104). The authors study how both these 
forms of silence are used in memorial ceremonies, implying that silence is a tool 
employed by social actors in different arenas. In this paper, however, I would like to 
take their analysis one step further and look at how silence functions in the absence 
of institutional arenas, arguing that silence can work as a cooling period where 
individuals can reconsider the conflicting narrative explanations offered by different 
institutions, melding them into a new folk narrative. 

The  Assass inat ion of  Monsignor Oscar  Romero

From 1970 to 1980, the country of El Salvador saw a series of social 
movements emerge in opposition to a repressive, authoritarian government. One 
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of these movements was liberation theology, originally a theological shift within 
Catholic thought that eventually took form in political activity. In 1968, in Medellin, 
Colombia, Catholic leaders discussed the Church’s role with regards to the violent 
reality of Latin America (Brockman 1984:455). From this congress liberation 
theology emerged, an ideology held by liberal priests who believed that the Church 
had a moral duty not only to help the oppressed but to actively fight against the 
oppressors. “Liberation theology begins and thrives in base communities, [where 
the] small groups of the most marginalized have literally reinvented the ‘church,’ 
moving it out of the institutional space of the sanctuary and relocating it in the 
practices of living, thinking, working, and acting in community” (Herndl and Bauer 
2003:565). These base communities established new identities and networks of 
solidarity. Their aim was not only to improve the material conditions of the poor but 
also to impart a sense of worth, changing the prevalent classism of El Salvador. This 
movement acted through protests, sit-ins, strikes, and by taking over government 
land. 

A spokesman of liberation theology was Archbishop Oscar Romero. Romero 
had initially been a dogmatic, conservative priest who rose in the church hierarchy 
precisely because of his traditionalist ideals (Erdozaín 1980:22). Nevertheless, 
once radical Church figures were murdered because of their involvement in 
the movement, Romero felt his institution to be under attack and, as he puts 
it, “converted” to liberation theology (Brockman 1984:451). Romero aided the 
movement by bringing his charisma and authority into the fray and becoming, 
as he called himself, “the voice of the voiceless” (Equipo Maíz 1994:63). Every 
Sunday in hour-long homilies, Romero would express the movement’s claims and 
would inspire in church-goers a sense of cohesion and identity. Romero used 
the Archdiocese’s radio to transmit his homilies throughout the country and he 
became one of the few independent news broadcasters in El Salvador, recounting 
the number of dead that week every Sunday (Brockman 1984:446). Protected by 
his ecclesiastic authority, Romero was able to contribute to the opposition’s cause 
for three years before he was murdered (Peterson 1997:61). 

Monsignor Oscar Romero was shot on March 24, 1980, after finishing his 
homily in the small chapel of the Divine Providence in San Salvador (Brockman 
1985:428). A few news sources would later claim that Romero had been shot 
lifting up the challis, blessing the Eucharist, and that his last words were “God 
have mercy of the assassin” (Publicaciones pastorales del Arzobispado 1982:92). 
Nevertheless, the recording of the mass as well as witness accounts from that day 
disprove these more dramatic details of Romero’s death (Brockman 1985:428), 
details that show how quickly after the occurrence Romero and his murder began 
to be mythologized. Romero’s assassination convinced many people that faith 
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could no longer protect from injustice, inspiring people to join armed revolution. 
In October of 1980, seven months after Romero’s death, the five largest and 
most influential opposition groups united and created the “Frente Farabundo 
Martí para la Liberación Nacional” (FMLN) which in January of 1981 launched 
the first coordinated guerilla attacks on the military, marking the beginning of the 
Salvadoran Civil War. 

Many scholars have argued that the death of Monsignor Romero was one 
of the catalysts of the civil war (El Faro.net 03/21/05). The different sides of the 
confrontation had to lay claims over the story of Romero’s death as an attempt to 
justify their position. The left saw Romero’s murder as an example of why social 
movements were not enough to bring substantial change and why war was the 
only solution. Meanwhile, the government tried to frame the occurrence as an 
example of radical terrorism from the left who were trying to discredit authority. 
Another group that emerged was the clergy, both national and international, who 
had espoused the ideals of liberation theology and had supported Romero but saw 
his death as an example of hatred and violence in El Salvador in general. Members 
of this group blamed the country’s chaotic political reality for the death of Romero 
and they justified their inaction by saying that it would be pointless. These were 
the three competing narratives that emerged after Romero’s death, taking shape 
after his funeral ceremonies on March 30th 1980. 

Monsignor Oscar  Romero ’s  Funeral :  Trauma 
Narrat ives  in  an  Inst itut ional  Arena

Monsignor Oscar Romero’s funeral took place in San Salvador, in the Plaza 
Barrios, between the Cathedral and the Government Palace (Brockman 1985:432). 
The National Catholic News Service calculated that 200,000 people attended, and 
although the government estimated 30,000, it is still a considerable number of 
people who went to pay their respects (433). Many international representatives 
were there to mourn Romero. There were no policemen or troops supervising the 
multitude, so the Boy Scouts and Church members were keeping the peace. It is 
not surprising that once a smoke bomb went off, chaos ensued (434). 

The bomb went off during the homily where the Revolutionary Coordination 
of Masses, a left-wing organization, was seated. Almost immediately, snipers 
began shooting at the crowds from somewhere in that vicinity. The crowd ran wild, 
trying to leave the plaza or to find refuge inside the Cathedral. The Coordination of 
Masses hastily took Romero’s body to the Cathedral where it was buried in a rush. 
A multitude of people crowded inside, waiting for almost two hours for the shooting 
to stop. Forty people died that afternoon, most of them crushed or asphyxiated 
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(Brockman 1985:435). The claims for responsibility, for a narrative, were quick to 
follow as this moment was representative of the larger political struggle. 

On March 31st 1980, in a national radio broadcast, the government accused 
the Revolutionary Coordination of Masses of placing the bomb and shooting the 
citizens, condemning “the acts of violence […] which could only have been provoked 
by those who have made public their decision to increase the violence in this 
country” (Publicaciones pastorales del Arzobispado 1982:266). The government 
declared that these terrorist acts were “part of a criminal plan by those whose 
doctrine is based on atheism and who do not respect and have never respected 
the religious feelings of the Salvadoran people” (266). The Coordination is also 
said to have lied to the religious representatives there, keeping them locked in the 
Cathedral “with the excuse that they were protecting them from the violence going 
on outside” (267). On April 1st 1980, a government spokesperson was interviewed 
by a local newspaper and was asked his opinion regarding the accusations the 
religious leaders were making against the government. To this he answered that 
the members of government “respect the manner in which these religious men 
think, but consider that they are not well informed and that they were impressed by 
what they were told within the Cathedral” (268). The religious representatives, as 
well as Romero, were portrayed as victims of the left’s conspiratorial actions, and 
the government cast itself as being there to set the record straight. 

In these declarations, the government emphasized religion and the lack 
of a religious belief of the members of left-wing groups. The government, in other 
words, was trying to take up the symbol of Monsignor Romero as its own. The 
opposition groups were not only called violent and blameworthy, they were also 
disrespectful of Romero’s memory as well as of the visiting Church representatives. 
Most of the Salvadoran media, a majority of which was owned by the country’s 
elites, framed their account of the funeral and the reactions to it following the 
government’s guidelines. The newspaper La Prensa Gráfica reproduced the radio 
broadcast under headings such as “The left is made responsible for incidents” 
and “Government responds peacefully to threats from the left” (Publicaciones 
pastorales del Arzobispado 198:268-269). In this way, the government was 
established as the entity of peace in the midst of chaos . By calling the accusing 
religious leaders confused and by establishing Romero as the story’s victim, the 
government tried to present itself in favorable terms, as understanding, peaceful, 
and willing to do justice. 

The day after the funeral, twenty-two religious leaders that had been 
present signed a testimony of how they had experienced the ceremonies. The 
religious spokesmen declared that: 
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[I]t is false that there was any pressure imposed by the Revolutionary 
Coordination of Masses to force us to remain inside the Cathedral. If we 
stayed inside, even after the aggression had ceased, it was due to our 
Christian wish to accompany so many terrorized people that sadly crowded 
the interior of the sacred space1. 

The leaders blamed the violence on the government stating that “suddenly 
the detonation of a bomb was heard, that various witnesses assure [that] they saw 
being thrown from the Government Palace” (243), the same palace from where 
they believe the shooting came from (243). The Coordination did in fact “take part 
in some actions, such as burning vehicles” but the representatives clarify that 
“this was supposedly done to enable people’s escape” (244). The religious leaders 
concluded their notice harshly stating: 

Those of us who came to honor the life and death of Monsignor Romero have 

been able to experience the truth of his word when he determinedly denounced 

the repression of the Salvadoran people […] We have been witnesses to the pain 

and anguish of [his] people, but also of their courage and maturity. And, in this 

opportunity, we are witnesses of the grave deformation of the facts and the false 

interpretation of them given by the Government of El Salvador2. 

In this declaration, as well as in a series of interviews given to various 
international newspapers, the religious representatives emphasized the issue of 
truth, of providing an accurate representation and interpretation of the facts. Even 
though they blamed the government, the religious leaders agreed that the true 
victim in this case was Monsignor Romero and that attention should be paid to this 
man and not to deciding who did what. The representatives believed that Romero 
was a martyr in this land of chaos, supporting the left-wing organizations but still 
blaming the entire political context for his demise and disrespectful burial. The 
issue of respect was extremely important to these representatives. The Episcopal 
Conference of El Salvador made a declaration in which it “condemns this criminal 
act of vandalism [and] deeply laments the disrespect towards the [funeral 
ceremonies], the Personal Representative of the Holy Pope, the Delegations 
and Dignitaries, and the people who were there” (Publicaciones pastorales del 
Arzobispado 1982:265). 

The left-wing organizations were also keen to create their own account 

1  Quoted in Monseñor Oscar A. Romero, su muerte y reacciones. San Salvador: Publicaciones 

pastorales del Arzobisbado, 1982, p. 243.

2   Quoted idem, 244.
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of what happened in Monsignor Romero’s funeral. The Popular Revolutionary 
Block (BPR) accused imperialism and its “puppet government” if not for directly 
perpetuating the massacre at least for letting it happen and for “cynically” blaming 
the left (Publicaciones pastorales del Arzobispado 1982:275). The declaration 
made by the BPR ends with an impassioned “Monsignor Arnulfo Romero lives 
on in the combative battle of our people about to reach their definitive liberation!” 
(276) Already one sees how Romero is turned into a political icon from a fallen 
leader; he was transformed into the struggle itself. The National Union Federation 
of Salvadoran Workers, the Society of Students of Medicine, and the Revolutionary 
Army of the People all produced their own declarations similar to the BPR’s. They 
associated the funeral shootings with the government and the economic elites, 
and they extended this accusation to the United States. The Society of Students 
of Medicine, for example, states “in El Salvador like in Vietnam the Yankys [sic] 
shall not pass!” (282) 

The left-wing organizations accused not only the government but right-
wing ideology in general. They also reincarnated Monsignor Romero in the people 
of El Salvador, in the battle for freedom. The language used was impassioned, 
playing on the anger and emotions of the Salvadoran people, calling them to action, 
something neither the government nor the Church did. These organizations were 
the first to draw a link between the death of Romero and the attack against the 
population on March 30, stating that just as Romero had been shot during mass, 
so were the people who went to pay their respects (Publicaciones pastorales 
del Arzobispado 1982:281). This parallel strengthened the symbolic relationship 
between Romero and society, mobilizing both the people and material resources 
necessary for the left to create a coalition strong enough to go to war. Nevertheless, 
the true enemy for all these organizations was imperialism that worked through a 
powerless government and oppressed a country (275). In telling the tale in these 
terms, the left-wing organizations equated their cause with socialist uprisings 
throughout the world, possibly in an attempt to inspire global sympathy. 

Headlines in the international press show that the world was keenly aware 
of the events taking place in El Salvador. June Carolyn Erlick wrote for the National 
Catholic Reporter that “Violence Degrades Mass in Honor of a ‘Man of Peace’” 
(Publicaciones pastorales del Arzobispado 1982:314). Time Magazine called 
its recount of the events “Something Vile in this Country” (318). The Mexican 
newspaper Uno Más Uno reported that Romero’s body, “without ceremony, without 
prayers, almost without witnesses, was buried in a crypt under the altar” (298), 
emphasizing the sense of tragedy the burial exuded. All these pieces accuse the 
country as a whole of the death and defamation of Monsignor Romero, seeing the 
nation as intrinsically polluted, rejecting all three alternative narrations offered.
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It is clear in all these testimonies that the retelling of Romero’s death 
and funeral was politically charged. Narrating Romero was a way of giving 
meaning to the violence unleashed in his funeral, and by extension to violence 
in El Salvador in general, regardless of how Romero had narrated his own 
story in his many homilies and speeches. It must be stressed that it was not 
so much Romero’s life that was subject to interpretation, because he was a 
well-known public figure whose opinions and ideals had been famous. It was 
Romero’s death and the implications of this death that became the focus of 
narrative framing for all the groups involved in the representational struggle. 
Nevertheless, as the country was faced with civil war, the different groups 
providing the narrations had no chance to reiterate their claims in the public 
sphere and the general population of El Salvador was forced to create its own 
ideas about Romero and what he represented based solely on these initial 
declarations. 

Interestingly, all of the pronouncements made by the groups involved 
followed a similar pattern. Romero and whoever he is said to have represented 
were the victims, be it the people, traditional religion and ideals, or the Church. 
One side was the villain who disrespects Romero, and the other was the hero 
that is out to defend Romero’s memory. Each group asked for authorship of the 
Romero story as a way of protecting the Archbishop’s legacy from the villain 
who wants to change the facts. All three groups stressed the importance of 
truth in their accounts and emphasized that this was the only way to show 
respect for the deceased leader. It is noteworthy that these narratives all use 
the same framework, each one simply modifying the name of the characters 
in their plot. However, as was mentioned above, the war and the decreed 
ten-year period of silence made it impossible for these groups to restate their 
narrative and their position within it, allowing for a new collective memory to 
materialize.

Oscar Romero after Twenty-Two Years of Silence 

After the Salvadoran civil war ended, the opposing factions reached a 
truce. One of the conditions both sides agreed upon was that for ten years no 
history of the war and of the years directly preceding it could be published in any 
form. Also, no war trials, media discussion, or political debate could take place 
around this subject. The right wing government and the left-wing opposition 
decided, in other words, that no official narrative of the events would be created, 
allowing tensions to cool off before authorities attempted to make sense of the 
past. 
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This period of silence was finally lifted in 2002. On March 24th 2005, 
twenty-five years after Romero’s assassination, El Diario de Hoy describes how 
commemorations in honor of Romero took place, beginning in the chapel he 
was shot in, from where more than a thousand people marched to his tomb 
(03/24/05). The paper cites the slogans on the different banners people carried: 
“No more Monsignor, now he is Saint Romero,” “Saint Romero of America,” 
and “Romero lives” (El Diario de Hoy 03/24/05). By 2005, the story behind 
Romero’s death had been officially determined by the United Nations: in the Truth 
Committees it was established that the intellectual author of the assassination 
was Roberto D’Abuisson, the founder of the right-wing political party ARENA 
(Alianza Republicana Nacionalista), the party that up until 2009 was in control of 
the government (El Diario de Hoy 03/24/05). Still, Romero’s story was one that 
had to be experienced and ritualized. Jennifer Lau, a Canadian journalist who 
attended the commemorations, was surprised to see that “despite the fact that 
Monsignor Romero was killed so long ago, he is still remembered, even by the 
younger generations” (El Diario de Hoy 03/24/05). The Spanish journalist Marcos 
Alemán had similar findings when he interviewed a seven-year-old schoolboy 
who was visiting the Archbishop’s house. The boy told the reporter that “in school 
they told me the story, but I wanted to see where he lived” (El Mundo, 03/23/05). 
In this response, it is stressed that in order to commemorate Romero one has to 
experience his life, not simply hear and interpret a narration of it. 

Furthermore, Romero’s symbolic power transcends the borders of El 
Salvador: A woman from Honduras explained that “a lot of foreigners come [to 
the ceremonies] because Monsignor Romero is not of the Salvadoran, he belongs 
to the world” (El Mundo, 03/23/05). The interest in the twenty five years since 
Romero’s death among foreign newspapers proves this woman’s point. Under 
headlines that stress the dramatic nature of the occurrence, the international 
media remembered the Archbishop in words that instead of victimizing Romero 
turn him into a hero. The Washington Post published the article “A Legacy as 
Champion Of the Poor; Latin American Archbishop, Slain in 1980, Promoted 
Social Reform.” The Irish Times wrote that “‘St. Romero of the Americas’ was 
a martyr of justice.” The Mexican newspaper La Jornada published a long 
piece on “Saint Romero of America.” These headlines exhibit that, unlike the 
government, the Church, and the left-wing organizations who called Romero a 
victim of violence, Romero is remembered today as a triumphant hero.

Every year, on March 24th, a special mass is celebrated in the chapel where 
Romero was shot (Diario Co Latino 03/24/09). In 2009, the world saw a revived 
interest in Romero and what he represents as it was the first year since the civil 
war that a candidate with left-wing inclinations, a candidate from the FMLN 
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political party3, won the presidential elections. After being elected, President 
Mauricio Funes was quick to uphold Romero as his model. Diario Co Latino 
wrote that “Funes, who recognizes Monsignor Romero as his spiritual guide, 
said that ‘the time has come for authorities to listen to the Salvadoran people’s 
clamor for justice’” (03/24/09). Three months later, the same newspaper quoted 
President Funes who stated that he promises to govern “as Monsignor Romero 
dreamt it” (Diario Co Latino 06/01/09). The president’s appropriation of Romero’s 
representation has brought about a new interest in the Archbishop, and Funes, 
the first president to recognize the government’s involvement in Romero’s death, 
has vowed to begin further investigations immediately (El País 11/07/09). Radio 
La Primerísima broadcasted that the commemoration of Romero that took place 
on March 24, 2009 carried “the triumph of leftist candidate Mauricio Funes as a 
backdrop” (Radio la Primerísima 03/24/09). Romero, in other words, was made 
present by linking him to a new political figure. 

Monsignor Oscar Romero is brought back to life by drawing a parallel 
with President Mauricio Funes. A similar effort is seen in slogans from the 2005 
commemoration such as “Romero lives.” The boy interviewed by Alemán wanted to 
experience and ritualize the narrative he had learned about Romero, to relive a part 
of Romero’s life (El Mundo 03/23/05). These perspectives are very different to the 
frames of narration established by the three most powerful groups after Romero’s 
funeral. After the attacks on March 30th, the Salvadoran government saw Romero as 
a victim being defamed by atheist terrorists while the Church saw Romero as a victim 
of violence in El Salvador in general. The left did claim that Romero came to life in the 
battle that would be fought but he was not so much a hero but rather was a fellow 
victim. The left, in other words, asked the people of El Salvador how they felt about the 
murder of their beloved Archbishop and told them to turn their anger into action. As 
the examination of more recent representations of Romero showed, Romero today is 
not conceived of as a victim at all but rather as a saint, a hero, a man of great dreams 
and ideals who died for what he believed in and in dying inspired future generations. 
The narrative of Romero, 30 years after his death, is one of triumph.

Would the narrative have been different had there been no civil war and no 
ten years of officially sanctioned silence? The answer is almost certainly yes, one 
can easily imagine one of the three proposed narratives gaining predominance over 
the others and becoming the “official” account of Romero’s death. This begs the 
question as to what this new collective memory of the assassination of Romero can 
tell us about silence in the trauma process in general. I propose that the new narrative 

3   As was explained before the FMLN was the coalition of left-wing organizations that fought in the 

civil war. After the 1992 Peace Talks, the revolutionary group was turned into a political party and it 

has been active in political life ever since.
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framing of Oscar Romero’s death is an amalgamation of the previous three forms. 

S i lence  in  the  Trauma Process

The narrative of Monsignor Oscar Romero’s assassination that exists in 
Salvadoran collective memory today can be seen as a combination of the three 
alternative frames provided by the groups that surrounded Romero at the time of 
his funeral. As was said earlier, these three groups all describe a victim, a villain, 
and a hero that repairs the villain’s disrespect. What is different about the narrative 
of Romero today is that it rearranges the identity of these characters. For the first 
time, Romero is not the victim but the hero. His memory is embodied either in 
the people of El Salvador in general, in President Funes, or in those who want to 
experience his life. This carrier agent is equipped with Romero’s ideals and dreams 
and these abstractions, in turn, take form through the carrier agent’s actions. 
These actions repair the villain’s disrespect, a villain that now is the repressive 
government and the Salvadoran oligarchy (less so American Imperialism) or simply 
people who have forgotten about Romero. The disrespect is one against the 
Salvadoran people, the real victims in this new narrative4. 

The silence that truncated the “trauma process” around Monsignor 
Romero’s death is what Vinitzky-Seroussi and Teeger call “overt silence” (2010). 
This means that there was no debate or retelling of the event or the war that 
followed it. However, this silence did not lead to forgetfulness, probably because 
it had an expiration date. The Salvadoran people were all too aware that the ten 
years prescribed would be over at some point and that the negotiation around 
the meaning of Romero’s death would continue where it left off. Nonetheless, the 
present debate has not continued where it left off. There are new carrier agents 
on new institutional arenas and the rekindled discussion has begun on new 
terms. Romero is no longer conceived of as a victim, narratives no longer incite 
political action, and the civil war has scarred the country in so many ways that 
the unending feud between the left and the right has all but been dropped away 
from the new emerging collecting memory that surrounds Romero. This narrative 
is more spiritual than political, shrouded in utopian ideals. In a sense it goes back 
to Romero’s original message: the true victims are the poor and the enemy is 
structural violence. Silence, in other words, allowed for a rediscovery of Oscar 

4   Romero has also become a symbol of social struggle throughout the world. Example of his 

influence are the “Oscar Romero Committees,” a series of organizations from the International 

Christian Service Coordination (SICSAL) that work to inspire justice, solidarity and dignity in Latin 

America and Spain, and the “Romero Center” in Chicago, an organization that works with Latino 

immigrants and refugees in the United States. 
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Romero’s own understanding of his purpose. Silence brought in a fourth voice into 
the debate, a new voice that combines the previous three. 

In the trauma process surrounding the death of Romero, silence served as 
a mechanism through which three previous narrative explanations were blended 
together and distilled of their particularities. This allowed the shared structural 
frame to survive. Silence blurred the distinctions between the three contesting 
narratives and made room for the general idea to survive: that Oscar Romero had 
somehow been part of a symbolically charged event that had a victim, a villain that 
showed disrespect, and a hero that amended the villain’s actions. Oscar Romero 
as a symbol has survived the clashing accounts of his death and has become a 
more powerful symbol with time. The use of silence, therefore, enhanced Romero, 
obscuring most of the other elements in the original three narrative accounts. It 
must be stressed, however, that silence in this case is not simply the repression 
or erasing of the original three proposed trauma narratives but rather the active 
reinterpretation of them. None of the three original accounts was given primacy, 
rather they were fused together to create a fourth, new option. 

The role of silence in cultural trauma and in the creation of collective 
memory is not straightforward and there is still much work to be done around this 
topic. This paper is my attempt to add to this void and emphasize the notion that 
silence is important in the creation of memory about political assassinations. The 
case of Monsignor Oscar Romero’s murder in El Salvador provides fertile ground 
for this kind of study as it was state policy to impede the trauma process for ten 
years after the civil war that followed Romero’s death ended. This paper has tried 
to show that silence allowed for a rediscovery of Romero as he originally intended 
while still understanding him symbolically in the terms used by the three different 
carrier groups that narrated his death.  
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To what degree is the perception of medical malpractice among physicians similar 
to or different from representations of malpractice among print media? The author 
proposes that malpractice portrayal among media is biased towards cases with large 
awards and spectacular facts. Likewise, physician perception is most shaped by 
the medical community and professional literature. The author analyzes print media 
perspectives through media analyses of one hundred recent print media articles 
on malpractice and physician perspectives through seven in-depth, open-ended 
interviews. Print media representation of malpractice varies significantly across 
levels of newspaper circulation and while financial data is underreported, reported 
values are biased towards the high end of the range of award values. Physicians 
and print media frame arguments around medical malpractice differently because 
of differing conceptualizations of negligence and the “standard of care.” Physicians 
frame malpractice with a keen understanding of “maloccurrence vs. malpractice,” 
whereas print media coverage may assume negligence in malpractice cases.

P
1hysicians are currently experiencing high and rising malpractice premium 
costs and a scarcity of coverage (Thorpe 2004). Doctors cite the rising 
costs of medical malpractice insurance as one of the largest problems in 

the American healthcare system (Blendon et al. 2002). Research shows that few 
lawsuits are brought relative to the number of incidents that might justify them, and 
litigation studies show that damage awards in malpractice cases are unlikely to be 
large (Cohen 2004:1-2). Nonetheless, for physicians the mere threat of malpractice 
has a “psychological impact [on physicians] that may exceed the acute financial 
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strain” (Langel 2010:1566). 
Critics of the medical liability system have pointed to the print media as 

biased sources when disseminating the information that helps shape public opinion. 
Some scholars and public figures have argued that the mass print media shape and 
construct the public’s perception of the law (Haltom and McCann 2004). The vast 
majority of malpractice and tort anecdotes emerge from the portrayals of mass print 
media, and these narratives become seen as essentially “accurate, trustworthy and 
‘real’ accounts of actual events” (Haltom and McCann 2004:155). 

Why do physicians express anxiety over the issue of malpractice when 
it is clear that maloccurrence2 exceeds the incidence of malpractice litigation 
(Studdert et al. 2000:250-260)? Moreover, how closely do physician accounts and 
media portrayals resemble one another? The author proposes a two-fold analysis 
to address these questions: a comparison of the images one gains of medical 
malpractice cases from the print media relative to images one gains from physicians 
when they consider malpractice from their expert positions. As such, this study 
seeks to examine perception from two angles: print media representations and 
physician discourse on malpractice. 

L iterature  Rev iew

Before evaluating the significance of the malpractice “crisis,” one needs an 
accurate view of what constitutes medical malpractice, how medical malpractice 
cases work, and how physicians and media frame narratives about medical 
malpractice in general. By examining physician perception of the malpractice 
problem, patient perspectives on medical error, and the claim that print media help 
shape public perception of malpractice, the author makes a case for examining the 
way in which physicians frame narratives about the malpractice problem relative to 
media portrayals. 

Medical malpractice law is a form of tort law. Malpractice, or negligence, 
is committed when injury or loss is caused through fault or neglect (King 1977; 
Haltom and McCann 2004). The “standard of care”—the systematic principle 
established in Pike vs. Honsinger—is central to the challenge of malpractice cases. 
The burden of proof that a patient carries is partly established by the use of the 
expert testimony of a practitioner in the same field. This burden of proof requires 
the plaintiff to demonstrate that the physician was in fault or provided negligent 
medical care compared to a reasonable physician under the same circumstances 

2   Here the distinction is made between malpractice and maloccurrence. Malpractice necessarily 
assumes a judgment that has resulted from negligence, fault, or neglect, and thus has deviated from 
the standard of care. Maloccurrence here refers to an adverse event and allows for the incidence of 
poor outcomes that may or may not be the result of negligent practice. 
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(Conason 1978:13-15). It is worth noting that to the extent possible, medically 
competent individuals are utilized in the trial process. Thus, medical expert 
opinions are central to the determination of whether negligence and deviation from 
reasonable care have taken place.

Certainly, there are strong indicators of structural change in the American 
healthcare system. Outpatient surgery grew from 400,000 cases in 1984 to 8.3 
million in 2000 (Lapetina and Armstrong 2002). The best estimate of medical error 
comes from a study by the Institute of Medicine, which estimated that 44,000 
to 98,000 avoidable wrongful deaths occurred in 1997 (Langel 2010:1566). 
Unfortunately, the effectiveness of comprehensive efforts to achieve reductions 
in error-related mortalities like those identified in this study is low, although this 
issue continues to demand attention.  The Physician Insurers of America issued a 
2009 report on medical malpractice claims rates and determined that 65 percent 
of filed claims were dropped, dismissed or withdrawn, 25.7 percent were settled, 
4.5 percent were settled by alternative dispute mechanisms, and 5 percent were 
resolved by trial. Remarkably, physicians prevailed in 90 percent of those cases, 
and average costs per claim were $40,649 and ranged from $22,163 to $100,000 
for tried cases. Median indemnity payments ranged from $200,000 to $375,000 for 
settled and tried claims respectively (Kane 2010:2).

Though physicians win the vast majority of malpractice cases, premium 
costs and medical malpractice expenditures are large in absolute terms; part of their 
size stems from the staggering United States overall health expenditure. Medical 
malpractice expenditures totaled an estimated $54.4 billion in 2008, nearly 2.4% 
of total healthcare spending (Mello et al. 2010 1569). Researchers argue the largest 
portion of this cost comes from defensive-medicine costs, comprising $45.59 billion 
of the total $54 billion expenditure, while indemnity costs comprised only $6 billion 
of that total expenditure (Mello et al. 2010:1569). Yet, physicians do not differ in their 
concern of malpractice across physician specialty or states with and without tort 
reforms (Carrier et al. 2010). Moreover, studies have shown that physicians’ personal 
experiences with medical malpractice neither prompt nor deter them from practicing 
defensive medicine (Glassman et al. 1996; Carrier et al. 2010). Physicians’ behavior in 
terms of resource use is more a function of the inherent uncertainty in medicine than 
fears of increased litigation, though both occur (Glassman et al. 1996). 

Although the national costs of medical liability are more considerable on 
an absolute scale than they are with respect to the total healthcare expenditure, 
researchers identify these costs as the source of most physician opposition. 
Physicians are more likely than others to oppose current trends in medical 
malpractice because they believe some share of these costs reflect “meritless 
malpractice litigation” (Mello et al. 2010:1575). To individuals outside of the 
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medical community, medical malpractice is a necessary protection that deters 
negligent medical practices, provides patients who have received unreasonable 
care full protection under law, and allows physicians who practice good medicine 
to maintain their professional authority and autonomy (Danzon 1985:28-35). 
This calculus of legal representation is one that continues to be challenged and 
redefined particularly in the realm of tort reform. 

 If the patient’s burden of proof is predicated upon a medical expert’s testimony, 
why do physicians argue that groups outside of medicine provide adjudication in 
malpractice cases? Physicians differ from patients in their conceptual definitions of 
competence and negligence and express discontent that, because of unqualified 
assessment, negligence is inappropriately determined by laypeople (Majoribanks 
et al. 1996). Majoribanks et al. argued that physicians see legal experts as “hostile,” 
and judges and juries as “ill-prepared to sit in judgment on medical matters.” They 
argue that these individuals have “no understanding of the realities of medical 
practice and competence, and no interest in understanding them” (Majoribanks et 
al. 1996:169-170). To these doctors, medicine is as much an art as it is a science; 
responsibility should therefore be based on a physician’s knowledge and use of 
appropriate medical theory rather than an individual outcome. Accordingly, these 
physicians argue that negligence is “an artificial construct of law that is inscribed 
upon the domain of medical practice” (Majoribanks et al. 1996:172). 

Other scholars examined the ways physicians view medical success and 
failure and argued that malpractice claims represent legitimate concerns, with both 
uncertain and clear-cut negligence (Fielding 1995:49). Physicians tended to frame 
their view of negligence according to what the research termed a “biomedical 
perspective.” That is, as medicine inevitably deals in uncertainty, medical 
competence and negligence must be viewed in sole relation to the conventional 
and accepted standards of medical care. Patients, however, are more concerned 
with “socio-medical” interpretations of malpractice based on an adverse change 
or lack of change in their health status or overall outcome (Fielding 1995:39-40). 

The mass media provides the largest and most easily accessible source 
of information on tort cases and outcomes (Bailis and MacCoun 1996:420). The 
fact that media report on tort outcomes is important because the tort and civil jury 
systems provide a “vital signaling function” which influences what society deems 
as “standards for appropriate conduct” (Bailis and McCoun 1996:427). Thus, both 
the quality and quantity of media content related to tort outcomes “imposes a strict 
limit on the public’s ability to anticipate future verdicts with reasonable accuracy” 
(Bailis and McCoun 1996:427). To be sure, print media do not necessarily need 
to establish policies that give time to malpractice suits not centered on large 
awards, gross negligence, or spectacular facts. These media groups depend on 
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the interests of their consumers and constituents to maintain their sales, and it is 
unlikely that articles based on cases without these characteristics would appeal 
to such consumer bases (Bailis and MacCoun 1996:420). Yet Bailis and MacCoun 
also contend there is a critical need for more systematic monitoring of data on 
tort outcomes because biases in media coverage affect the decision-making of 
potential litigants. 

Bailis and MacCoun propose that a psychological mechanism known as 
“availability heuristic” might be at play. Availability heuristic is the mechanism by 
which individuals “infer that the ease of imagining an event or ‘calling it to mind’ 
reflects the actual likelihood that it will occur” (Kahneman 1974). These scholars 
cite two potential effects of such a mechanism, including possibly discouraging 
negligent conduct and/or encouraging groundless claims (Bailis and MacCoun 
1996). Moreover, these researchers found that objective data on tort outcomes 
differed markedly from print media articles in that the latter overrepresented “the 
relative frequency of controversial forms of litigation, the proportion of disputes 
resolved by trial, the plaintiff victory at trial, and the median and mean jury awards” 
(Bailis and MacCoun 1996:419). Additionally, the study found that national 
newspapers present a “distorted picture of the tort litigation landscape” which 
they argue “provides a dubious basis for sound decision making” of individuals 
involved in tort outcomes (Bailis and MacCoun 1996:427). 

Newspapers, magazines, and other sources are only a few of the forms of 
media that help disseminate knowledge of malpractice disputes. Some believe 
that “frequently, what is conveyed about health by many other journalists is wrong 
or misleading” (Dentzer 2009:1). According to one scholar, “the frequent failure to 
put new developments into any kind of reasonable context for readers or viewers” 
is important in healthcare journalism (Dentzer 2009:2). Studies have also shown 
that socio-economic indicators such as gender, race, access to human and social 
capital, and one’s insured status may have some role in the current trends (Studdert 
et al. 2000; Fielding 1995; Sloan and Hsieh 1995). 

The literature discussed thus far has been useful in understanding the 
complex debate on the medical malpractice crisis, suggesting that socio-economic 
factors, one’s access to resources, physicians’ attitudes towards malpractice, and 
the nature of mass media representation shape the perceptions and perspectives 
of medical malpractice. Malpractice suits often result in a court ruling that the 
care a given physician has provided has not been negligent, despite the fact that 
a poor outcome resulted. This is evident in the higher rate of physicians emerging 
victorious in malpractice cases. Moreover, physicians’ behavior in terms of resource 
use seems to be more a function of the inherent uncertainty in medicine than 
fears of increased litigation. Lastly, physicians recognize the relation of the service 
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they provide to the “standard of care,” and this recognition is reflected in their 
willingness to engage in discourse on their liability in past cases (Peeples and Harris 
2000:340). Questions regarding physician and media perception, however, remain: 
why do physicians continue to express anxiety over the issue of malpractice when 
it has been established that maloccurrence exceeds the incidence of malpractice 
litigation? How do physicians characterize the malpractice crisis compared to 
print media? How closely do physician perceptions and media perspectives of 
the malpractice “crisis” resemble each other? Answers to these questions could 
provide avenues for addressing the current concerns with the medical malpractice 
system by focusing on two of the most vocal sources of malpractice knowledge: 
physician perceptions and media portrayals of malpractice. 

Data  and Empir ical  Framework

The empirical data come from the following two sources:  (1) analyses of 
print media coverage of specific malpractice cases, and (2) in-depth personal and 
phone interviews with physicians aimed at addressing issues of perception and 
attitudes toward medical malpractice.

 Print media Analyses
One hundred newspaper articles archived through the Lexis-Nexis database 

were analyzed to compare with the physicians’ views. The articles were searched 
and archived by the term “medical malpractice claim(s)” using terms and connectors 
as well as natural language functions. Each article was summarized, scored, and 
cataloged for future reference. For selection purposes, and to minimize selection 
bias, the cases were selected from most recent to least recent until a sample of 
100 print media sources was collected. Irrelevant articles (those only containing 
the search term or a general discussion of malpractice without a reference to a 
specific case) were not included in the sample as the sample was restricted to print 
media coverage of specific medical malpractice cases. Each article was scored 
using the script included in Appendix B. The items on the profile summary sheet 
were intended to test for clearly demonstrated characteristics of the print media; if 
the presence of an item seemed ambiguous or questionable, the presence of that 
item was scored as “No.”3 The goal of the script for the print media analyses was 
to remove systematic bias and subjectivity from the discussions of print media 
as they related to malpractice, allowing for a more standardized and objective 

3   Note that some values presented in the data charts may not tabulate to 100 articles. If a certain 
field did not apply to a particular article, or its value could not be determined, it was not included. For 
these values, a “No” response for ambiguous criteria might distort the conclusions and generalizations 
made.
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interpretation of the data to be coupled with subjective discourses. Two additional 
scorers were recruited to complete randomly assigned print media analyses. The 
results from these additional scorers yielded 100% inter-coder reliability. 

Physician Discourse
The interviews were conducted on a sample of seven physicians during 

the spring of 2009. The personal interviews were conducted in-person or by 
phone while physicians were away from their practices in another setting and 
later transcribed. Interview duration ranged from 25 to 45 minutes. There was 
a 70% final response rate from a sample of ten physicians. While all sampled 
physicians initially agreed to participate in the study, three physicians declined 
after the IRB issued an additional release form requirement from the physician’s 
group manager prior to allowing the physician consent.  The University Health 
Professions Advising Office identified nine of the ten physicians from the alumni 
network, and one additional physician was recruited. The Institutional Review 
Board at the University approved the interview protocol to allow sampled 
physicians to voice their knowledge of medical malpractice, to provide the 
context in which they developed these attitudes and perceptions, and to discuss 
the sources that contribute to their understanding of the medical malpractice 
system. Due to physicians’ involvement with protected populations and privileged 
information, questions such as a physician’s personal medical and/or malpractice 
histories were prohibited. The questions discussed in the open-ended interviews 
are included in Appendix A.

Although this sample of physicians is not representative of the total 
physician population, the sample of physicians represented a wide range of 
backgrounds. Sampled physicians averaged eighteen years of post-graduate 
medical experience and practiced in hospitals, group practices, solo private 
practice, academic centers, and the military. Their specialties included internal 
medicine, pediatric neurology, hematology/oncology, diagnostic radiology, 
anesthesiology, and obstetrics/gynecology. Two physicians held terminal 
academic degrees. The sample’s weekly patient volumes ranged from ten to thirty 
patients per week (notwithstanding the one retired physician). Sampled physicians 
practiced medicine in a variety of regions and countries, including: Japan, New 
Jersey, New York City, San Jose, San Francisco, Southern California, Maryland, 
Philadelphia, and Boston. Physicians reported personal experience, newspapers, 
medical journals, friends and spouses in medicine, medical malpractice courses 
as a part of Continuing Medical Education credits administered through hospitals 
and medical boards, and publications from insurance providers as sources of 
their medical malpractice knowledge.  

Medical Malpractice
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Results  and Analys is

Print Media Content Analysis
Based on content analyses, print media coverage can be characterized 

as overwhelmingly value-neutral, thorough, and relevant to the alleged acts of 
medical negligence. In general, medical malpractice cases tend be covered nearly 
uniformly in proportion across local, state, and national publications, include a 
level of legal detail in most of the articles indicating narratives intended for an 
audience with pre-existing legal knowledge, and provide the opinions of the court 
to a reasonably well-informed public. These legal concepts included references 
to previous cases or precedents, appellate court citations, and concepts such as 
assumption of risk, proximate cause, indemnity, tort, preponderance of evidence, 
judgment notwithstanding the verdict, arbitration, standard or duty of care, 
comparative negligence, deposition, and pecuniary award or benefit. 

Although it was expected that the print media would be value-laden, as Table 
1 illustrates, 97 percent of medical malpractice articles coded in the study received 
ratings of having value-neutral prescriptions. Value neutrality here referred to the 
language used and its lack of personal prescriptions or premature assumptions of 
blame about the litigants or their actions. Value-neutral articles presented the facts 
of the case with no clearly implied written agenda.  A large proportion of the articles 
seemed to be embedded within the legal framework of medical malpractice law, 
with 68 percent of articles using legal terminology and 69 percent citing the court 
opinion for the case. Only 6 percent of articles placed the amount of damages within 
the larger context of malpractice claims. Furthermore, only 4 percent of the articles 
sampled mentioned or referenced crisis or reform. The majority of cases disclosing 
demographic information tended to reveal the age of the patients or estate in suit. 

Table 1.  Characteristics of Print media Portrayals of Medical Malpractice Claims 
(N=100)

Value- 
Neutral

Cause 
Disclosed

Treatment 
Discussed

Legal  
Terms

Court        
Opinion

Demographic 
Data

Context 
Provided

Crisis/
Reform

Frequency 97% 87% 70% 64% 69% 15% 6% 4%

Note that the frequency refers to the percentage of occurrence in all sampled articles.• 

To be coded as using a particular vocabulary, an article needed to use a given 
word only once. Any article with a given word appearing one or more times was 
scored “Yes” for that article and that metric is indicated by the “frequency.” As Table 
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2 illustrates, the words used in the largest number of articles were “negligence,” 
“standard of care,” and “reasonable.” Of particular interest is the use of the term 
“standard of care,” a word that continues to generate controversy and debate. 

Table 2.  The Print media’s Malpractice Vocabulary (N=100)

Negligence Responsibility Due   
Care

Ordinary Standard 
of Care

Reasonable Gross

Frequency 44% 7% 2% 5% 21% 14% 0%

Note that the frequency refers to the percentage of occurrence in all sampled articles.• 

As illustrated in Figure 1, 52 percent of articles included the claims of the 
patient only. 42 percent of articles include claims of both physicians and patients. 
Few discussed only the claims of physicians, with 3 percent of articles falling into 
this category. 77 percent of articles covered malpractice cases that had already been 
decided. About 15 percent covered pending cases, and 5 percent of articles were 
written about alleged acts of negligence before a suit was fi led. The vast majority of 
the cases were even-handed in including the names of both litigants. The majority of 
articles included the claims of the patient only. As will be discussed in the physician 
discourse, the patient-centered model of reporting is one that physicians fi nd 
problematic because it frames malpractice cases as portrayed by the print media in 
a way that partly assumes negligence by not allowing for the plaintiff’s defense. 

Figure 1.  Even-handed Coverage, Level of Newspaper Circulation, and Timing    

Medical Malpractice
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The counter-claims of the physician accused of negligence were not 
mentioned in any of the print media coverage that also disclosed the course of 
treatment. As Table 3 illustrates, the majority of articles discussed treatment, 
yet few mentioned the claims and accusations of the physician even among 
those that did or did not discuss treatment. To be sure, physicians need not 
present counter-claims or alternative explanations for the adverse event(s) in 
question.  Because this print media analysis was a content analysis of publicly 
available articles on malpractice, the author was not able to determine what 
percentage of claims that did not include a physician claim were due to the 
physician declining to comment and/or be interviewed for an article. Thus, the 
image of malpractice from print media as patient-centered may or may not be 
deliberate in part, as physicians may have declined to be interviewed. 

Table 3.  Treatment Discussed by Claims of Litigants Presented

Claims of Litigants Presented

Treatment Discussed Physicians   
Only

Patient      
Only

Both Total N

Yes 0.00% 56.20% 43.80% 100% 36

No 11.54% 50.00% 38.46% 100% 63

X2 (2) = 8.221, p = 0.016

Although the overall spread of the articles along the level of newspaper 
circulation was uniform, the degree of accessibility of the concepts in the print 
media’s arguments covering the alleged act of negligence was not. Related to 
this point is the relationship between the level of newspaper circulation, and the 
presence of the court opinion, as indicated by Table 4. There seemed to be a 
linear relationship between the level of newspaper circulation and the presence 
of a court opinion. The percentage of print media articles with a court opinion 
increases with the level of newspaper circulation. These results may imply that 
print media portrayals are sensitive to level of newspaper circulation such that 
nationally distributed papers are held to a higher standard of reporting (or at 
the least, a more thorough one).  
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Table 4.  Presence of Court Opinion by Level of Newspaper Circulation

Court Opinion National State Local Total N

Yes 54.41% 23.53% 22.06% 100% 68

No 6.45% 22.58% 70.97% 100% 31

X2 (2) = 26.069, p = 0.000

Table 5 shows that the level of newspaper circulation was also related to 
the presence of the term “standard of care.” As the level of newspaper circulation 
increases, one becomes more likely to see the term standard of care. Because the 
standard of care is central to every medical malpractice case, it is reasonable to 
expect a uniform distribution of its direct or contextual use across varying levels 
of newspaper circulation. Thus, its variation by levels of circulation is important. 
That the expected uniform distribution is not demonstrated by the data, however, 
might imply that legal theory (of which the standard of care is a part) as it applies 
to medical malpractice portrayal in the print media may be a function of the level 
of newspaper circulation.

Table 5.  Level of Newspaper Circulation by “Standard of Care”

Level of Circulation Yes No Total N

National 35.9% 64.1% 100% 39

State 16.67% 83.3% 100% 24

Local 8.11% 91.89% 100% 37

X2 (2) = 90.196, p = 0.010

Table 6 illustrates the statistical summary for cases that provided 
financial awards and requests data. 21 percent of sources analyzed reported 
a dollar amount requested, averaging $10,328,214.23. The average award was 
$2,422,214.07. Awards ranged from $75,000 to $20,500,000 while requests 
ranged from $75,000 to $70,000,000. It is worth reiterating that only six sources 
sampled discussed how representative the particular claim was with respect to 
the larger medical malpractice culture. A small number discussed malpractice 
reform or the malpractice crisis. 
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Table 6.  Average, Median, and Range of Stated Awards and Requests

Award Request

Average Amount (USD) $2,422,214 $10,400,000

Print median Amount (USD) $1,228,792 $7,250,000

Minimum Amount (USD) $75,000 $75,000

Maximum Amount (USD)           $20,500,000          $70,000,000

The most thorough and recent large-scale data on medical malpractice 
claims comes from the U.S. Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics 
collected as of 2001. Based on the data from the 75 largest counties in the United 
States, the median award to the plaintiff winner was $511,000 for care provided by 
non-surgeons and $575,000 for care provided by surgeons. Awards in excess of 
$1 million were observed in only a third of cases against physicians (Cohen, 2004, 
pp. 1-2). This study, however, found awards to be substantially biased toward the 
high end of the range of damage awards. This gives the impression that medical 
malpractice cases often result in very big payouts to plaintiffs, which is not supported 
by the Bureau of Justice Statistics. Only 21% of articles included the requested 
amount, but the average request was large, averaging over $10 million. Only 21 
of the 77 articles that were published after a court decision included monetary 
figures on the damages awarded. Furthermore, those 21 articles averaged over 
$2.4 million in awards, a figure 4-5 times higher than that of the Bureau of Justice 
Statistics (Cohen, 2004, pp. 1-2). 

The print media data displays some possible under-coverage of malpractice 
cases when awards are small, and over-coverage of large awards, but in general, 
print media coverage tends to be value-neutral and thorough. There was a bias in 
the coverage of cases as they relate to financial awards such that awards presented 
in print media coverage are skewed towards the higher end of the range of damage 
awards. These large award values advanced by print media representations of 
malpractice cases are contradicted by more accurate, national monetary data that 
support the view that malpractice awards are unlikely to be large. There was also 
lack of discourse around the representativeness of a given claim, especially such 
large award values. Perhaps the lack of discourse around the context of these 
large awards plays some role in how medical malpractice is perceived. Analyses of 
the print media also illustrated that national print media are more likely to provide 
the legal arguments, opinions, and concepts such as the standard of care than 
state or local print media. Lastly, the print media may selectively report damage 
awards that are skewed towards the higher end of the award range. 
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Thematic Content in Physician Discourse
The previous discussion has demonstrated how the print media represent 

medical malpractice. The impression one gains is that where stated, medical 
malpractice awards or claims tend to be large, that physicians’ claims are often 
underrepresented (whether deliberately or not) and that public articles about 
malpractice seem to be based a great deal on the facts of the case rather than 
emotion. But how do doctors think about malpractice? Doctors’ knowledge about 
medical malpractice is likely to be based a great deal more on expert judgment 
and personal experience than is the knowledge of the typical layperson. As a 
result, doctors are less likely to have the print media as their primary sources 
of information on this subject. In this section, the author analyzes interviews 
conducted with seven doctors to examine if their beliefs about the shape and 
severity of medical malpractice reflect the print media coverage. They shape their 
opinions about medical malpractice through a variety of media. 

The physicians’ names have been changed to protect anonymity. The 
physicians interviewed in this study were: (1) Elizabeth Chou M.D., an internist 
employed by the military with twenty years of post-graduate experience, (2) Ramita 
Parvati M.D., Ph.D., an academic pediatric neurologist with ten years of post-
graduate experience, (3) Frank Jacobs M.D., Ph.D., an academic hematologist/
oncologist with nine years of post-graduate experience, (4) Julia Salazar M.D., 
a retired internist with thirty-eight years of post-graduate experience in private 
practice, (5) Felicia Brown M.D., a hospital-based anesthesiologist with twenty-
five years of post-graduate experience in private practice, (6) Albert Finch M.D., 
an interventional and diagnostic radiologist specializing in mammography with 
fourteen years of post-graduate experience in a group practice, and (7), Matthew 
Mandela, M.D., a obstetrician/gynecologist with ten years of post-graduate 
experience in a private practice. Physician background summaries are included 
in Appendix C. 

The Distinction between Negligent and Non-Negligent Adverse Events
An important aspect of physicians’ view of medical malpractice is that 

they make stark distinctions between malpractice and maloccurrence. Though 
physicians express this distinction in various ways, the distinction is nonetheless 
critical to understanding their perceptions of the current malpractice system and 
how they diverge from those gained from the print media in framing arguments 
related to malpractice litigation. Dr. Chou’s understanding of adverse events is 
particularly illustrative of the types of distinctions these doctors made in their 
perceptions of the crisis:

Medical Malpractice
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Bad things happen despite good care. Good doctors make mistakes. … 
It’s like you have a scar; people will sue a lot of times when there is no fault. 
In a perfect situation there would be no suit. But sometimes bad things 
happen, and people may sue for those bad things. But bad things are not 
entirely due to frivolous claims… people sue sometimes when there is no 
clear fault.

A key distinction Chou makes is in her view that suits that result from 
dissatisfaction— which may not be the result of negligence— are not necessarily 
based on frivolous claims. Dr. Parvati echoed these sentiments, arguing, “the issue is a 
dissatisfied population on the outcome, and our society I think pursues legal channels 
more than any other country. Dissatisfaction, I think triggers medical malpractice 
suits.” When asked whether they felt most suits had no basis, physicians responded 
overwhelmingly in the negative, but they were understanding of what they felt was 
patients’ frequent tendency to associate competence with outcome. Dr. Matthew 
Mandela gave a particularly useful illustration of this sentiment as indicated below: 

In most malpractice cases, something goes wrong! But is it malpractice? 
Is it often malpractice? No. Malpractice arises from treatment outside the 
standard of care. You have to prove cause and effect. In my experience, I 
would say no, but I don’t know how other physicians practice.

This distinction is critical to understanding physicians’ discontent with 
the current malpractice system. Physicians will remain unlikely to support the 
malpractice system and its impact upon their practice if they continue hold a 
fundamentally different view of malpractice from that of the law and print media. 
Maloccurrence does not necessarily assume that malpractice suits arise from 
poor care, but rather, assumes only a poor outcome that arises from a patient’s 
dissatisfaction with the level of care they have received. Thus, a shift in the discourse 
from malpractice to maloccurrence — until fault has been conclusively determined 
— would be most helpful in placing patients, legal authorities, and the medical 
community on the same plane in their discussion of the standard of care. This 
distinction is also related to many of the physicians’ policy recommendations such 
as system of arbitration or a peer-reviewed medical board that resolves disputes.

Despite this empathy with the concerns of dissatisfied patients, some physicians 
continue to feel adamantly that the current system is not at all effective in weeding out 
cases that lack merit. Others feel that the rate of settlement indicated some success 
in weeding out cases, while others, in their own terms, argued that in most cases of 
malpractice, a poor outcome arises, but it is often not the result of malpractice. 
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Differing Conceptualizations of the Standard of Care
Because the distinction between maloccurrence and malpractice is 

central to the assessment of the care that physicians’ provide, it is also critical 
to understanding their views of the term “standard of care” and how it is applied. 
These views of the “standard of care” are variable by specialty and experience. 
Physician conceptualizations of the “standard of care” all recognized the need for 
a uniform standard of medical care by which physicians vow to protect and serve 
their patient populations in accordance with accepted rules and standards typical 
of their profession. Dr. Matthew Mandela defined the standard of care as:

The “standard of care” is how a reasonable physician would make 
decisions or give treatment to patients. To those in the area that have good 
evidence-based grounds to it, it is what is accepted based on that time 
in history. It’s not problematic because at some point you have to make 
some comparisons to hold people up to. You would hope everyone is at 
the top, but you’ll have some range. It’s a good thing to hold everyone to 
the most basic standard of care… New knowledge comes up as treatment 
and knowledge changes and is re-evaluated. There has to be a flexible 
definition. 

This view of the “standard of care” was more consistent with the definitions 
as perceived and applied by patients and legal experts, but it is also germane 
to some of the basic assumptions of care that physicians hold as well. Where 
physicians differ, however, is reflected in Dr. Mandela’s last line, “there has to be 
a flexible definition.” The socio-medical view of care that patients hold is rigid. 
They most often frame their assessment of care by the individual outcome. 
Legal experts see the “standard of care” as rigid as well. To these experts, it 
is that level of care that is consistent with fixed and accepted medical rules 
and standards as determined by the medical community and expert opinion 
in legal cases (Trautner 2006:1542). It holds physicians to the standard of any 
reasonable member of his/her profession. As discussed previously, the print 
media embed this legal framework in their depictions of medical malpractice 
as well. But physicians do not see medicine and medical care as rigid, and 
therefore, “reasonable” as applied in medical malpractice cases does not take 
into account differences in medical learning, varying levels of aggressiveness of 
treatment, and other factors which allow for physician treatment to vary across 
states and practice models. Moreover, physicians overwhelmingly see medicine 
as an art rather than an exact science. There are standard assessments and 
procedures, but there is also variation. For some physicians, such as Dr. Frank 
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Jacobs, a hematologist/oncologist, the term standard of care is harmful to the 
practice of medicine and to the resolution of disputes concerning the adequacy 
of care. More specifically, he said:

I think the term does a disservice, especially until we’re curing cancer. 
There shouldn’t be a standard of care. There should only be reasonable 
care, which would be the minimum level of care to provide patients with 
the best level of successes, costs, risks, and benefits. It’s a loaded term 
that doesn’t help. 

Dr. Jacobs felt “reasonable care” was more appropriate than the 
“standard of care.” He then expanded upon reasonable care as “any care 
justifiable in [the medical community’s] judgment and decision making process 
based on the thought process.” Even within the definition of reasonable care, 
however, this physician referred to the inherent uncertainty in medicine, and 
the issue that diagnoses and treatments for many diseases such as cancer are 
still limited.  

For some physicians, the variation in medical practice advances the 
argument for a more broadly implemented evidenced-based medicine, which is 
an approach to medical care determined according to the statistical outcomes of 
patients given a particular treatment for the same disease or condition. This is what 
was meant by Dr. Mandela’s contention that an adequate definition of the standard 
of care takes into account areas of medicine with “evidence-based grounds.” Dr. 
Salazar affirmed this view by saying that the standard of care would only cease to 
be problematic when all medical care simultaneously strived to become evidence-
based. According to evidenced-based medicine, patient care would in most cases 
be relegated to previously determined and accepted treatment because of data 
from large random controlled trials. 

The Role of the Print media
Physicians find that patients often lack the ability to differentiate 

maloccurrence and malpractice, but how do they feel about the print media’s 
perception of malpractice, and its role in impacting the public? Although Dr. 
Jacobs felt the print media was responsible for distorting the view of malpractice 
in that it underrepresented physicians and care providers, he also felt that the 
consequences of the print media’s portrayal of cases with clear and gross 
violations of acceptable care have resulted in changes in medicine that have 
undoubtedly benefited the public good. Other physicians echoed this sentiment 
with slight differentiations. 
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Is there a Medical Malpractice “Crisis”?
Five of the seven physicians interviewed in this study felt there was a 

malpractice “crisis.” Two physicians did not perceive the current malpractice system 
as in crisis, but were either able to propose ways in which to fix the present system 
or articulated that malpractice was simply susceptible to the larger downswing in 
the American economy. Physicians overwhelmingly cited the emotional toll, time, 
and financial investments because of malpractice as challenges to their practice 
of medicine. They recognize that others perceive there is a problem and therefore 
an opportunity to fix the system in a variety of ways. In particular, physicians would 
like lawsuits to be the less preferred system of resolution of medical care. They 
find state-run medical boards and systems of arbitration between the medical 
community and patients to be the first and most reasonable approach to resolving 
these disputes. For Dr. Finch, that many of the issues are so complicated and 
subtle even for physicians causes concern when cases are handled and assessed 
by unqualified juries. Finch argued the case for a system of arbitration because it 
is difficult enough for physicians to understand the complicated issues in medical 
care. 

Dr. Chou felt the term crisis was not appropriate when asked whether she 
felt there was a malpractice crisis. She also felt that a national healthcare system 
would help to address the shortcomings of the “chronic [malpractice] problem.” 
She hypothesized that at least 50% of physicians are sued at some point in 
their careers.  To contrast, Dr. Ramita Parvati felt that a crisis exists for reasons 
concerning access to medical care in that the costs of malpractice insurance 
negatively affects the number of physicians able to practice in specific regions. 
This doctor felt that physicians, practitioners, attorneys, patients, and hospital 
staff are all responsible for the crisis in some capacity, and that improvements in 
communication as well as caps on awards would be appropriate and necessary 
measures in addressing the current problems of the medical malpractice system.

Dr. Julia Salazar, who had practiced medicine for thirty-eight years, and as a 
result had formed opinions over decades of experience with medical malpractice, 
disagreed with the term “crisis,” pointing to “tails [that] are a result of the 
downswing of the larger economy.” To her, tails were periods of a perceived crisis 
where premiums spike and physicians and policymakers become more aggressive 
for reform. These tails, she felt were a result of the general economy and not due 
to changes in medical care, but were most often perceived to be medical issues. 
She argued that the economy of insurance companies is precarious because they 
rely primarily on investments of their income. Accordingly, nearly every 9-10 years, 
insurance companies are forced to raise the cost of physicians’ premiums to 
recover their losses. These physicians’ understanding of the malpractice problem 
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is useful in demonstrating the vast array of explanations that physicians feel best 
address the state of the current malpractice system. Dr. Salazar’s view of the 
broader economic conditions represents one of many arguments about the origins 
of the malpractice crisis (Mello et al. 2003, 2281-2282).

Discuss ion

Both physicians and the print media frame narratives about medical 
malpractice and in turn shape arguments about the malpractice “crisis” 
(Majoribanks et al. 1996; Bailis and MacCoun 1996; Halton and McCann 2004). This 
study seeks to examine the way print media and physicians frame the malpractice 
crisis in effort to determine how closely these perspectives resemble one another. 
Scholars have also suggested that mass print media not only provide the largest 
and most easily accessible source of malpractice knowledge, but also serve a 
“vital signaling function,” helping to establish standards for appropriate conduct 
(Bailis and McCoun 1996:427). The issue of physician perception is important to 
the healthcare system because physicians’ experiences with medical malpractice 
have an impact on healthcare delivery. For example, the physician workforce in 
Texas has experienced a 30% increase, while states with unprofitable physician 
insurance coverage such as Pennsylvania have seen significant decreases in their 
physician population (Blumenthal 2007). Physicians in states with high and rising 
premium costs such as Florida have largely reduced their volume of high-risk 
procedures, making it difficult for some individuals to receive care (Dranove and 
Gron 2005). Doctors are anxious about medical malpractice, but research shows 
that few lawsuits are brought relative to the number of incidents that might justify 
them. Moreover, litigation studies show that damage awards in malpractice cases 
are unlikely to be large (Cohen 2004:1-2).  Physicians, however, remain adamant 
that the current malpractice system is in need of reform (Mello et al. 2010). 

 Research has also shown that physicians view medicine from what scholars 
have termed a biomedical perspective, whereas patients view medicine in terms of 
socio-medical interpretations (Fielding 1995:39-40).  The present study examined 
physicians views of medical malpractice. These findings were compared to data 
examining the role of the print media in the coverage of medical malpractice cases. 
The data come from the following two sources: (1) in- depth personal and phone 
interviews with physicians aimed at addressing issues of perception and attitudes 
toward medical malpractice, and (2) content analyses of print media coverage of 
specific malpractice cases.  

The data from physicians discourse suggest that physician experiences 
with medicine and malpractice litigation enables them to see malpractice from 
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both the vantage point of actual physician negligence and from good medical care 
that nonetheless results in adverse outcomes and a likelihood of suit. Physicians 
view this dual frame of reference because of their experience as care providers. 
They perceive a strand in patients’ thoughts that often results in dissatisfaction 
being equated with negligence. The reason some doctors do not see the system 
as in crisis may be explained by this very fact: they recognize that poor outcomes 
that are not the result of negligence occur, and that these occurrences are 
reflected in claims rates, malpractice discourse, and litigation and liability costs. 
Their discourse on malpractice is sensitive to this distinction, whereas research 
has shown that patients and legal experts generally are not (Fielding 1995:47). 
Furthermore, the print media is also not receptive to this distinction as they frame 
their discussions within a legal framework. This is the primary difference in the 
perception of medical malpractice among physicians and print media, and it 
illuminates how the print media shapes perception in their portrayals. Similar to 
physicians, the print media do not always frame or reference the current system 
as in crisis, but they also lack the overall context of their selection of cases in 
framing the narrative of the broader medical malpractice culture. This supports the 
view that the print media do not have the same frame of reference as doctors, and 
consequently, they perceive the “malpractice problem” differently as well.

The print media analysis provides a particular image of medical malpractice. 
Namely, large awards are frequent given medical error. This makes the frequency 
of negligent care seem more serious than it might be. Patients are more likely to 
be represented in print media coverage than doctors, and this may distort the 
public’s opinions of physician competence. The print media also implies that the 
legal analysis of malpractice cases deals directly with medical expertise vis-à-
vis the standard of care. By contrast, however, physicians have their own view 
of malpractice that is quite different from the view presented by the print media. 
Specifically, they distinguish malpractice from maloccurrence and feel that the 
legal approach to medicine does not resemble their own. This is because the legal 
and medical community’s conceptualizations of the standard of care are not the 
same. Physicians feel that not all patients’ claims are unjustified, but malpractice 
disputes should be relegated to medical experts rather than legal experts. The print 
media, however, is most influenced by legal interpretations of malpractice. Overall, 
physicians’ personal knowledge and medical experience give them an anchor so 
that they are not affected by the image of malpractice the print media portray. While 
physicians do not seem to be directly affected by the print media representations 
of malpractice, print media depictions may influence the interactions of physicians 
and patients who negotiate disputes of care. 

The most generalizable findings in the present study suggest that print 
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media under-represent the challenges and defenses of physicians in the coverage 
of malpractice cases. The awards publicized tend to be large, the vocabulary 
embedded in legal context, discussions of the medical treatment thorough and 
prevalent, and the presence of the court opinion and lack of context prominent. 
These trends seem to vary across other measures such as the level of newspaper 
circulation and whether the article was directed towards a legal or non-legal 
audience.  The results of this study largely suggest that a biased undercoverage of 
parties involved in a given case, the lack of a broader context, and the seemingly 
neutral and thorough treatment of a case may shape the logic of medical malpractice 
portrayal in print media.

 The script for the print media study allowed for an objective quantitative 
analysis of malpractice cases. Although physicians interviewed represented a 
variety of backgrounds, practice types, amount of medical experience, specialties, 
patient volumes, and regions of practice, the sample of physicians was not random 
or representative of the American physician workforce as a whole. As such, the 
data on physician discourse is limited, but useful in suggesting some of the 
ways physicians frame arguments around malpractice despite not being entirely 
generalizable to the physician population. Although it has been demonstrated that 
the print media’s portrayal is not consistent across varying levels of circulation 
more broadly, it has not been established to what degree this influences the 
public perception of medical malpractice. Large-scale data might prove useful in 
determining how significant the print media are to the diverging perceptions of the 
medical malpractice issue among physicians, legal experts, and public opinion. 
Moreover, research spanning both sociological and psychological disciplines might 
compare physicians’ and non-medical individuals’ reactions to media portrayals to 
determine the extent to which media shape perception as well as the significance 
of psychological mechanisms that might influence decision-making (Kahneman 
1974). 
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APPENDIX  A :  Open-ended Interv iew quest ions.  These quest ions 
may not  be addressed in  order.

Do you think there is a malpractice crisis? Why or why not?1. 
Have you experienced increases in premiums?2. 
Do you know of anyone who has been sued (i.e., stories or personal 3. 
experiences)?
What percentage of doctors do you think are sued for malpractice over the 4. 
course of their careers (e.g., 50%, 10% etc.)?
Where do you get your medical malpractice knowledge?5. 
Do you believe that medical malpractice lawsuits often have basis?6. 
Do you think the court system is effective at weeding these cases out so that 7. 
only the meritorious claims win?
Do you feel we live in a particularly litigious society? How does medical 8. 
malpractice reflect larger trends in the legal system?
If you could address the problems you find with the current medical malpractice 9. 
system, how would you do so?
 What are your opinions on defensive medicine? Is it justifiable? Have you ever 10. 
changed anything about your medical practice in order to reduce the chance 
of being sued? 
Do you ever worry about particular patients and treat them differently?11. 
What are your opinions on tort reform?12. 
How long have you been in practice? Where have you practiced?13. 
Why did you decide to practice your particular medical specialty?14. 
How many patients do you have? What is your typical patient volume in a given 15. 
day? Do you still practice?
Why do you believe the medical profession characterizes medical treatment 16. 
as a “practice?”
To what extent do you believe the print media influences the public perception 17. 
of medical malpractice?
Define Responsibility, Reasonable, and Standard of Care in your own words. 18. 
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Appendix  B :  Print Media Analysis Profile Summary Sheet Scoring 

Was the tone of the coverage value-neutral (i.e., did the coverage prematurely 1. 
cite physician-defendants as guilty and error-prone without merit, lawyers 
as greedy or profit-seeking, or assume the patient-plaintiff’s claims were 
meritorious without reason)? (Yes/No)

Yes: A woman who filed a malpractice claim against a Pennsylvania doctor 
for an alleged act of negligence that left her paralyzed is suing for $15 M. 
The trial date has not been set.  
No: A Pennsylvania doctor left a woman paralyzed after a brutal act of 
negligence. The lawyer is seeking justice for this grossly mistreated patient. 
The patient stated that the doctor did not listen to her complaints and 
concerns. Had the incompetent physician listened, this terrible act would 
not have occurred. A trial date has not been set.

Did the coverage disclose the cause of suit? (Yes/No)2. 

In general, did the article present the reason the plaintiff pursued legal 
action? A score of “Yes” would generally be appropriate in articles that 
include but are not limited to causes of suit such as “A Florida woman has 
filed a medical malpractice suit against an Orlando doctor for the alleged 
wrongful death of her husband.” A score of “No” would be warranted in 
cases where NO information is presented on the type of suit, other than a 
“medical malpractice claim.”

Did the coverage disclose the details of the medical treatment? (Yes/No)3. 

A score of “Yes” would generally be appropriate in articles that present 
the facts of the patient’s medical treatment. One example would be: Mrs. 
Williams was admitted to the Pensacola Hospital for complaints of dizziness 
and severe headaches. The doctors said that her complications were 
due to stress. Her health spiraled downward and she was forced to have 
emergency brain surgery by the defendant, Dr. John Merckle. Complications 
after surgery caused Mrs. Williams to later suffer an aneurism and paralysis 
of her arms and hands.”  

Did the coverage include party accusations, appeals, motions, and 4. 
claims?  (Circle ALL that apply)
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DefendantA. 
PlaintiffB. 
Defendant and PlaintiffC. 

Did the coverage include legal terminology?  (Yes/No)5.  “Yes” responses 
identify narratives highly embedded in legal context.

Did the coverage include the following words: (Circle ALL that apply)6. 
Gross1. 
Negligence or its derivatives2. 
Responsibility3. 
Due Care4. 
Ordinary5. 
Standard of Care6. 
Reasonable or its derivatives7. 

If the word searches are to be done electronically, “CONTROL + F” functions 
may be useful in finding the aforementioned words. If this function is used 
however, for concerns of validity, please be sure to check for the appropriate 
context. Words such as “Gross” used as last names may appear in the search 
queue as well. Reasonable accuracy, skill or care, and precision; Ordinary care, 
diligence; Responsibility/liability for injury; and negligent practices are examples 
of relevant findings of the aforementioned words. 

Did the coverage include the dollar amounts requested? (Yes/No)7. 
If so, what were the amounts?A. 

Did the coverage include the dollar amounts awarded? (Yes/No)8. 
If so, what were the amounts?A. 

Did the coverage include court opinions? (Yes/No)9. 

Was the coverage before, after, or during the trial? (Choose the MOST 10. 
appropriate answer)

BeforeA. 
AfterB. 
DuringC. 

Did the coverage include a discussion of “representativeness?” (Yes/No)11. 

Medical Malpractice
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i.e., Did the coverage place this case, verdict, or award within the larger context 
of medical malpractice claims; and did the coverage explain how significant or 
insignificant this case verdict, or award was in the grand scheme of medical 
malpractice claims? 

Did the coverage include age, racial, and/or other demographic data? 12. 
(Yes/No) If so, underline the appropriate indicator(s).

Did the coverage include names/practice of: (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)13. 
PlaintiffsA. 
DefendantsB. 
Defendant and PlaintiffC. 

Was the coverage national, local, or state? 14. 
NationalA. 
City, County, or Municipality B. 
StateC. 

Each article includes the publication source. Read the publication source and 
choose the appropriate answer (i.e., choose “B” for The Portland Observer 
(Portland, OR).

Did the coverage discuss of the medical malpractice “crisis” or reform? 15. 
(Yes/No)

Discussions of tort reform, soaring medical malpractice rates, the rising costs 
of healthcare, the interaction between the two aforementioned trends, the 
malpractice “crisis,” medical and legal reform in general, and the possible 
solutions to the crisis all warrant scores of “Yes.”

Appendix  C :

Physician Data
Each physician interviewed in this study is listed below in no particular 

order. Their names are fictitious but their degrees, specialties, post-graduate 
medical experience, and practice arrangements are accurate. This data is provided 
to support the claims made concerning the variation of physician opinion and 
perception by experience and specialty.
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Elizabeth Chou, M.D.
Internal Medicine •	

20 years of medical experience after medical school•	

Employed by the military•	

Ramita Parvati, M.D., Ph.D.
Pediatric Neurology•	

9.5 years of medical experience after medical school•	

Employed by academic institution •	

Frank Jacobs, M.D., Ph.D.
Hematology/Oncology•	

9 years of medical experience after medical school•	

Employed by an academic institution•	

Julia Salazar, M.D.
Internal Medicine•	

Retired physician with 38 years of experience after medical school•	

Employed privately, group practice•	

Felicia Brown, M.D.
Anesthesiology•	
25 years of experience after medical school•	
Hospital-based group practice •	

Albert Finch, M.D.
Interventional and Diagnostic Radiology and Mammography•	

14 years of experience after medical school•	

Private group practice•	

Matthew Mandela, M.D. 
Obstetrics/Gynecology•	

10 years of experience after medical school•	

Private group practice•	

Medical Malpractice
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The Impact of Foreclosure on Crime in 
American Cities
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The mortgage market collapse in 2007 led to a wave of foreclosures across America.  
This paper examines whether large concentrations of foreclosures in American cities 
have impacted crime rates.  To test foreclosure’s effect on neighborhood crime rates, 
linear regression was used to measure the relationship between foreclosures (and 
other neighborhood characteristics) and crime for the years 2005 and 2008.  Linear 
regression was also used to measure the change in crime that occurred with the 
change in foreclosure rates between the 2005 and 2008 time-period.  The results 
of this study suggest that there is a clear, strong, positive relationship between 
foreclosures and crime, and suggest that a positive relationship between foreclosure 
and crime holds over time.  The study also seeks to understand how competing 
sociological theories—particularly, that of collective efficacy—can explain the 
relationship between foreclosure and crime.  While the “broken windows” theory 
links foreclosures to heightened crime through increased physical disorder, the 
collective efficacy theory links foreclosures to heightened crime through residential 
instability.  This study reveals that structural neighborhood characteristics predictive 
of residential instability and reduced collective efficacy are associated with crime.  
These results may not only support the collective efficacy theory but may provide 
further evidence against the “broken windows” theory.
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1he mortgage market collapse in 2007 led to a wave of foreclosures across 
America.  This paper examines whether large concentrations of foreclosures 
in American cities have impacted crime rates.  To test foreclosure’s effect on 

neighborhood crime rates, linear regression was used to measure the relationship 
between foreclosures (and other neighborhood characteristics) and crime for the 
years 2005 and 2008.  Linear regression was also used to measure the change in 
crime that occurred with the change in foreclosure rates between the 2005 and 
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2008 time-period.  The results of this study suggest that there is a clear, strong, 
positive relationship between foreclosures and crime, and suggest that a positive 
relationship between foreclosure and crime holds over time.  The study also seeks 
to understand how competing sociological theories—particularly, that of collective 
efficacy—can explain the relationship between foreclosure and crime.  While the 
“broken windows” theory links foreclosures to heightened crime through increased 
physical disorder, the collective efficacy theory links foreclosures to heightened 
crime through residential instability.  This study reveals that structural neighborhood 
characteristics predictive of residential instability and reduced collective efficacy are 
associated with crime.  These results may not only support the collective efficacy 
theory but may provide further evidence against the “broken windows” theory.

Introduc t ion

In February 2007, the American mortgage market collapsed.  This collapse 
followed a period of low interest rates resulting from increasing domestic wealth 
and high rates of foreign investment (Crump 2008:754-755).  Low interest rates 
encouraged prospective homeowners to search for and buy homes, and this 
heightened demand for housing in a time of tight housing supply led to an increase 
in housing values.  Simultaneously, investors were providing highly desired but 
very risky mortgage securities to prospective homebuyers who previously did 
not have enough credit to obtain mortgages.  The housing market eventually hit 
its peak, however, and housing prices started to decrease.  As a result of these 
decreasing prices, homeowners who had risky mortgages were unable to avoid a 
potential crisis by refinancing or selling their homes to repay their mortgages.  Loan 
performance fell significantly, especially for subprime adjustable-rate mortgages 
that had been given out with large initial discounts, often to people without solid 
documentation of their income and assets. The housing market crashed, and 
with it fell many mortgage companies and eventually commercial and investment 
banks.

As the mortgage industry fell, the rate of foreclosures soared and the effects 
of foreclosures were felt throughout the nation.  When foreclosure rates of subprime 
loans are compared to those of prime loans, subprime loans foreclose at rates 10 
to 20 times the rate of prime loans (Immergluck 2008:66).  Figure 1 (All Tables 
and Figures are appended at the end of the text) displays subprime mortgages 
as a percent of all mortgages as well as subprime mortgage foreclosures as a 
percent of all foreclosures nationwide in 2007.  A large number of these subprime 
loans were taken out in low-income areas largely populated by minorities (Crump 
2008:756).  While default rates were initially higher specifically in these low-income 
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minority communities, default rates have continued to increase nationwide and 
have been felt by some middle-class and white neighborhoods in the suburbs 
that had previously never been affected by mortgage defaults (Crump 2008:756).  
The “economically distressed” areas of the Midwest and more recently California, 
Arizona, Nevada, and Florida were strongly affected by the crisis (Crump 2008:756), 
as shown in Figure 2.  The trend of increasing default rates has been accompanied 
by a surge in unemployment.  As a result of the large number of foreclosures, many 
Americans have been displaced from their homes—and even rental units—and 
areas that have experienced large numbers of turnovers have begun to exhibit 
signs of deterioration: vacant buildings, weeds in the yard, and vandalism.  These 
signals of deterioration occur primarily in low-income areas, and according to the 
“broken windows” theory, can indicate that a neighborhood is socially disorganized 
and undefended, and therefore a ripe target for crime (Wilson and Kelling 1982).

One important sociological question is whether large concentrations of 
foreclosures undermine residential stability and in turn neighborhood collective 
efficacy, threatening what sociologists argue are the underpinnings of crime control.  
Collective efficacy is a measure of shared beliefs in a neighborhood’s ability to 
act and achieve an intended effort, in combination with the residents’ possession 
of an active sense of engagement (Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls 1997).  
Residential instability can disrupt and reduce a community’s collective efficacy; a 
decrease in collective efficacy can contribute to heightened incidences of crime.  
Analyzing foreclosures’ impact on communities and neighborhood stability will not 
only provide a better insight into the housing crisis and its effects on crime; but 
can elucidate how sociological theory (collective efficacy and “broken windows”) 
underlies the relationship between foreclosure and crime.

L iterature  Rev iew

Both the theoretical framework of “broken windows” and collective 
efficacy provide a pathway to understand the relationship between foreclosure 
and crime.  While the “broken windows” theory links foreclosures to heightened 
crime through an increase in physical disorder, the collective efficacy theory links 
foreclosures to heightened crime through residential instability, which leads to 
social disorganization.  According to criminology theory, social disorganization 
occurs from the absence or breakdown of social institutions (such as the family, 
schools, church, and local government) and social relationships that traditionally 
encourage cooperative relationships among people (Shaw and McKay 1942).  Social 
disorganization can occur with or without increased disorder, as the disruption 
of social networks caused by homeowners leaving the neighborhood can itself 
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lead to social disorganization.  Therefore, social disorganization affects collective 
efficacy and contributes to variations in crime and delinquency.  This study seeks 
to understand not only how the foreclosure crisis has affected crime rates, but 
how these sociological theories inform the relationship between foreclosure and 
crime today.

Wilson and Kelling’s “broken windows” theory states that disorder in urban 
neighborhoods (both social and physical) can lead to higher crime rates.  According 
to this theory, ignoring minor problems such as graffiti, litter, public intoxication, 
shattered glass, and broken windows will generate much more significant problems, 
such as predatory crime.  Broken windows and other manifestations of disorder 
are signals that “no one cares,” and mischievous activity can be carried out with 
little cost.  Therefore, potential criminals assume that the community is not going 
to take proactive steps to prevent such crime in their neighborhoods (Wilson and 
Kelling 1982).  The physical disorder that occurs as a result of large numbers of 
foreclosures in a neighborhood—vacant homes with physical signs of neglect—
can be indicative of the community members’ reluctance to mediate crime as it is 
occurring, to address unfamiliar faces, or to engage the police to effect a certain 
response, which breeds both a sense of irreversible decline as well as escalating 
crime rates.

Collective efficacy refers to the high level of trust and commitment in 
addition to the willingness of individuals to intervene when they witness deviant 
behavior in their neighborhoods. As foreclosures force residents to disappear from 
social networks in a neighborhood, those who might be committed to public order 
enough to intervene may be removed from the community.  It is therefore harder 
for those left behind to maintain order because there are fewer people committed 
to doing so, and this can lead to an increase in crime. This disruption of social 
networks can occur even if visible signs of physical disorder do not increase, 
though it is highly likely that as collective efficacy declines, there will be more 
deviance that is probably visible (graffiti, litter, broken windows).

The residential instability that disrupts neighborhood collective efficacy 
is a byproduct of foreclosures. Foreclosures occur when homeowners cannot 
make principal or interest payments on a mortgage, allowing lenders to seize 
their property.  This can result in homeowners being forced to vacate their homes.  
Homeowners in low-income neighborhoods can be the most economically stable 
of the residents, and foreclosures contribute to the loss of this particularly critical 
source of residential stability.  It is also possible that landlords losing their properties 
constitute the majority of foreclosures in low-income neighborhoods, and therefore 
those who rent are also affected.  Regardless of whether the landlords respond to 
the mortgage crisis by increasing rent and making it unaffordable for their tenants, 
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or whether the tenants stay current on their rent but the landlord still cannot 
make the payments and loses the property, tenants who are not directly sub-
prime mortgage recipients can just as easily be displaced.  Additionally, properties 
sold at foreclosure auctions or pre-foreclosure sales are more likely to be sold to 
investors and become rental units (Been 2008).  Tipping the balance away from 
owner occupied housing to rentals creates more rapid turnover and less residential 
stability, an essential prerequisite for local social capital, social organization, and 
collective efficacy (Sampson 2004).  The transition from owner occupied units 
to rental units is inherently unstable, while the transition from owner occupied 
units to abandoned properties even further undercuts residential stability in the 
neighborhood.

Robert Sampson’s work tests the “broken windows” hypothesis; however, 
it finds support in the collective efficacy theory.  He found that in places with strong 
neighborhood collective efficacy, there were low violence rates and “the levels 
of physical and social disorder observed were correspondingly low” (Sampson 
2001:4).  His findings are consistent with the notion that collective efficacy works to 
curb disorder as neighbors are more willing to intervene when they witness deviant 
behavior in their communities.  However, his results do not support the theory that 
disorder directly causes crime, but rather that the forces that create disorder also 
create crime.  Thus, it is the “structural characteristics of neighborhoods, as well as 
neighborhood cohesion and informal social control—not levels of disorder—that 
most affect crime” (Sampson 2001:4). “Signs of physical and social disorder are 
highly visible cues to which neighborhood residents respond, and they potentially 
influence migration, investment, and the overall viability of a neighborhood” 
(Sampson 2001:5).  Sampson explains that strong predictors of low levels of 
collective efficacy are concentrated disadvantage and lack of homeownership 
(Sampson 2004). 

Multiple studies have previously explored the relationship between 
foreclosure, crime, and sociological theory.  Foreclosures can send a neighborhood 
into a state of neglect, which begets signs of physical disorder.  Homeowners 
that are in default on their mortgages often stop caring for their properties.  In 
“External Effects of Concentrated Mortgage Foreclosures,” Vicki Been (2008) 
explains that whether due to an imminent fear of losing the property or not 
having enough extra money to spend on maintenance, such homes can suffer 
from neglect.  Once a homeowner is forced to vacate, the empty property is even 
more likely to suffer from disrepair.  When these signs of abandonment become 
visible, they can also lead to a decrease in neighboring property values by adding 
to neighborhood blight (Been 2008).  Properties sold due to foreclosures can also 
end up more neglected than if the foreclosure had not occurred.  When properties 
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become rental units through foreclosure auctions or pre-foreclosure sales, they 
are more likely to experience low levels of maintenance, even if the property is 
occupied again (Been 2008).  Vacant properties also face the increased risk of 
vandalism that abandoned properties attract, “[signaling] that the neighborhood 
is not stable,” and generally decreasing the neighborhood quality of life (Furman 
2008:5).  According to the “broken windows” theory, neglect is a signal of 
the orderly and “defended” nature of a neighborhood.  The more disordered 
a neighborhood, the more likely it is to attract crime.  If foreclosures are few 
and scattered geographically, these negative impacts are not as threatening 
to communities.  However, many communities today face a concentration of 
foreclosures, endangering neighborhood security.

Peter K.B. St. Jean tests these theories of “broken windows” and 
collective efficacy through police data, a street-level survey, and his own 
observations on the streets of Chicago’s Grand Boulevard neighborhood.  St. 
Jean found that unlike levels of social disorder and collective efficacy, levels 
of physical disorder were not as significantly related to crimes of drug dealing, 
robbery, or battery.  He discovered a more complex relationship between 
disorder, collective efficacy, and crime, arguing that “ecological disadvantage” 
provides opportunities and advantages to committing crime (St. Jean 2007:4-5).  
Neighborhoods at an ecological disadvantage have an inherent susceptibility 
to crime based on their particular patterns of ecological development, such 
as abandoned buildings, cash-checking markets, neighborhood markets, 
distracted pedestrians, alleyways to hide in, and convenient escape routes 
(St. Jean 2007:143).  According to St. Jean, criminals usually consider the 
ecological development of a neighborhood and the criminal opportunities it can 
offer before analyzing the potential impact of social disorder and/or collective 
efficacy (St. Jean 2007:29). 

The National League of Cities’ Housing Finance and Foreclosures Crisis 
survey corroborates the projected threats to American cities due to the rising 
number of foreclosures.  Almost two-thirds of city officials surveyed across the 
nation report an increase in foreclosures, thirty-three percent report an increase 
in abandoned/vacant properties, and twenty-two percent report an increase in 
homelessness (McFarland and McGahan 2008).  Those who reported an increase 
in foreclosures said that “in the past year, it has become more difficult for low-
income families to become homeowners in these communities” (McFarland 
and McGahan 2008:2).  Fifty-one percent report the housing finance crisis as 
disproportionately impacting lower-income families and individuals, thirty-one 
percent single-parent/headed households, twenty-five percent seniors, and 
twenty-one percent people of color (McFarland and McGahan 2008).  This 
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survey reveals a marked increase in social disorganization due to the impact of 
foreclosures.

Well before the foreclosure crisis, sociologists were interested in testing 
the relationship between foreclosures and crime.  Dan Immergluck and Geoff 
Smith’s 2005 study, “The Impact of Single-family Mortgage Foreclosures 
on Neighborhood Crime,” examined the effects of single-family mortgage 
foreclosures and violent and property crime at the neighborhood level in Chicago 
while controlling for neighborhood characteristics that, based on criminology 
literature, contribute to crime.  Their study found that after controlling for 
all neighborhood characteristics, higher foreclosure levels do contribute to 
higher levels of violent crime.  In his study, “Abandoned Buildings: Magnets 
for Crime?,” William Spelman found that in one low-income neighborhood 
in Austin, Texas, forty-one percent of abandoned buildings could be entered 
without the use of force, and of those buildings, eighty-three percent showed 
signs of illegal use by prostitutes, drug dealers, property criminals, and others 
(Spelman 1993).  Spelman found that the crime rates on blocks with open 
abandoned buildings were twice as high as the crime rates on matched blocks 
without open buildings (Spelman 1993).  

The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department (CMPD) is currently using 
applied geography to better understand the crime and disorder it is experiencing 
as a result of the foreclosure crisis. Toward the end of 2005, the CPMD began 
to notice a rise in vacant homes, juvenile delinquency, vandalism, and crime in 
certain neighborhoods.  The CPMD mistakenly linked the increase in crime to the 
increase in disorder, and it was only through the understanding gained by the use 
of applied geography that, instead of interpreting the crime problem solely as a 
result of the disorder, realized that the disorder—and therefore, the crime—was a 
product of concentrated foreclosures (Bess 2008).  Like Immergluck and Smith, 
the CMPD has also found that foreclosures lead to higher crime rates.  They 
now conduct quality of life studies biannually, investigate home sales and lending 
practices of neighborhood companies, and have begun to use a web-based 
mapping system to monitor levels of disorder and determine where to place law 
enforcement officials (Bess 2008).

Since the foreclosure crisis, sociologists have sought to more closely 
examine the effect of foreclosure on crime.  Goodstein and Lee examine the link 
between foreclosure and crime with a national county-level panel dataset that 
covers the timeframe from 2002 to 2007 (Goodstein and Lee 2010).  Using an 
instrumental variables strategy, they found that foreclosures increase burglary, 
with a one percentage point increase in foreclosure rate expected to increase 
burglary rates by 10.1 percent.  Their estimates show that the recent increase 
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in foreclosure rates will incur community-wide burglary costs of at least 4.6 
billion, with a total cost of at least $17.4 billion when considering the effect of 
foreclosure on all types of crime.  In contrast to Goodstein and Lee, however, 
Kirk and Hyra’s research (2010) did not find a relationship between foreclosure 
and crime.  They used crime and foreclosure from the city of Chicago between 
2002 and 2008 to create dynamic panel-data models of crime.  Their results 
show that the relationship between foreclosure and both property and violent 
crime is spurious: “After accounting for simultaneity and time-variant and time-
invariant community characteristics, the rise of recent home foreclosures has no 
independent effect on community crime rates.  Rather, crime and foreclosures 
are explained by a common set of factors” (Kirk and Hyra 2010).  

While the majority of the previously cited studies demonstrate that 
foreclosure rates and crime rates share a positive simple bivariate correlation, 
it is still necessary to determine whether or not a relationship exists between 
foreclosure and crime, and if such a relationship exists, understand how mediating 
factors affect that relationship. The present study aims to show not only that 
as foreclosure rates increase, that crime rates increase, but to evaluate this 
relationship by understanding how factors that predict collective efficacy affect 
the relationship between foreclosure and crime.  It will take the aforementioned 
studies further by analyzing many metropolitan statistical areas rather than one 
neighborhood or city, and will compare foreclosure and crime rates over time—
before and after the mortgage market collapse—to better establish the direction 
of causality between foreclosures and crime.

It is unknown whether collective efficacy persists in the face of the 
instability that foreclosures generate.  Regardless of whether disorder follows 
from foreclosures, residential instability almost always does2 and thus is critical 
to efficacy.  When foreclosures cause residential instability in a neighborhood, 
they can disrupt social networks and reduce collective efficacy (a predictor of 
crime).  Given this relationship between foreclosures and collective efficacy, and 
using Wilson and Kelling’s “broken windows” theory, which states that visible 
signs of disorder (which foreclosures can create) often indicate areas of crime and 
social disorganization, I hypothesize that as foreclosure rates in neighborhoods 
rise, crime rates will correspondingly rise.  Sampson’s research on collective 
efficacy informs my hypothesis that the higher the rates of disadvantage or lack 
of homeownership, which are predictors of collective efficacy, the higher the 
crime rates.  Additionally, high rates of disadvantage or lack of homeownership 
that accompany increased crime rates may lend strength to the collective efficacy 
theory. 

2   In some areas, however, banks are letting former homeowners rent their homes.
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Data  and Methodology

To test the effect of foreclosures on neighborhood crime rates, I ran linear 
regression analyses relating foreclosures and other neighborhood conditions 
to crime for the years 2005 and 2008.  Multiple linear regression analysis can 
determine if there is a relationship between foreclosure and crime, the strength 
of this relationship, and can rule out spuriousness by controlling for mediating 
neighborhood characteristics.  I also ran linear regression analyses to measure the 
change in crime that occurred with the change in foreclosure rates between the 
2005 and 2008 time-period.  In these differences regressions, many of the variables 
represent changes in predictors and outcomes: it is a regression of the difference 
in crime on the difference in total foreclosure from 2005 to 2008, controlling for 
neighborhood characteristics at the 2005 level and for the difference in neighborhood 
conditions from 2005 and 2008.   The year 2005 represents the state of the economy 
before the mortgage market crash, and 2008 represents the most current data 
available after the crash in February 2007.  Foreclosures, crime, and neighborhood 
characteristics data are studied at the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) level.  
There are limitations to studying MSAs, as it is harder to find relationships because 
of the large amount of variation among the cities that compose a particular MSA.  
Therefore, finding relationships at this level suggests even stronger relationships at 
lower geographic levels.  The current study uses aggregate crime and neighborhood 
characteristic data for both the years 2005 and 2008. 

Crime data is released yearly by the FBI, and reports the total numbers 
of violent crime and property crime committed in an MSA.  Violent crime data 
consists of murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault counts and 
property crime data consists of burglary, larceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft 
counts.  Total crime for an MSA is the sum of the violent crime and property crime 
data.  Yearly crime data represents estimates based on the arrest statistics of all 
law enforcement agencies submitting twelve months of violent crime and property 
crime arrest data to the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program.  Unlike the 
National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS), this crime data only captures reported 
crime (crime that law enforcement knows about and responded to) not unreported 
crimes.  While the underreporting experienced through the UCR Program may 
lead to erroneous conclusions about the foreclosure-crime relationship, the UCR 
provides the most “reliable set of criminal justice statistics for law enforcement 
administration, operation, and management” (Department of Justice 1995:2).

RealtyTrac’s Foreclosure Activity Report provides foreclosure rates at the 
MSA level. RealtyTrac is a real estate resource website that collects and processes 
home sales and foreclosure data.  A house in foreclosure can be in one of three 
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stages of the foreclosure process: pre-foreclosure, auction, and Real Estate 
Owned3.  The data provided in the report include properties in the pre-foreclosure 
stage: Notices of Default (NOD) and Lis Pendens (LIS), which is a publicly recorded 
notice of a pending lawsuit against a property owner that may affect the ownership 
of a property; properties in the auction stage: Notices of Trustees’ Sale (NTS), 
which is a document announcing the public sale of a property to recover a debt 
owed by the owner of the property, and Notices of Foreclosure Sale (NFS); and 
those properties that are Real Estate Owned (REO). This data represents activity 
from April-December of 2005 and 2008. The foreclosure rate used in this study is 
an aggregate of housing units in all stages of the foreclosure process.

As Sampson explains, strong predictors of low levels of collective efficacy 
are concentrated disadvantage and lack of homeownership (Sampson 2004).  
Dan Immergluck and Geoff Smith (2006) agree, and based on the recent literature 
of Kubrin and Squires (2004) and Morenoff et al. (2001) on neighborhood crime, 
created a list of resident characteristics that are predictors of collective efficacy 
and thus may affect neighborhood crime rates: the proportion of residents living 
below the poverty line, the proportion of residents on public assistance, median 
family income, unemployment rate, the percentage of residents who are black, 
the percentage of residents who are Hispanic, the proportion of residents who are 
males aged 14 to 24, the proportion of households headed by females and with 
children below 18, the proportion of persons aged 15 and over who are divorced, 
the proportion of persons aged 5 and above who have changed residences in the 
last five years; and the proportion of housing units occupied by renters.  

Immergluck and Smith’s list suggest many neighborhood characteristics to 
include in this study.  The American Community Survey (ACS) allows access to data 
for many of these variables on a yearly basis.  The ACS is a nationwide survey that is 
part of the Census Bureau’s reengineered decennial census program: it collects and 
produces population and housing information every year instead of every ten years.  
Every year, about three million housing unit addresses from across every county in 
the nation are selected randomly for participation.  One-year estimates are available 
annually for all metropolitan statistical areas with a population of 65,000 or more.  
ACS data is reported at the MSA level for total population; male residents aged 15-24; 

3   Depending on the state of the properties’ defaulted loan, the foreclosure process can either be 
judicial or non-judicial.  States with judicial procedures issue mortgages while states with non-judicial 
procedures issue deeds of trust.  When the borrower fails to make mortgage payments, the lender 
files a Lis Pendens and submits a report to the court.  In response, a judge will issue a Judgment of 
Foreclosure and Sale in favor of the lender and the property will be put on auction sale.  When a bor-
rower fails to make payments toward a deed trust loan, the trustee issues a NOD and after a specified 
holding period, issues a NTS, which will put the property on auction sale.  If the minimum bid at the 
auction is not met, the ownership rights are transferred to the lending institution of the loan, and the 
property will usually come under real estate ownership (REO).
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African American residents; residents 15 years and older that are divorced; residents 
living below the poverty level; residents under 18 years living in households with 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), cash public assistance income, or Food Stamps 
in the past 12 months; female headed households; residents that have remained in 
the same household for the past year; renter occupied units; unemployed population 
16 years and older; and median income of those 15 years and older.  To compare 
variables across MSAs, all except median income and population were converted 
into proportions based on the total population of that universe (i.e. for residents 15 
years and older that are divorced, the total population of residents 15 years and 
older) for each MSA.  Additionally, I transformed the data on the number of residents 
that have remained in the same household for the last year to the number of residents 
who have moved within the past year, and converted that into a proportion.  Unlike 
Immergluck and Smith’s study, data was not collected for the number of Hispanic 
residents, as many MSAs did not have this data recorded. 

Metropolitan Statistical Areas with missing data were removed.  Additionally, 
MSAs with populations below 100,000 were also removed from the list, as the ACS 
Survey design was originally for a three percent sample of housing unit addresses 
each year, and at the time the survey was first designed, three percent was about 
3 million housing units.  Because of budget cuts, the sample size has been a static 
3 million housing units per year, not three percent of housing units per year.  In 
2005, the initial sample dropped to 2.4 percent of housing units and for the 2009 
survey, it has eroded to 2.1 percent.  As the sampling size decreases, the margin 
of error increases, and thus a change over several years could be because of 
sampling and not actual variation.  Therefore, it is important to use MSAs with 
populations of 100,000 or more.  There are some MSAs for which crime figures are 
not comparable to previous years’ data because of changes in the state or local 
agency’s reporting practices—MSAs were deleted if they fell in this category in the 
year 2008.  Because data from 2005 and data from 2008 will be compared across 
time, it was necessary to cut out MSAs that have the necessary criteria in one year 
but not in the other.  MSAs from Puerto Rico were not used in this study.

In this study, sample statistics and correlations were determined for every 
variable for each year.  Histograms were also used to display distributions of 
data.  Data were regenerated in Stata as proportions not only to allow comparison 
between MSAs when running correlations, but because the untransformed data 
were often substantially skewed.  Converting data to proportions transforms the 
variables so that they more closely follow the normal distribution.  For example, 
total crime data was substantially skewed, and when putting this variable in an 
estimated reduced form equation, it needs to be transformed.  Obtaining a more 
normal distribution is especially important given that the ultimate goal of this 
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study is to conduct a regression model between foreclosure rates, neighborhood 
characteristics, and crime rates, and normality “fulfills an important assumption of 
ordinary least squares regression” (Immergluck and Smith 2006).  

Expec tat ions  and Model

As explained earlier, based on my literature review, I hypothesize that the 
higher the rates of disadvantage or lack of homeownership, the higher the crime 
rates.  Thus, I expect there to be strong positive relationships between measures of 
disadvantage or lack of homeownership (proportion of male residents aged 15-24, 
proportion of African American residents, proportion 15 years and older divorced, 
proportion living below poverty level, proportion of children 18 and under living in a 
household on public assistance, proportion female headed households, proportion 
of residents that have moved within the last year, proportion of renter occupied units, 
and unemployment rate) and crime rates (violent crime, property crime, and total 
crime rates), and a strong negative relationship between crime rates and median 
income.  I expect there to be a strong positive relationship between foreclosure rates 
and crime rates.  To test the strength and direction of these relationships, Pearson 
correlation coefficients were determined between crime rates and measures of 
disadvantage or lack of homeownership and the foreclosure rate.  

Regression models were created to further assess the strength of these 
relationships.  A general equation was estimated to relate foreclosure rates and 
other neighborhood conditions to crime rates: 

C = a + b1F + b2P + b3M + b4A …      (1)

where C stands for the crime rate, F is the foreclosure rate, P is the population, 
M is the proportion of young men, A is the proportion of African Americans, and 
so on for all of the neighborhood characteristics.  The coefficients represent the 
percentage change in absolute crime levels for a one-unit change in the foreclosure 
rate or neighborhood conditions.  A separate model was made for each type of 
crime (violent, property, and total) for both years.  This equation was slightly altered 
to estimate the change in crime that accompanies a change in foreclosure:

C = a + b1F + b2P + b2P2005 + b3M + b4M2005 + b4A + b5A2005 …          (2)

where C stands for the change in crime rate, F stands for the change in 
foreclosure rate, P stands for the change in population, P2005 stands for the popula-
tion in 2005, M stands for the change in the proportion of young men, M2005 stands 
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for the proportion of young men in 2005, A stands for the change in the proportion 
of African Americans, and A2005 stands for the proportion of African Americans in 
2005.  This model controls for the change in neighborhood characteristics as well 
as the 2005 levels of each characteristic.  Because concentrated disadvantage 
and lack of homeownership can affect the relationship between foreclosure and 
crime, the 2005 levels of neighborhood characteristics were also included.  These 
change variables represent the raw difference between years rather than the re-
sidual change, as the study focused on the pre- (2005) and post- (2008) mortgage 
market crash measure for each variable.  

To test for multicollinearity, Pearson correlations coefficients were 
determined between all independent variables.  While some variables exhibited 
significant bivariate correlations, multicollinearity diagnostic tests revealed that 
multicollinearity does not pose a problem in this study.  Variation inflation factors 
were examined; most were below 4 and none exceeded 10.  Correlations of the 
estimated coefficients were also determined. High correlations between pairs of 
coefficients indicate possible collinearity problems; however, the correlations of 
the coefficients determined were all low.

 Results

Table 1.1 provides the mean and standard deviation of all variables for 2005 
and 2008.   From 2005 to 2008, each variable showed an increase except proportion 
living below the poverty level, the proportion of residents who have moved within the 
past year, the unemployment rate, and violent crime, property crime, and total crime 
rates.  The 2008 means for each variable fall within one standard deviation of the 
2005 means for each variable, showing there have not been significant increases or 
decreases over time.  Table 1.2 shows the breakdown of where foreclosed properties 
are in the foreclosure process for year 2005 and year 2008.

Table 2 supplies the Pearson correlations between crime rates and 
neighborhood characteristics for 2005 and 2008.  Most of these demographic 
variables are correlated at substantial levels with property, violent, and total 
crime rates.  There is a significant positive correlation between the population 
of each MSA and violent crime in 2005 and in 2008.  The proportion of male 
residents aged 15-24 was not significantly correlated with any crime rates for 
either year.  The proportion of African American residents, the proportion 15 
years and older divorced, the proportion living below the poverty level, the 
proportion of children 18 and under living in a household on public assistance, 
the proportion female headed households, the proportion of residents who 
have moved within the past year, the proportion of rental units, and the 
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unemployment rate were all strongly positively correlated with all crime rates 
for both years.  Median income was strongly negatively correlated with only 
property crime and total crime rates for both years.  Pre-foreclosure properties 
in 2005 were only significantly correlated with violent and total crime, while in 
2008 they were only correlated with the violent crime rate.  Auction properties, 
REO properties, and all properties in the foreclosure process were significantly 
correlated with all types of crime in 2005.  In 2008, however, only REO properties 
were significantly correlated with all types of crime, while auction properties 
were only significantly correlated with violent crime and all properties in the 
foreclosure process were only significantly correlated with violent crime and 
total crime.  Because these correlations are just simple bivariate correlations, 
however, they alone cannot highly predict whether any of the neighborhood 
condition variables independently affect crime rates.

Tables 3-5 give the results of the estimation of equation (1) for all three 
dependent variables (violent crime, property crime and total crime) in 2005.  
The total foreclosure rate, the proportion of African American residents, the 
proportion 15 years and older divorced, and the proportion living below poverty 
level are all statistically significant determinants of violent crime.  The statistically 
significant determinants for both property crime and violent crime are the total 
foreclosure rate, the proportion of African American residents, the proportion 15 
years and older divorced, the proportion of residents who have moved within 
the past year, and the proportion of renter occupied units.

Tables 3-5 also supply the results of the estimation of equation (1) for 
all three dependent variables (violent crime, property crime and total crime) in 
2008.  The total foreclosure rate, the proportion of African American residents, 
and the proportion 15 years and older divorced were significant determinants of 
violent crime.  Significant determinants of both property crime and total crime 
are the total foreclosure rate, the proportion of African American residents, the 
proportion 15 years and older divorced, and the proportion living below poverty 
level.

Tables 6-8 show the results of the estimation of equation (2) for the three crime 
variables (violent, property and total).  The change in foreclosure rate was not a significant 
determinant for the change in violent, property, or total crime.  The majority of the 2005 
neighborhood conditions as well as the change in neighborhood conditions were also 
not significant determinants of the change in crime.  No variables were significant for 
the change in violent crime.  The significant determinants for the change in property 
crime are the change in proportion of male residents aged 15-24, the 2005 proportion 
of African American residents, the change in the proportion female headed households, 
and the 2005 proportion of renter occupied units.  The change in the proportion of male 
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residents aged 15-24, the 2005 proportion of African American residents, the change in 
the proportion female headed households, and the 2005 proportion of renter occupied 
units were the only statistically significant determinants of total crime.

Discuss ion

Immergluck, Spelman, and the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 
independently discovered in their studies a relationship between increases 
in foreclosures and increases in crime.  While the national foreclosure rate has 
increased from 4.70 percent in 2005 to 7.88 percent in 2008, (Mortgage Bankers 
Association 2006 and 2009), this study found a decrease in the average crime rate 
for violent, property, and total crime from 2005 to 2008, which does not support 
the findings in the previously cited literature.  However, because these findings 
represent MSAs across the country—not an individual neighborhood—they align 
with the national trend of a dramatic decrease in crime from 2005 to 2008 (FBI 
2009).  MSA level data is not close enough to the neighborhood level to clearly 
determine the relationship between foreclosure and crime.  However, looking at 
the amount of decrease in crime within an MSA can help solve this problem: MSAs 
with high rates of foreclosure should see less improvement than MSA’s with low 
rates of foreclosure, as a national trend of declining crime could be less powerful 
in areas that are experiencing residential turmoil.  The results of this study support 
this premise.  Not only do the mostly significant bivariate correlations between the 
foreclosure rate and various types of crime suggest that foreclosures and crime are 
associated, but in all of the 2005 and 2008 regressions, the association between 
the foreclosure rate and crime is positive and highly significant.  While one cannot 
claim that there is a causal relationship between the two, the data suggest that 
there is a clear, strong relationship between foreclosures and crime.  

In the differences models, the coefficients for the change in foreclosure 
rate are still positive, and for property crime and total crime they are significant at 
the ten percent level, which provides further evidence that this causal relationship 
may be true, particularly for property crime.  That the proportion of renter occupied 
units in 2005 is a significant determinant of both property and total crime may 
be consistent with a low collective efficacy, assuming that renters are less stable 
residents (or less committed to neighborhood security so that they do not intervene 
on its behalf).  However, the lack of significant variables for the differences model 
may be because foreclosure takes time to generate instability and the elapsed 
time has not been long enough to see its impact come through.  The differential 
distribution of foreclosures among low and high-income areas may also reduce the 
likelihood of finding a statistically significant relationship between foreclosure and 
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crime.  While foreclosure is increasing in both low and high-income areas, crime 
may only be increasing in low, but not high-income areas (this is because housing 
vacancies can have different sociological effects in low and high-income areas, 
as properties in high-income areas are more likely to resell or to be more stable 
rentals).  Therefore, it can be hard to determine a strong statistical relationship 
between foreclosure and crime in general, even though there may be such a 
relationship within low-income areas.  Additionally, the relatively small size of the 
sample can reduce the chances of finding significant coefficients. 

While the study establishes a positive relationship between foreclosure and 
crime in the years 2005 and 2008, the model’s explanatory power is limited by 
the fact that not all relevant variables had available data.   An omitted variable 
bias results from the inability to include all neighborhood characteristic variables 
predictive of crime (such as the proportion of Hispanic residents in an MSA) as well 
as the inability to measure and therefore include collective efficacy in this study.  
Excluding a variable such as the proportion of Hispanic residents can increase the 
effect foreclosure has on crime.  Additionally, data that directly measures disorder 
and collective efficacy was not available for use in the study, thus making it harder 
to lend support to either broken windows or collective efficacy theory.  While 
collective efficacy and broken windows are both theories about neighborhoods, 
the unit of analysis in this study is the MSA; as a result, this study used macro data 
to operationalize a meso-level conceptional model.  Such a disconnect between 
the theory and the unit makes it difficult to conclusively infer about the validity 
of these theories.  In spite of these limitations, however, the study does provide 
evidence that foreclosures can predict crime in American neighborhoods.

Conclus ion

This study establishes positive associations between both crime rates 
and foreclosure rates and crime rates and measures of disadvantage and lack 
of homeownership for 225 MSAs in 2005 and 2008.  It demonstrates a powerful 
relationship between foreclosures and crime in both 2005 and 2008, suggesting 
a causal association.  The analysis also suggests a positive association between 
an increase in foreclosure rates and an increase in crime rates over time.  The 
importance of establishing relationships between demographic variables and crime 
is not to determine all root causes of neighborhood crime but to be able to control for 
the impact of neighborhood demographic factors (based on criminology literature) 
that are associated with crime when attempting to identify the effect of foreclosure 
rates on crime.  Even after controlling for these neighborhood characteristics, the 
main variable of interest, the foreclosure rate, remains a statistically significant 
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determinant of all crime in both 2005 and 2008.  
In “Disorder in Urban Neighborhoods—Does It Lead to Crime?”, Robert 

Sampson reports that it is not disorder that directly causes crime, but rather that 
the structural neighborhood characteristics as well as neighborhood cohesion 
and informal social control that create disorder also create crime.  In his study, 
areas with strong neighborhood collective efficacy—which Sampson explains 
is highly predicted by residential stability and advantage—had low violence 
rates, regardless of sociodemographic makeup and existing disorder.  The 
results of this study may lend support to Sampson’s research: many structural 
neighborhood characteristics that embody concentrated disadvantage and lack of 
homeownership are associated with crime.  With the exception of the proportion 
of male residents aged 15-24, all variables were significantly correlated with crime, 
and many variables were found to be statistically significant determinants of crime 
in the regression analysis.  While collective efficacy was not directly measured in 
this study, the neighborhood characteristics used are considered strong predictors 
of collective efficacy and thus can help explain the effect of collective efficacy on 
crime.  Therefore, these results may not only lend support to Sampson’s research 
but may also provide further evidence against the “broken windows” theory.

Future  Research

Disorder and collective efficacy were both hypothesized as mechanisms 
underlying the relationship between foreclosure and crime.  However, data that 
directly measures disorder and crime were not available for use in this study.  
Future studies will take this limitation into account by repeating the study’s analytic 
approach after incorporating direct measures of disorder and collective efficacy 
into the model.  This will allow the study to better utilize the theories of broken 
windows and collective efficacy to explain the relationship between foreclosure 
and crime.
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Tables

Table 1.1. Summary statistics for 225 MSAs in 2005 and 2008, all reported as a 
percent of population except the Population and Median income variables.  Crime 
rates are reported per 100,000 people. 

Variable 2005 2008

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Population 801756.6 1743243 848695.8 1811943

Violent crime rate 440.2142 206.1503 436.4599 198.9039

Property crime rate 3689.927 1094.392 3380.777 942.2596

Total crime rate 4130.141 1211.041 3817.237 1072.432

Proportion of male residents 
aged 15-24 0.0724604 0.0131589 0.0772154 0.0168545

Proportion of African American 
residents 0.1010668 0.1021488 0.1041727 0.1019146

Proportion 15 years and older 
divorced 0.1064818 0.0174559 0.1107092 0.0172899

Proportion living below poverty 
level

0.1381585 0.0470073 0.1366751 0.0439783

Proportion of children 18 and 
under living in a household on 
public assistance

0.196335 0.0744226 0.1991032 0.070701

Proportion female headed 
households

0.1064393 0.0114767 0.1071419 0.0121932

Proportion of residents who 
have moved within the past 
year

0.1769893 0.0366782 0.1768027 0.0398283

Proportion of renter occupied 
units

0.3273435 0.0565131 0.328756 0.054184

Unemployment rate 0.044527 0.0103439 0.0406425 0.0107094

Median income 23631.6 3759.189 25228.85 3941.869

Pre-foreclosure properties 0.0014434 0.001828 0.0020605 0.0034334

Auction properties 0.0003005 0.0005712 0.0016117 0.0018477

Real Estate Owned properties 0.0013921 0.0015172 0.0017176 0.0023472

All properties in the foreclosure 
process

0.003136 0.00281 0.0053898 0.0069434
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Table 1.2. Proportion of foreclosures in various stages of the foreclosure process 
in 2005 and 2008, all reported as a percent of households per MSA.

Variable 2005 2008

Pre-foreclosure properties 0.46026786 0.38229619

Auction properties 0.095822704 0.29902779

Real Estate Owned properties 0.44390944 0.31867602

All properties in the foreclosure process 1 1

Table 2. Pearson correlations between neighborhood characteristics and crime 
levels for 225 MSAs in 2005 and 2008. 

Variable 2005 2008

Violent 
Crime 
Rate

Property 
Crime 
Rate

Total 
Crime 
Rate

Violent 
Crime 
Rate

Property 
Crime 
Rate

Total 
Crime 
Rate

Population 0.1638** -0.0567 -0.0234 0.134* -0.0443 -0.0141

Proportion of male       
residents aged 15-24

-0.1043 0.0566 0.0334 -0.0207 0.0249 0.018

Proportion of African        
American residents

0.5234*** 0.3298*** 0.3872*** 0.5476*** 0.5088*** 0.5486***

Proportion 15 years             
and older divorced

0.2386*** 0.2856*** 0.2987*** 0.2057*** 0.2963*** 0.2985***

Proportion living below       
poverty level 

0.2095*** 0.3688*** 0.3690*** 0.2343*** 0.4079*** 0.4019***

Proportion of children 
18 and under living in 
a household on public       
assistance  

0.2207*** 0.3803*** 0.3813*** 0.2453*** 0.3906*** 0.3887***

Proportion female       
headed households

0.3621*** 0.2349*** 0.2739*** 0.3168*** 0.3016*** 0.3238***

Proportion of residents 
who have moved 
within  the past year

0.1200* 0.3229*** 0.3122*** 0.123* 0.1917** 0.1912**

Proportion of renter              
occupied units 0.1527* 0.2572*** 0.2584*** 0.2271*** 0.1831** 0.2030**

Unemployment rate 0.2656*** 0.3065*** 0.3222*** 0.2760*** 0.1791** 0.2085***

Median income -0.0315 -0.2524*** -0.2334*** -0.008 -0.2197*** -0.1946**

Pre-foreclosure     
properties

0.2142*** 0.1084 0.1344* 0.2371*** 0.0222 0.0635

Auction properties 0.1567** 0.2229*** 0.2281*** 0.1519* 0.0912 0.1083
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Real Estate Owned           
properties

0.1688** 0.3587*** 0.3528*** 0.2447*** 0.117* 0.1482*

All properties in the            
foreclosure process

0.2623*** 0.3095*** 0.3243*** 0.2404*** 0.0748 0.1103*

Violent Crime Rate 1 0.5018*** 0.6237*** 1 0.5941*** 0.7075***

Property Crime Rates 1 0.9891*** 1 0.9888***

Total Crime Rates 1 1

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)

Table 3. Regression of violent crime on neighborhood characteristics and the total 
foreclosure rate in 2005 and 2008.

Variable 2005 2008

Vio lent
Cr ime

Coef. Std. Err. P>t Coef. Std. Err. P>t

Total Foreclosure Rate 14848.63*** 4169.71    0 8344.778*** 1918.479    0

Population 0.0000125 7.49e-06     0.097 7.74E-06 6.61e-06    0.242

Proportion of male       
residents aged 15-24

-2461.1 1367.35     0.073 293.1738 1087.888    0.788

Proportion of African        
American residents

789.2817*** 130.463    0 923.3923*** 120.8201     0

Proportion 15 years             
and older divorced

1869.396* 811.6325  0.022 2245.572** 716.96    0.002

Proportion living below       
poverty level 

1316.28* 544.2925  0.016 826.1119 446.3427     0.066

Proportion of children 
18 and under living in 
a household on public       
assistance  

-356.5603 281.5589  0.207 239.7606 256.626    0.351

Proportion female       
headed households

1757.819 1336.264  0.19 1216.941 1097.026     0.269

Proportion of residents 
who have moved 
within  the past year

761.3186 420.864    0.072 343.5476 392.4105     0.382

Proportion of renter              
occupied units

6.373572 307.6507  0.983 148.2709 277.857    0.594

Unemployment rate 2705.731 1251.571  0.032 100.2879 1197.762     0.933

Median income 0.0025721 .0050778  0.613 0.0086687 .0045362    0.057

(Constant) -333.9061 239.2458  0.164 -605.8194** 224.5627    0.008

N 225 225   

R-squared 0.4503 0.4833   

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)
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Table 4. Regression of property crime on neighborhood characteristics and the 
total foreclosure rate in 2005 and 2008.

Variable 2005 2008

Property
Cr ime

Coef. Std. Err. P>t Coef. Std. Err. P>t

Total Foreclosure Rate 129831.5*** 21577.63     0 21489.6** 9045.372    0.018

Population -0.0000754 .0000387    0.053 -0.0000225 .0000311 0.47

Proportion of male       
residents aged 15-24

-12143.11 7075.832    0.088 -4895.334 5129.244    0.341

Proportion of African        
American residents

2353.132** 675.1264     0.001 4638.825*** 569.6506    0

Proportion 15 years             
and older divorced

9717.383* 4200.077     0.022 14534.59*** 3380.37    0

Proportion living below       
poverty level 2708.131 2816.632     0.337 7358.63** 2104.446     0.001

Proportion of children 
18 and under living in 
a household on public       
assistance  

1927.092 1457.026     0.187 1174.512 1209.957     0.333

Proportion female       
headed households 3380.391 6914.97   0.625 -6767.131 5172.332    0.192

Proportion of residents 
who have moved 
within  the past year

5054.911* 2177.909     0.021 1867.564 1850.163     0.314

Proportion of renter              
occupied units 4367.965** 1592.046     0.007 867.2189 1310.058     0.509

Unemployment rate 8906.086 6476.691     0.171 -8498.923 5647.288    0.134

Median income -0.02263 .0262769 0.39 0.0139382 .0213878 0.515

(Constant) -347.9687 1238.061 0.779 433.6545 1058.783     0.683

N 225 225

R-squared 0.4503 0.4882

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)
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Table 5. Regression of total crime on neighborhood characteristics and the total 
foreclosure rate in 2005 and in 2008.

Variable 2005 2008

Tota l
Cr ime

Coef. Std. Err. P>t Coef. Std. Err. P>t

Total Foreclosure Rate 144680.1*** 22883.8  0 29834.3** 9820.541    0.003

Population -0.000063 .0000411   0.127 -0.0000148 .0000338 0.662

Proportion of male       
residents aged 15-24

-14604.19 7504.157   0.053 -4602.152 5568.809   0.409

Proportion of African        
American residents

3142.419*** 715.9942     0 5562.216*** 618.4685     0

Proportion 15 years             
and older divorced

11586.79* 4454.323     0.01 16780.16*** 3670.061    0

Proportion living below       
poverty level 4024.415 2987.133     0.179 8184.773*** 2284.793     0

Proportion of children 
18 and under living in 
a household on public       
assistance  

1570.544 1545.225     0.311 1414.261 1313.648   0.283

Proportion female       
headed households 5138.171 7333.557     0.484 -5550.173 5615.59  0.324

Proportion of residents 
who have moved 
within  the past year

5816.223* 2309.745     0.013 2211.106 2008.718     0.272

Proportion of renter              
occupied units 4374.326* 1688.419     0.01 1015.482 1422.328     0.476

Unemployment rate 11611.83 6868.749     0.092 -8398.586 6131.249   0.172

Median income -0.0200576 .0278675  0.472 0.022607 .0232206 0.331

(Constant) -681.8796 1313.006   0.604 -172.1686 1149.518   0.881

N 225 225

R-squared 0.5202 0.5343

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)

The Impact of Foreclosure on Crime
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Table 6. Regression of the difference in violent crime on the difference in total fore-
closure from 2005 to 2008, controlling for neighborhood characteristics at the 2005 
level and for the difference in neighborhood conditions from 2005 and 2008.

Variable Change in Violent Crime

Coef. Std. Err. P>t

Change in Total Foreclosure Rate 427.9403 936.7217     0.648

2005 Population -1.06E-06 5.27e-06   0.841

Change in Population -0.0000822 .0001013 0.418

2005 Proportion of male residents aged 15-24 785.7488 704.9074    0.266

Change in proportion of male residents aged 15-24 1153.103 803.2492    0.153

2005 Proportion of African American residents -12.95769 63.68869   0.839

Change in proportion of African American residents -1175.848 651.8739    0.073

2005 proportion 15 years and older divorced 579.1044 414.1213    0.164

Change in proportion 15 years and older divorced 640.9357 514.9318     0.215

2005 proportion living below poverty level -377.1804 271.4937    0.166

Change in proportion living below poverty level 52.6703 298.3026     0.86

2005 proportion of children 18 and  under living in 
a household on public assistance  81.61809 156.4796     0.603

Change in proportion of children 18 and under    
living in a household on public assistance  -51.59975 139.9654   0.713

2005 proportion female headed households 299.1159 724.5746     0.68

Change in proportion female headed households 97.55074 660.4686     0.883

2005 proportion of residents who have moved 
within  the past year -80.94178 244.4056    0.741

Change in proportion of residents who have moved 
within  the past year 171.5889 242.2478    0.48

2005 proportion of renter occupied units 121.0482 157.1132     0.442

Change in proportion of renter occupied units 79.33019 258.6436     0.759

2005 Unemployment rate 47.41208 689.4633    0.945

Change in Unemployment rate -720.4815 664.4275   0.28
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2005 Median income
0.0002047 .0025961 0.937

Change in Median income
0.00471 .0043826 0.284

(Constant) -160.0898 128.9256 0.216

N 225

R-squared 0.1044

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)

Table 7. Regression of the difference in property crime on the difference in total 
foreclosure from 2005 to 2008, controlling for neighborhood characteristics at the 
2005 level and for the difference in neighborhood conditions from 2005 and 2008.

Variable Change in Property Crime

Coef. Std. Err. P>t

Change in Total Foreclosure Rate 11180.23 6285.518     0.077

2005 Population 0.0000442 .0000354 0.214

Change in Population -0.0005229 .0006798 0.443

2005 Proportion of male residents aged 15-24 5934.921 4730.015 0.211

Change in proportion of male residents aged 15-24 10771.67* 5389.901  0.047

2005 Proportion of African American residents 1030.285* 427.359   0.017

Change in proportion of African American residents 424.5813 4374.154  0.923

2005 proportion 15 years and older divorced -2393.434 2778.805  0.39

Change in proportion 15 years and older divorced 864.4481 3455.256  0.803

2005 proportion living below poverty level 1550.134 1821.756  0.396

Change in proportion living below poverty level -7.751529 2001.647 0.997

2005 proportion of children 18 and  under living in 
a household on public assistance  

-1833.984 1049.997 0.082

Change in proportion of children 18 and under    
living in a household on public assistance  

-962.658 939.185 0.307

2005 proportion female headed households 9257.698 4861.985 0.058

Change in proportion female headed households 10328.99* 4431.826  0.021

2005 proportion of residents who have moved 
within  the past year

-2027.404 1639.992 0.218

Change in proportion of residents who have moved 
within  the past year -1087.248 1625.512 0.504

The Impact of Foreclosure on Crime
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2005 proportion of renter occupied units -3120.66** 1054.249 0.003

Change in proportion of renter occupied units -1481.579 1735.531 0.394

2005 Unemployment rate -2407.308 4626.384 0.603

Change in Unemployment rate -3072.512 4458.39 0.492

2005 Median income 0.000109 .0174202 0.995

Change in Median income -0.0343237 .0294081 0.245

(Constant) 4.961692 865.1067     0.995

N 225

R-squared 0.2445

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)

Table 8. Regression of the difference in total crime on the difference in total fore-
closure from 2005 to 2008, controlling for neighborhood characteristics at the 
2005 level and for the difference in neighborhood conditions from 2005 and 2008.

Variable Change in Total Crime

Coef. Std. Err. P>t

Change in Total Foreclosure Rate 11608.03 6607.389     0.08

2005 Population 0.0000431 .0000372 0.248

Change in Population -0.0006051 .0007146 0.398

2005 Proportion of male residents aged 15-24 6720.664 4972.231     0.178

Change in proportion of male residents aged 15-24 11924.83* 5665.909    0.037

2005 Proportion of African American residents 1017.321* 449.2433    0.025

Change in proportion of African American residents -751.1775 4598.147   0.87

2005 proportion 15 years and older divorced -1814.359 2921.103    0.535

Change in proportion 15 years and older divorced 1505.46 3632.194    0.679

2005 proportion living below poverty level 1172.963 1915.045    0.541

Change in proportion living below poverty level 44.97328 2104.148    0.983

2005 proportion of children 18 and  under living in 
a household on public assistance  

-1752.384 1103.766    0.114

Change in proportion of children 18 and under    
living in a household on public assistance  

-1014.278 987.279    0.305

2005 proportion female headed households 9556.837 5110.959     0.063

Change in proportion female headed households 10426.51* 4658.772     0.026

2005 proportion of residents who have moved 
within  the past year

-2108.354 1723.973    0.223
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Change in proportion of residents who have moved 
within  the past year -915.6527 1708.752    0.593

2005 proportion of renter occupied units -2999.601** 1108.235    0.007

Change in proportion of renter occupied units -1402.228 1824.404   0.443

2005 Unemployment rate -2359.842 4863.293   0.628

Change in Unemployment rate -3792.94 4686.697   0.419

2005 Median income 0.0003133 .0183123 0.986

Change in Median income -0.0296132 .0309141 0.339

(Constant) -155.1218 909.4073 0.865

N 225

R-squared 0.2257

Notes: (* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001)

F igures

Figure 1. Nationwide map of subprime mortgages and subprime mortgage fore-
closures in December 2007 (Fairfield 2008).
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Figure 2. Nationwide map of county foreclosure rates from January – September 
2007 (Yglesias 2008).
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Chilocco Letters: A Tale of Politeness and 
Asymmetrical Discourse

KryStal J lawSon & Kenneth e lawSon

Oklahoma State University

This analysis explores the use of Robin Lakoff’s rules of politeness in early 20th 

century letters from Native American parents to the superintendent of Chilocco Indian 

Boarding School. Presented here is a discussion of the socio-historical context of 

Indian boarding schools and specifically Chilocco Indian School. Also provided is 

a review of current and relevant linguistic literature as well as a discussion of the 

methodology used to conduct this analysis. Examples from the letters are presented 

as evidence of the applicability and explanatory value of Lakoff’s rules to the genre 

of a request letter. Several linguistic themes are presented that provide support 

for the assertion that the discourse in these letters is asymmetrical and therefore 

indicative of an imbalance of power. Also provided is a discussion of the limitations 

of this analysis. Finally, the significance that this topic has to both the general and 

personal development of language awareness is explored.

Sociological Insight 2011, Vol 3  110-121

There exists within sociology a body of research identifying the location 
of certain groups within the stratified layers of our society. Some of this 
work focuses on the detrimental effects that stratification has had on the 

different groups that exist in each strata, including low power, prestige, and limited 
resources. While some of this research has focused on Native peoples, there is 
little or no research on the ways in which discourse can be used to show the Native 
struggle for survival, and for their humanity. This study uses Robin Lakoff’s rules of 
politeness to analyze discourse in letters from Native American parents to an Indian 
boarding school requesting the return of their children. Here we provide insight into 
Native American use of language in the genre of a request letter at the beginning of 
the 20th century. This unique application of Lakoff’s rules proves to be an effective 
way to provide support for the existence of asymmetrical power relationships. 

We begin with a survey of the boarding school movement in general and 
the Chilocco School in particular. We then present an overview of the relevant 
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literature which brings more focus to the relevance of this application. We follow 
with a discussion of the methodological approach used for analyzing these 
important historical letters, and then provide our analysis with examples from the 
Chilocco letters. We discuss some of the limitations of the study, and conclude 
by showing the sociological relevance and importance of both the letters and the 
topic of power relationships.  

Historical  Context

In order to truly understand the importance of the Chilocco letters, we 
must first look at and understand the socio-historical context. This includes a 
brief survey of the Indian boarding school movement in general and the Chilocco 
School in particular. 

The Indian boarding school movement began in the post-Civil War era. At the 
end of the 19th Century, the public became disillusioned with the existing reservation 
system, and were galvanized by the speaking tour of Ponca Chief Standing Bear, 
along with emerging scandals in the Office of Indian Affairs (Hoxie 1984). The 
focus of national policy shifted to total assimilation, and the objective of Native 
American education from the 1880s through the 1920s became the replacement 
of traditional ways with those sanctioned by the government (Adams 1995). In this 
way, policy makers believed, young people would be immersed in the patriarchal 
and Eurocentric values of the dominant American society while also being kept 
away from any influences of their traditionally-minded relatives (Marr C.). 

One of the first efforts at accomplishing this goal was the Carlisle Indian 
School in Pennsylvania, founded by Captain Richard Henry Pratt in 1879 (Lomawaima 
2007). Pratt had experimented with the education of seventy-two Natives left in his 
charge in 1875 at Fort Marion, Florida. There he met others interested in his work 
who encouraged him to continue his “experiment,” including the influential Episcopal 
Bishop Henry Benjamin Whipple (Hoxie 1984:55). Believing that Indian ways were 
inferior to those of whites, Pratt’s goal was to “kill the Indian and save the man” 
(Adams 1995:52). The success of the Carlisle School led to other off-reservation 
industrial boarding schools. At the beginning of the 20th century, twenty-four such 
schools had been opened (Lomawaima 1994). A notable component of these 
schools was compulsory education. Congress first made attendance mandatory in 
1891, and went even further two years later, authorizing the Indian Office to apply 
pressure on parents by withholding rations, clothing and any other payments from 
those who resisted (Adams 1995). The coercion was considerable, even including 
incarceration for uncooperative parents or guardians (Marr C.).

Common features of the schools included a military style regimen where 
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students were forbidden to wear traditional clothing or hairstyles. The hair of male 
students was cut, and all students were taught English and expected to speak it 
exclusively. Students spent half the day in the classroom and the other half at a 
work post, usually involving some type of upkeep on the school. Indeed, the labor 
performed by these students was essential to the survival of these institutions, as 
was acknowledged in official U.S. government documents (Meriam 1928).

Class time was devoted to English and general academic subjects such 
as arithmetic, history and geography (Marr C.). The rest of the time was spent 
on vocational training. For the men, this involved learning carpentry skills, 
blacksmithing, animal husbandry, and harness-making (Adams 1995). They also 
“chopped firewood to keep the steam boilers operating” (Marr C.).Training for 
women included laundry, sewing, cooking, cleaning, and other domestic chores. 
The women made and repaired uniforms, sheets, and curtains and helped to 
prepare the meals. The students’ new skills were of little use to them in their home 
environment, and unfortunately were inadequate for urban employment as well 
(Szasz 1974).

Chilocco Indian School was constructed in 1883 as a federal off-reservation 
boarding school intended “to house, civilize, Christianize, educate, and transform 
American Indian youth” (Lomawaima 2007). Located between Arkansas City, 
Kansas, and Ponca City, Oklahoma, it became a “home and haven to some, 
reformatory and prison to others” (Lomawaima 2007). “Chilocco was one of many 
federal schools designed to dissolve tribal identity and erase indigenous beliefs 
and practices” (Lomawaima 2007).

Operation of the school was initially modeled after the Carlisle School in 
Pennsylvania (Lomawaima 2007). Chilocco was typical of other Indian boarding 
schools, stressing rigorous military discipline, a regimented schedule, and manual 
labor. According to Lomawaima, “alumni from these years remember twenty-two 
bugle calls a day, Government-issued uniforms, scanty meals, inadequate health 
care, and a lack of individual attention” (Lomawaima 2007). 

The 1960s and 1970s brought a change in the social milieu. Along with 
increasing criticism of the boarding schools came a reluctance of the federal 
government to fund them, in spite of its treaty and trust obligations to do so. 
This attitude was reinforced by the growing Native enrollment in public schools 
(Lomawaima 2007). This situation led to the closure of many boarding schools.  
Chilocco was among them, closing in 1980.

The school structure itself still remains however, and the memories and 
voices of those who attended the school are preserved in such archival materials 
as roll rosters, play programs, and student papers. These artifacts lie dormant 
in storage boxes, awaiting their next viewing in a climate-controlled room. The 
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Chilocco letters have been copied and put onto microfiche, tucked away in little 
boxes in a drawer. The nameplate, “Letters from Chilocco,” makes them appear as 
though they are just another family tree research tool. The impact of these letters, 
however, remains. The microfiche leaves only a screen separating us from history. 
These letters tell the tale of parents desperate for the return of their children from 
Chilocco Indian School.

L iterature  Rev iew

In our analysis of the Chilocco letters, we are concerned with the linguistic 
area of pragmatics, or the study of meaning in language as it derives from context 
(Tserdanelis and Wong 2004). Of particular interest is the situational context, which 
includes the letter writers’ world knowledge. The writers in this instance were 
Native Americans who spoke English as a second language or may have used the 
services of interpreters to write the letters. In addition to language barriers, there 
would have certainly been a lack of familiarity with the genre of a letter of request 
as it existed in the early 20th century in the United States. 

The work of Robin Lakoff (1973) illuminates this analysis. Lakoff’s work 
provides an essential and fundamental understanding of the power found in 
language. The efforts of Lakoff and others have been focused on understanding the 
“powerlessness” of the language of American women and exploring the gendered 
power imbalance in language (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 2003:158).

Lakoff’s (1973) research explains that women are taught to moderate their 
language so as to not appear overly confident. Women are socialized to “speak 
tentatively, side stepping firm commitment and the appearance of strong opinions” 
(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003:158-159). Having such constraints on language, 
Lakoff believed, keeps women powerless.

 Specifically, we have used the rules of politeness formulated by Robin 
Lakoff:

1. Don’t impose.
2. Give options.
3. Make A [the receiver] feel good – be friendly 
(Lakoff 1973)

Lakoff’s sanction against imposition may be construed as a call for 
aloofness. This includes social or emotional distance, as well as the use of technical 
terms which lessen emotional impact. In giving options, the speaker allows the 
addressee to make his or her own decisions. Euphemisms are included here, and 
hedges (expressions indicating tentativeness) may be present when the speaker 
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does not want to assert himself or herself for fear of causing offense. The use 
of euphemisms and hedges give options by allowing the receiver to decide how 
to interpret what is said. Rule 3 attempts to create a sense of camaraderie and 
equality between interactants. However, if the addressee is of lower social rank 
than the speaker, invoking rule 3 may be counterproductive.

Lakoff’s colleague at Berkeley, Paul Grice, had earlier laid out his own rules 
for conversation, which later came to be known as the cooperative principle (Grice 
1975). In his cooperative principle, philosopher Grice holds that people generally 
obey four maxims in conversation: quality, quantity, relevance and manner. 
That is to say, they will not knowingly give false information, will give as much 
information as required, will not include irrelevant information, and will attempt to 
be unambiguous and brief. It is important to note that interactants, while they may 
or may not adhere to these maxims, will proceed as if the maxims were in force. 

In responding to Grice, Lakoff (1973) noted that quite often his rules were 
honored in the breach. Conversations are rarely just about communicating factual 
information. Lakoff (1973) saw a concomitant human need to cultivate a good feeling 
about not only the information but also the parties involved in the transaction. In 
this sense, Lakoff (1973) stresses the sociological nature of the transaction over 
Grice’s exchange of facts. According to Meltzer (1964), this is consistent with the 
view of George Herbert Mead, who described social interactions as processes 
of symbolic interpretation. As Meltzer (1964) explained, for Mead the social act 
involves both discerning and responding not only to present behavior, but to the 
intentions that others may have for future behavior Where Grice (1975) presents a 
sort of linguistic behaviorism, Lakoff (1973) moves us toward an analysis which is 
sociologically richer.

Lakoff (1973) suggests that this need for good feelings spans cultural 
differences. Her rules, she claims, are universal, and cultural variation may be 
attributed to the way in which different cultures prioritize the rules (Lakoff 1973). 
Brown and Levinson (1978) seem to agree, citing differential assessments between 
cultures. However, while politeness may span cultures and languages, we found 
no research on politeness in Native American cultures.

Erving Goffman proposes that daily interactions are regulated through a 
variety of “lines,” that is to say “a pattern of verbal and nonverbal acts by which 
he expresses his view of the situation and through this his evaluation of the 
participants, especially himself” (1967:5). Goffman (1967) goes on to say that 
participants formulate their responses based on the assumption that the other 
participant is aware of and intends to take the line that he/she has taken. Thus, 
Goffman (1967) says, it is important to be cognizant of the impression that other 
participants have formulated of him or her based on this assumption. 
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Face is defined as “the positive social value a person effectively claims 
for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact” 
(Goffman 1967:5). Goffman (1967) states that people often experience emotional 
reactions to the face that an interaction permits them. If face is positively or 
negatively different from that expected by the participant, they will either feel 
happy or unhappy about the outcome of the interaction. However, he points out 
that if the face is no different from that which the participant expects no emotional 
reaction will occur. Furthermore, it is possible, according to Goffman, for a person 
to “maintain face” (1967:6).  He defines this concept as a situation in which the 
individual presents an image that is “internally consistent, that is supported by 
judgments and evidence conveyed by other participants and that is confirmed 
by evidence conveyed through impersonal agencies in the situation” (Goffman 
1967:6).

Linguists Brown and Levinson (1978) have built on Goffman’s 
conceptualization of face-work by linking it to the concept of politeness. Politeness, 
according to Brown and Levinson, is an important way in which face is attended to 
in interaction (1978). These theorists divide face into two categories: positive and 
negative face. Positive face is described as being the need for consistency in a 
participant’s self-image that is approved of and accepted as a part of a collective 
(1978). Negative face they explain as “the basic claim to territories, personal 
preserves, [and] rights to non-distraction…” (Brown and Levinson 1978:61). Brown 
and Levinson view face as a goal of each member participating in a relation (1978). 
Like Goffman, Brown and Levinson see face as being an implicitly understood 
goal of interaction that requires the cooperative effort of all participants to attend 
to it. In viewing such an interface as a partnership in which face desires are 
addressed, they clearly state that one person is not responsible for attending to 
all of the face wants of another person (1978). They recognize that many times 
this desire can be, and often is, disregarded in cases of “urgent cooperation, or 
in interests of efficiency” (Brown and Levinson 1978:62). In using Goffman’s work 
as the foundation for their theory of how face is attended to in interaction, Brown 
and Levinson provide a link between sociology and linguistics that is necessary 
and sufficient for exploring such a complex topic as that addressed here. Robin 
Lakoff’s rules of politeness provide the structure that is essential to the application 
of the theoretical conceptualizations made by Brown and Levinson.

In our analysis, we provide support for an application of Lakoff’s principles 
in these historical letters. We hope to add to the body of literature concerning 
politeness and to spark new interest in the field. Above all, we hope to give a voice 
to these otherwise forgotten letters.

Chilocco Letters
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Methodology

We have approached our research question from within the framework of 
critical discourse analysis. Power may be manifested in asymmetries between the 
participants in a discourse, as well as in their unequal capacity to control the 
discourse (Fairclough 1995).

We compiled a sample of 10 letters dating from 1900 to 1904. The 
Chilocco letters were gathered from The Oklahoma History Center in Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. These letters were written by parents to the superintendent at 
Chilocco Indian School. The sample was a convenience sample, in large part due 
to the issue of legibility. Once transcribed, the letters were reviewed for evidence 
of Lakoff’s rules of politeness. Words and phrases indicative of the rules were 
color-coded. For the purpose of clarity, we have provided below the color-coding 
system and an example of a transcribed letter that has been analyzed.

Lakoff’s Rules of Politeness
 Avoid imposing1. 
 Give options2. 
 3. Make receiver feel good

Fargo ND
Nov 13
S M McCowan
Supt Chalocco

Dear Sir

I am very sorry to be obliged to ask you to let Hallie Cuniff come home, I need 
him very much as the renter on my farm has left two years before his lease 
expires there by leaving me in a bad way. I will ha to go on the farm my self and 
as I am a widow I need Hallie’s help - I will send money for his transportation.

Where you have so many boys you will not miss one. And that one means so 
much to me. I was not will n he should go But he went anyway I think my sister 
signed the contract which she had no right to do. Or any athoraty from me. 
Pleas let me hear from you at your earliest convenience as my farm buildings 
are vacant and the property in danger of being stolen. Or prarie fires

I can not collect any insurance while they are vacant Or can I live out here alone-
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Yours Respectfully
Edith M Cuniff
[illegible] North
Fargo ND

Analys is

Our analysis of the Chilocco letters begins with a discussion of the three 
general themes found. The first of these is prevalence. The analysis of 10 samples 
showed over 50 instances of the elements of politeness. As is shown in Graph 1: 
Instances of Politeness Principles, the majority of instances where politeness was 
used are in the category of giving options for response (Rule 2). Rule 2 is defined 
here as any instance in which the writer gives the reader a response option other 
than that specifically written. For example, in one sample dated October 31, 1900, 
we read “I will ask you to let them [the children] off…” Here the writer is providing 
a response option. This phrase is a request and therefore leaves the recipient with 
the option of not letting the children spoken of “off”. In another sample, dated 
October 29, 1900, the writer requests that the superintendent respond, letting him 
or her know whether his or her grandson will be released by saying “Please let my 
know whether you will let him come home.” In this example the writer gives the 
respondent the option to respond or not respond, the option to let the grandparent 
know or not let the grandparent know, and finally, to let the grandson go home or 
not let him go.

The second theme found was the use of multiple rules in single sentences. 
A good example of this theme can be seen here: “sory to trouble you so but I am 
offuly woryed about him pleas answer by return mail and oblige me [.]” In this 
sentence, when the writer writes, “sory to trouble you so…” she uses Rule 1, 
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seeking to avoid imposition. Then when she writes, “pleas answer…” the writer 
uses Rule 2, giving options for response. This abundance of politeness shows 
that the Native American parents tried, with great difficulty, to use an unfamiliar 
language in a foreign genre to gain favor with the people who had their children. 

A third theme found was a violation of the rules. In some cases, writers 
used forms that violated the rules of politeness due to a lack of knowledge of 
standard usage. For example, the writer asks the superintendent to “please answer 
by return mail.” While it appears that the writer is being polite, by requesting return 
mail he fails to give options, thus imposing on the recipient. This violation is seen 
throughout the sample.

These samples consistently show the writers’ lack of linguistic resources. 
The writers do not command the standard variety of English; errors are typical of 
attempts to communicate in a second language and in an unfamiliar linguistic genre. 
Standard varieties invoke issues of “education, privilege and social inequality” 
(Arndt, Harvey, and Nuttall 2000:96). Writers’ spelling mistakes support a lack of 
education. Use of pencil rather than pen in many cases would indicate a lack of 
privilege. The nature of their request speaks to an exaggerated social inequality. 
Writers go to great lengths in requesting the return of their children, and frequently 
offer extreme justifications and proofs toward that end. Here one woman writes in 
her letter dated May 26, 1902,

“…This relates to Gregorio Aragon, my son, and one of the pupils at 
your school, who has been absent from home over two years and four 
months, and is sorely missed by me, his mother, having nobody but him 
for assistance and support. My request in this matter is that you send over 
Gregorio to me Monday that he may work for me now that I am sick and 
infirm and can not do any work myself.”   

One writer claims that the “Indian agent” has “no mercy on Indians.” 
Another mother concerned about a sick child writes, “Willie Said in his letter last 
week he was very Sick in Marys letter to day She Said he was no better let me here 
from you and if his very Sick I want to come to see him and you think I ought to[.] I 
am working at a Hotell but can come if you think I had better [.]” Mothers who are 
ill, blind and alone beg for the aid and comfort of their children. In a letter written to 
the Commissioner on Indian Affairs dated March 4 1901 a woman writes, “…I need 
her very much at home I have now Been in Bed Sick for over Two month not able 
to my Self Beside I am Blind can not See my way. I can do without her when I am 
well But as I am now I need her if I Should get well I will Send her Back to School. 
But I think I will not get well.”
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Analysis using Lakoff’s Rules of Politeness shows support for an exaggerated 
power imbalance because the writers give the reader the power to deny their 
requests.  This, along with a lack of linguistic resources and the topics presented in 
the letters, indicates an asymmetrical discourse. In other words, the asymmetrical 
nature of this discourse provides support for the representation of this historical 
imbalance of power through the linguistic themes discovered in these letters.

L imitat ions

Some of the limitations of this study are seen in the small sample size, the 
legibility of the samples and the level of subjectivity characteristic of discourse 
analysis. The sample size for this particular project was 10 letters. The validity 
and reliability of these findings may be more significant with a larger sampling of 
letters. A larger sampling would also increase the explanatory value of the study. 
The legibility of the letters is another limitation in both the random sampling and 
the interpretation or transcription. The sampling procedure at outset was every kth 

term random sample; however, we quickly discovered that this sampling procedure 
would not work, as some of the letters were unintelligible. Therefore the sampling 
methodology had to be changed to a convenience sample. Intelligibility also added 
subjectivity to the study in that some items were just legible enough to infer what 
was written or meant.

In this research, we did not keep a record of the ratio of legible to illegible 
letters. It would be interesting to explore the implications that legibility has in 
furthering support for the existence of an imbalance of power. Future research 
might explore to what extent translators were used by Natives in these letters. 
Such an inquiry would also look into issues of privilege by seeking out information 
concerning the availability and accessibility of translators. If letters were more 
likely to be written by those with greater resources, the use of politeness by those 
with higher status would provide support for the argument that a power imbalance 
exists.

 Another possible limitation of this analysis is the historical awareness of 
the power dynamic between white settlers and Native peoples. This awareness 
may or may not have had an impact on the analysis of these letters; however, it 
is certainly a bias that must be addressed. While our study has its limitations, its 
value is still significant. At best these limitations call for more inquiry and perhaps 
a better research design. However, if this study has sparked interest in this topic, 
then it has served an important purpose.

Chilocco Letters
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Conclus ion

Carrying out this analysis has made us more aware of the importance of 
the written medium. The written word lasts much longer than the spoken word. It 
is because of this that we are able, 100 years after the fact, to read and analyze 
these historical letters. This analysis supports the notion that there are grammatical 
structures, structural rules for different genres, and rules for conduct depending 
on the context of the situation. In the case of these letters, our analysis shows that 
these Native American parents tried to adhere to the most fundamental aspects 
of English grammar in order to write these request letters. Though they often left 
out periods, the sentence level organization was generally grammatically sound. 
The historical rules for the genre were followed as is shown through the use of a 
salutation and closing, and even though the language and genre were most likely 
unfamiliar to the Native American parents they seemed to be aware of the power of 
politeness, as they attempted to use it often. This suggests that from their position 
of reduced status and prestige, the writers consciously made use of this resource 
to help ameliorate a power imbalance and achieve their desired end: the return of 
their children. 
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Self-Empowered Girls in their Transition to 
College: How Social-economic Backgrounds 
and Race Affect High School Girls in Preparing 
for College

anDrea MarCoS haDJóPuloS

Northwestern University

This pilot study seeks to find a common pattern of obstacles faced by Hispanic and 
African American teenage girls in their transition from public high school to college. 
A group of ten girls from two racially distinct public high schools—half African 
American, half Latina—engaged in a pre-college prep program in order to guide them 
in their transition to higher education. These girls are self-selected and interested 
in becoming “Strong women, strong students, strong leaders”, as the motto of the 
program encourages them to be. This paper explores the following research question: 
What motivates these girls, given their low-income background, lack of financial 
resources, and the insufficient academic support of their parents, to attend college? 
Research shows that Hispanic and African American female youth are more likely to 
go to college once their demographic characteristics are taken into account. This 
paper shows that what motivates these distinct individuals in applying to college is 
their characteristic as leaders in their social environment and their tendency to learn by 
acting. Additionally, having a good relationship with a teacher and the moral support 
of at least one of their parents are extrinsic factors that proved to be successful among 
the group. By observing a pattern of key motivators among low-income female youth, 
these findings can be extended to reach out to other motivated individuals from 
various public high schools and guide them in their transition to college.

F1or middle class youth in the United States, transitioning from high school 
to college is a natural evolution. However, for low-income Hispanic and 
African American youth, the decision to aim for higher education is an 
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uncommon challenge. This is certainly of the drastically different circumstances 
for this demographic of youth. Indeed, research has shown that Hispanics and 
African Americans have a lower overall level of educational attainment than whites 
(Bowen, Chingos, and McPherson 2009).2 Affecting these increasingly low levels 
of educational attainment among poor and low-income students are a multitude 
of factors, the result of which contributes to increasing social disparities related 
to race/ethnicity in the United States.3 Some of these factors include high college 
costs, insufficient academic preparation, a limited amount of information available 
about college choices, and a lack of the college-related social and cultural capital. 
However, these findings often concentrate on the extrinsic factors that cause such 
low levels of educational attainment among Hispanic and African American youths. 
Their personal perceptions and aspirations during the crucial transition period from 
high school to college are rarely included in the work available. This study sought 
to fill that gap. I looked for common patterns in the obstacles faced by teenage 
girls who attend two racially distinct public high schools in the Chicago area. This 
research consisted of an ethnographic study of a selected group of girls from both 
schools who were already involved in Sisters for Higher Education (SHE), a youth 
organization that guides and prepares low-income teenage girls for a successful 
transition to college. 

This research consisted of a small pilot study that sought to understand 
how social structure affect the obstacles faced by high school teenage girls in 
their transition to college. Specifically, how are these teenagers shaped by their 
immediate surroundings and experience of injustice? Is their acquired cultural 
capital inefficient, and if so, how can they use it effectively for their successful 
transition to college? The provisional findings of this pilot study will be explored 
and tested more extensively in further research. Through my observations with 
this group of girls and further study, I will seek to determine whether the class 
bond established through their shared struggle was more influential than their 
racial difference. Do Latinas and African American girls develop similar or different 
cultural capital during their childhood? Is one racial consciousness (being African 
American versus being Latina) stronger than the other in shaping a girl’s identity? 
And finally, what motivates these girls to attend college given their low-income 
background, lack of financial resources, and the insufficient support from their 
parents? By identifying the strategies that successfully empower and motivate 

2  Nationally, Hispanics have a lower overall level of educational attainment (defined in this context as 
the percentage of students 25-29 years of age who completed four or more years of college) than do 
African Americans and whites: 10.8 percent in 2006 compared with 16.6 percent for African Ameri-
cans and 31.9 percent for whites. 

3  Graduation rates have fallen among low-and middle-income students at the same time that they 
have increased among high-income students. See Table 2.4 in Crossing the Finish Line (28).  
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young individuals in these target populations, we can extend the findings to reach 
out to other interested individuals from various public high schools and guide them 
in their transition to college.

L iterature  Rev iew

Statistics on Hispanics and African Americans in Achieving Higher Education 
Research studies often show the increasing gap of educational achievement 

between the low-income and middle-high class populations, but relatively few 
delve more deeply into this issue (Lipman 2003; Bowen et al. 2009). Other studies 
take it a step further and note how the gap in education is more pronounced 
among racially stigmatized groups, namely Latinos and African Americans (Lopez 
2003; Bowen et al. 2009; Passel and Cohn 2009). Some of the most interesting 
findings which helped shape this research come from a recent study by Princeton 
University President William G. Bowen and his partners, titled “Crossing the Finish 
Line” (2009). 

The findings in “Crossing the Finish Line” reaffirm previous findings of the 
low levels of educational attainment among Hispanics and African Americans 
by showing how race/ethnicity is a strong predictor of SAT scores, which in 
turn define whether a student will be accepted into selective colleges (Bowen 
et al. 2009:26). Most interestingly, females of both races, Hispanic and African 
American, outperform males of their race at every stage (Bowen et al. 2009:29).4  
Furthermore, Black and Hispanic females are 3-4% more likely to graduate than 
white males in college once their demographic characteristics and academic 
preparation are taken into account (Bowen et al. 2009:49).5 In other words, having 
accounted for the factors mentioned at the beginning of the study—which affect 
the enrollment process of these target populations—female Hispanic and African 
American students are more likely to graduate than white males. This model 
suggests that there is something inherent in the attitude of these individuals that 
makes them excel once they enroll in higher education. This surprising finding 
suggests that the aspiration to attain higher education is present among Black 
and Latina girls, which clearly asserts the necessity for more programs tailored 
specifically for their transition to college. 
Despite the evidence for the positive outcomes of investing in young minority 
women’s education—after controlling for demographics and academic 
preparation—there is also evidence suggesting that there are more obstacles faced 

4 This is especially true for the African American population where the overall bachelor degree 
attainment rate of black females is twice that of black males. (Bowen et al., 2009:29).

5  See Figure 1 in Appendix 
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by low-income girls than those faced by their male counterparts. Undermatching, 
(defined as the tendency for students to enroll in less selective colleges), points out 
problems in how students are matched with colleges that best suit their abilities 
(Bowen et al. 2009:100). The concept of matching students with the colleges 
that best fit their qualifications was introduced in the March 2008 report of the 
Consortium on Chicago School Research [(CCSR); Roderick et al. 2008]. The 
study found that about 2/3 (62%) of students in the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) 
did not properly match the colleges that they enrolled in.6 Furthermore, in their 
April report, which focused on students in academically advanced programs, the 
CCSR found that “less than half of students from these academically advantaged 
programs ended up enrolling in colleges that match their qualifications” (Bowen 
et al. 2009:100); meaning that more than half of the students ended up in colleges 
that did not fully challenge their abilities or allow them to reach their full potential. 
The Chicago study found that in many instances these mismatches were due to 
“lack of information, inertia, and a simple lack of planning for college” (Bowen et 
al. 2009:101)

To extend the research on this topic, Bowen and colleagues evaluated how 
often the undermatching problem actually occurred, based on the SAT scores of a 
population of students. They found that even if students were prepared for selective 
colleges, 40% did not attend the most selective colleges, but rather enrolled in 
less selective colleges, and 9% of that 40% did not go to college at all (Bowen 
et al. 2009:102). Interestingly enough, and pertinent to the topic of this research 
study, “undermatches appear to have been more common among black students 
(especially black women) than among white students” (Bowen et al. 2009:103). 
Unfortunately, there was not enough data to evaluate the Hispanic population. 
Nonetheless, the undermatching problem suggests that there is a lot of room for 
improvement in guiding minority female youth in this high school to college transition. 
Family income and parental education are strongly correlated with the issue of 
undermatching.7 How then should we approach these demographic characteristics 
so as to encourage low-income female youth to attend a suitable college, in the 
case that they are already motivated to aim for higher education? One objective 
of this research is to discover how to encourage low-income females to apply to 
college and furthermore, how best to guide them in this transitioning period, while 
being sensitive to their socio-economic status (SES) and racial identity.  

6    See Roderick et al. (2006), p. 42 (emphasis made by Bowen at al.) 

7  “Family income and parental education are both strongly correlated with college choices and 
drive many undermatches” (103, CFL) Even after controlling for quality of high schools, (using SAT/
ACT scores as a proxy variable for quality of HS) income level and parent education may lead to 
undermatching problem. Of the students who undermatched, nearly two-thirds (64 percent) were lost 
at the application stage (Bowen et al, 2009: 105).
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Intrinsic Factors that Influence Motivation to Attend College
The sources of motivation for high school students deciding whether or 

not to attend college include their family’s SES, as well as the secondary school 
that a student attends.8 In addition, the student’s academic ability and external 
expectations (from parents, teachers, and friends) influence a student’s perception 
of accessibility to college (Rist 2010). Therefore, acknowledging the extrinsic 
factors that delineate the opportunities available for individuals in these target 
populations, such as the aforementioned lack of financial resources and poor 
academic preparation, recent studies have focused instead on the intrinsic nature 
of obstacles faced in the transition to college of low-income students (MacLeod 
2009). 

Various studies indicate a lack of college-related social and cultural capital in 
the childrearing in low-income families (Freeman 1997; Lareau 2003; Bloom 2007). 
Cultural and social capital are best explained by Kassie Freeman as “assets, in the 
form of behaviors, on which individuals and/or families can draw to meet a certain 
set of established values in a society” (1997:527). Annette Lareau acknowledges 
the disadvantage that low-income children face by being less exposed to the 
kind of networks that would provide information about college, social norms, and 
achievement that children in higher-income families obtain due to their constant 
involvement with experienced adults, especially those who are not part of their 
families. This involvement with people who provide the necessary guidance arises 
in extracurricular activities, such as artistic classes or tutoring, that are not common 
in the lives of low-income youth (Lareau 2003). In a follow-up study of Unequal 
Childhoods (2003), the authors Lareau and Weininger, suggest that teachers 
and guidance counselors of low-income students significantly influence how the 
educational opportunities are mapped out for this target population (Lareau et al. 
2008:119). In contrast to low-income families, middle-class families guide their 
children much more closely in this decision-making process because they have 
the college experience to provide them with the necessary guidance. 

Thus, the lack of college-related cultural and social capital of low-income 
youth means that low-income youth do not have the easy access to information 
about higher education that higher-income students do. Bloom emphasizes the 
distinct challenges and risks that low-income students face in high school as 
compared to middle-class students: “Many middle-class students are surrounded 
by this information, without even being aware of it: parents’ conversations about 

8   According to Orfield (1984), the secondary school that a student attends is the second-most 
important factor in determining if the student will want to continue its academic training after high 
school. Bowen and colleagues support this argument by showing how the standard SAT/ACT tests 
are good calibrators of high school quality and high school grading standards. (Bowen et al. 2010: 
131) 
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their alma maters and college days, family friends who apply a few years ahead of 
them, the names of top colleges that are a part of every day conversations among 
their peers” (Bloom 2007). Indeed, middle-class students need to decide where to 
go to college, whereas disadvantaged students face the decision of whether or not 
to attend college at all. The benefits of attending college are clear to low-income 
class youth (as this study later shows), but the trade-offs involved in obtaining a 
college degree are not as convincing. “Research shows that students educated 
in inner-city schools are more likely to be underprepared for college, putting them 
at a higher risk of dropping out, or need to take remedial classes in college – 
increasing their loan costs and delaying their entry into the job market ” (Bloom 
2007:13). Moreover, many students end up with substantial debt in trying to pay 
for college. It is also necessary to note how public universities rely heavily on state 
appropriations and, unfortunately, tuition and fees at public four-year colleges are 
on a steep rise (Bowen et al. 2009:179). The perceived long-term future is not as 
bright for low-income youth with a college degree, and thus their net costs are 
sometimes perceived as outweighing the benefits of attending college.  

Further, when low-income students fail to recognize their academic 
abilities, the resulting low self-esteem may threaten their academic performance. 
In their decision to go to college, low-income students enter into a different social 
world than the one they are used to, and thus are forced to re-evaluate and even 
undervalue their abilities for this transition (McDonough 1997; Bloom 2007). John 
Ogbu explains educational outcomes for minority low-income youth through the 
widely known concept of oppositional identity. Oppositional identity is the process 
that develops from the need of minority groups to create a separate sense of self 
than the one that is perceived to be the identity of the dominant group (Ogbu 
2004). Ogbu argues that “Oppositional identity plays a major role in the attitudes 
of the community, parents, and students toward school because they see the 
school as a white institution… conforming to school requirements means ‘acting 
white’ and giving up one’s minority identity… All of these attitudes and behaviors 
lead inevitable to poor academic performance” (Ogbu and Simons 1998:178-9). 
Ogbu’s view has been challenged by many sociological studies that reject the 
idea that Hispanic and African American children view higher education as a white 
American notion (Cook and Ludwig 1997; Ainsworth-Darnell and Downey 1998; 
Valencia 2002). In contrast to Ogbu’s view, this pilot study shows that Hispanic 
and African American students incorporate the same work and education ethic 
that white American society teaches them. The purpose of this exploratory study 
was to find patterns and common themes that would challenge the “oppositional 
identity” theoretical framework and suggest strategies to improve the low levels of 
educational attainment of African American and Hispanic female youth. 
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Methods  and Research Des ign

The “Self Empowered Girls” was a small pilot study that consisted of 
an average of five girls who attended daily workshops at a local university in 
Chicago. Access to this group of research participants was obtained through a 
small pre-college preparatory program called Sisters for Higher Education (SHE). 
SHE is an independent non-profit organization that encourages its scholars to 
become “strong students, strong women, strong leaders” through workshops that 
are held one Saturday a month. I received permission by the Co-founders of SHE 
to call the girls’ households and encourage them to attend activities as if these 
were an extension of the SHE program during the Summer 2010, from June to 
August. They were provided lunch and snacks whenever we met, and they were 
given CTA public transportation passes to get to our meeting place. The lowest 
number of participants was two and the highest was six, which was lower than 
expected. On average, however, the distribution of the distinct racial groups was 
balanced, which allowed me to complete the research project. Due to such a low 
number of female participants in each group, the findings based on such a small 
group cannot be generalized as representing racial differences. The study was 
completed, however, and will hopefully shed some light to further research on the 
topic. 

This study consisted of a series of group discussions, formal and informal 
interviews, and my participant observations throughout six scheduled days in 
which we met and traveled to various cultural spaces. Discussions were led by 
a series of questions to provide some structure to the activity. However, the girls 
were allowed to talk as much as they wanted and to digress to other areas of 
their interest. These discussions consisted of topics such as parental support, 
aspirations in achieving higher education, perceived obstacles, and measures 
of success. There were two main discussions that lasted about an hour each. 
The interviews lasted 45 minutes each and these were conducted in pairs. Their 
observations and interviews were coded into the themes described above and 
answers were compared across the distinct racial groups. Additionally, all the 
girls were given journals where they reflected on their experience in SHE. Most 
of them shared their journals with me and I incorporated some of their content 
in this study. Pseudonyms were assigned to all participants. I also met with the 
group of research participants in one of their neighborhoods for an entire day, 
where we attended a Flamenco performance and walked into the various shops 
around the area. This was a more informal session where I wanted to see their 
behavior in their natural living environment. We did not have an agenda for the 
day so that the girls had a chance to show me around their neighborhood. I 
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also had lunch at the house of one of the Hispanic girls where her mom made 
Mexican food for us. Through this visit, I had the opportunity to meet her entire 
family. 

It is necessary to note here some of the study’s limitations. This study 
suffered from selection bias: the girls who joined the SHE program were already 
motivated and determined to go to college. The opportunity to interview and 
observe other Latina and African American high school students who were not 
members of the program would have complemented and strengthened the 
findings of this study. Another weakness was that a couple of questions of the 
individual surveys were biased. To account for this bias, where, for example, no 
student would have disagreed with the fact that higher education would help in 
achieving a stable economic lifestyle, I asked: “Why [they] thought their other 
classmates failed to be interested in preparing for college?” Some questions were 
aimed to uncover the same perspective, but each was pitched in a different way 
to see if the answers coincided. Another weakness of the interviews is that I did 
not have the opportunity to interview the girls on an individual basis due to time 
and space constraints. I did, however, interview the girls in pairs; each of these 
pairs consisted of one Mexican American girl and one African American girl. Even 
though their answers may have been influenced by each other, I felt that they were 
more comfortable and willing to share their personal information in this setting, 
rather than on an individual interview. The interviews were more conversational 
and not so structured, which allowed the girls to deviate their responses from the 
list of questions I had prepared, and add anything they thought was relevant to 
share with me. 

All research participants come from low SES families and attend a public 
high school in the Chicago area9. The girls are all sophomores or juniors, between 
the ages of 15 and 16 years old. The Hispanic girls live in a Latino neighborhood 
and the African American girls live in racially mixed neighborhoods that are 
composed of Latinos and African American households. Most students in the 
college preparatory high school are African American; the other high school is a 
Latino Community Academy in Chicago. The difference between the schools is 
that the African American high school is a college preparatory high school and 
the Latinas attend a high school that is not college bound. Nonetheless, both 
high schools provide services that may help students in their transition to college, 
such as college counseling, AP courses, and summer courses to help with credit 
requirements. Unfortunately, few students know how to take advantage of these 
services. 

9   Parent education was used as an indicator of their SES. All girls were categorized with a low-
income background since none of their parents had completed a college degree. 
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Discuss ion:  More  S imil ar it ies  than Differences 
in  H igh School  to  College  Trans it ion

Based on our informal discussions, no substantial race differences in the 
girls’ lifestyles and social behavior were identified between the distinct racial groups. 
Contrary to the belief that differences among races existed, there was a shared 
acknowledgement among the girls’ journal answers that the SHE program had made 
them realize that “race [didn’t] mean anything”. Every one of the scholars agreed 
that they all had the same chances and ability to get into college. They all lived in 
neighborhoods that suffered from inter-gang violence, where the large number of 
empty lots might have be used for the development of their communities. They all 
had the bad habit of doing homework in their beds, or on the dining and kitchen 
room tables, and mentioned the lack of a private space to work in at home. They 
also watched three to four hours of TV on average every day. Although students in 
the sample lived in different neighborhoods and attended different schools, their 
responses and shared academic experiences were strikingly similar. 

Common Characteristics: Relationships and Perceptions
One fascinating point is that the girls in the study all were aware of their 

unique abilities, largely based on their good relationships with their teachers. 
Additionally, they often felt more mature and smarter than their classmates. One 
of the Latina girls, Cindy talked about a teacher who was usually very strict and 
so the majority of the students did not like her. This girl, however, had a good 
relationship with this non-family adult. She even stayed after school to help her 
teacher in whatever was needed. This teacher later told Cindy about the SHE 
program and said that she would be a good candidate, because she was dedicated 
to her afterschool activities and readings. Cindy did, and she is happy with her 
decision. Another Latina girl, let’s call her Adriana, commented that no one in 
class was paying attention when a member from SHE had come to give them an 
introductory talk about the program. However, many of her friends wanted to join 
after Adriana joined the program and told them that she enjoyed the workshops 
and that the program had been helpful in improving her grades and understanding 
about college. She added the comment that people are usually influenced by her, 
that she felt like a “clown” because everybody told her that she was “hilarious.” 
Another one of the Latina girls, Regina, said that a teacher pointed out to her 
that people tend to follow her steps and that she was a very influential person. 
Therefore, apart from having a good relationship with a teacher in their academic 
environment, these girls are also influential leaders in their social environment. 
However, it was the particular relationship with their teachers that helped them 
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develop their self-esteem in their academic life. 
When asked about their role models, all of them mentioned a female family 

member, specifically the Hispanic mothers, or a close female family friend in the 
case of the African American girls. The common pattern among all these role 
models was that they were all strong and independent female individuals. It is 
worthwhile to emphasize that these girls were aware of and acknowledged the 
constant work that their mothers give in providing their family with the basic daily 
needs. For example, Cindy’s mom has had six children with four different men. 
Moreover, the mother’s problems of being physically abused by her boyfriends 
have made Cindy and her half-brothers and sisters move at least seven times over 
the course of her life. Cindy’s mom has worked as a nurse, and has lived with and 
taken care of an old person to provide her children with their basic needs. This 
mother of six may have had difficult experiences in her personal relationships, but 
she has been fastidious with the care of her children based on how highly Cindy 
talks about her mother.10 As Nancy Lopez (2003) observes in “Hopeful Girls, 
Troubled Boys,” the Dominican American high school girls who were proactive 
in their learning environment “came from a legacy of strong and independent 
women, many of whom had children, ran their households, and provided for their 
families for generations in their home countries and now in the United States” 
(Lopez 2003:91). Without a doubt, the SHE scholars were inspired by a tradition of 
strong and independent women. 

One of the workshops included a discussion on how these girls perceived 
success, which led to some provocative conclusions. Two observations stand out 
from our conversation on success. First, these girls see the experience of college 
as the actual pay-off from their efforts in achieving higher education, rather than 
simply earning a college degree. For these young women, it is the actual learning 
process and the shaping of a social network that they look forward to, rather 
than the implications of obtaining a college degree. These girls look to college as 
a period of new experiences, growth, and opportunities. Cindy said, “I feel that 
college should be a good experience. Of course you should be studying but you 
should also have time to go to outings and meet people.” Secondly, Hispanic girls 
saw one’s economic level as a weaker sign of success when compared to one’s life 
stability. During the discussion, the following sentence was introduced for them to 
fill in the blank: “Someone who is successful is [blank].” “Rich” an African American 
girl exclaimed. Surprisingly, the Hispanic girls quickly challenged her. “I don’t think 
that being rich is a correct measure. I would say being stable. Like not being 
rich necessarily but being able to do what you like,” Regina (Hispanic) corrected. 
Another Hispanic girl, Adriana, added that “being respectful” and “passionate for 

10   Cindy highlighted and recognized her mother’s effort on multiple occasions on June 23, 2010.   
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what you” do as a measure of success.
My observations suggest that the African American girls recognized money 

as a measure of success while the Hispanic girls mentioned economic stability, 
which are very different metrics for success. In the first view, the more money 
one possesses, the more successful one is. There is no upper limit to the level 
of success through this measure. However, when success is evaluated through 
economic stability, two people who are economically stable to pursue their interests 
are equally successful, even if one has more money than the other. This view 
is actually supported by statistical analyses that show the decreasing marginal 
returns of income level after a certain threshold of economic stability is reached 
(Oswald 1997). These girls seem to understand that money does not necessarily 
translate to quality of life without having taken an economics class in their lives, 
nor ever experienced economic stability in their own families. It is important to 
identify this difference in perspectives.

The girls who attended the SHE program have the same work ethic that 
American society teaches, specifically that an individual will get what he or she 
wants through hard work. “I can do whatever I want as long as I am committed 
to it” was one of the comments made by Regina, a Mexican American girl. This 
comment exemplifies the concept of meritocracy, where the individual gets a 
payoff that is directly related to his or her effort. When talking about the other girls 
in the SHE program and in her high school who were interested in applying for 
college, Adriana made the following comment: “[they] all have the same chances, 
its like 50, 50… only if you work hard you will get what you want.” This view 
was emphasized by some of the books that the African American girls mentioned 
they liked reading, such as “A Hustler’s Wife” and “Push,” which are both works 
that emphasize stories of the harsh but hopeful lives of strong women. A further 
observation is that most research participants tend to be activators in their way 
of learning, meaning that they learn by acting, which fits well with the ideology 
of meritocracy in the U.S. During the Tango class, for example, the girls did not 
pay attention to the explanation of the steps but they were rather eager to try this 
style of dance with a partner. Additionally, almost all the girls mentioned being 
religious or having religious customs established in their homes, such as attending 
church on Sundays or having the Bible read to them when they were younger. 
Thus, the values established at home, as well as their nature as activators, prove 
to be successful incentives in the attempt to achieve higher education among 
this group of low-income youth. Moreover, these characteristics challenge Ogbu’s 
“oppositional identity” theory mentioned previously. The low-income minority girls 
who participated in this research study have incorporated the values and work 
ethic that are dominant in American culture. Based on these similarities in values 
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and socio-economic circumstances, their perceived obstacles in their high school-
to-college transition did not vary among their responses. 

Perceived Obstacles and Meaning of College Experience
Given their low-income background, their perceived obstacles to go to 

college were very similar among all of them, with lack of financial resources and 
uncertainty concerning the application process being the primary ones. One 
of the African American girls, Amelia, mentioned how “in [her] school, they say 
that financial aid is a must for college.” All of the girls mentioned “money” in 
general when asked about their biggest concern when continuing on to higher 
education. The ACT standardized test was also a perceived obstacle for most 
of the participants. Amelia also mentioned she had been told that the ACT was 
tricky. The girls were also concerned with deciding what subject they wanted 
to study. One of the Hispanic girls said how she “really wanted to like [her] 
major”. They seemed to be very vocationally oriented, not so much in a subject 
of interest but in a career, and unaware of the concept of a liberal art education, 
which would allow them to postpone choosing a major until after enrolling in 
college. 

Both racial groups not only perceived the same obstacles of going into 
college, but they also coincided in what college meant for them. Regina, a Mexican 
American girl, mentioned how college was an extension of her parents’ struggle as 
immigrants to obtain a better economic status.

“You have to go to college in order to do something productive. Mom went to 

prepa (high school), but my dad only to primaria (elementary school) and then 

came to work in the U.S. to start getting money at 14 with my grandpa because 

he was really poor. I need to get a college degree because I want to do better than 

what my parents got, to help them and for myself and for my parents since they 

expect that from me.”

Similarly, Amelia also mentioned college attainment as a symbol indicating 
an extension of her parent’s success. “My dad went to college and mom didn’t. 
I really want to go to college because my mom really wants me to go to college 
since she couldn’t.” Amelia sees college attainment as a way of satisfying her 
mother’s wishes. The other girls also had similar comments on the significance 
of college attainment for their parents, especially for their mothers. In short, the 
girls saw their enrollment in college as an extension of their parents’ struggles to 
achieve economic mobility. 
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Differences: Academic Support and College Location 
There were some subtle but noteworthy differences among the girls. 

I perceived an insufficient academic support from the parents of the African 
American girls, as compared to the support that the Mexican American girls 
in the sample received, especially from their mothers. Both African American 
girls specifically mentioned how they wanted to have more support from their 
parents. Their way of mentioning this was not as a complaint but simply as an 
acknowledgment that they would want their parents to push them more to excel 
academically and professionally. Buttercup made a comment on how her mom 
forgot to wake her up to go the SHE program on the first day of the week. When 
she asked why she had forgot, Buttercup’s mom excused herself by saying 
that she would go for the rest of the week anyway11. Amelia added that her 
parents do not push her enough to be on top of her homework or to wake up to 
go to the SHE sessions. Another difference was that even though the Mexican 
American girls did recognize the support they received from their mothers, they 
usually never mentioned their fathers. It is worth noting that when all the SHE 
scholars were asked to discuss a valuable, healthy relationship they had with a 
male figure, none of the girls in the study mentioned the relationship with their 
fathers. However, for some Mexican American girls in the sample in particular, 
this relationship was simply non-existent, even though they knew their father. 

Adriana’s dad did not even know that she was home when I called to 
speak to her. When I first called, he responded and told me that she wasn’t there. 
It seemed that he wasn’t paying attention to what I was saying and he hung 
up in the middle of the conversation. I immediately called again and spoke in 
Spanish this time, he repeated what he had already said “[Adriana] no esta aqui” 
(Adriana is not here) in a tone that made me feel as if I wasn’t understanding 
the meaning of that sentence or as if I did not understand Spanish. When I 
asked to have another phone number where I could contact her, he said that 
he would check with someone in the house if she was around since he had just 
arrived home. In a very loud tone of voice, he shouted out to someone in the 
home “Dónde esta esta niña, este, [Adriana] si donde esta?” (“Where is this… 
this Adriana girl?”) Someone (adult voice) answered that she was sleeping, but 
Adriana immediately came to the telephone and answered me. In this instance, 
one of the Mexican American girl’s fathers was not even aware nor did he 
seem to care whether his daughter was in the house or not. Cindy has a similar 
situation with her father who is usually not home. Although neither of the SHE 
scholars mentioned they were satisfied with the relationships they had with 
their fathers, most Mexican American girls mentioned how they lacked a good 

11   Discussion about SHE program 4:30pm Thursday, June 24
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connection with their fathers. 
Another difference between the two racial groups was in their choice of 

college location. The Mexican American girls did not express the need to go away 
from their families and/or communities, but the African American girls seemed 
eager to explore elsewhere. All the Mexican American girls mentioned universities 
around the Chicago area, such as DePaul, UIC, and Northwestern, in which they 
would want to enroll. In contrast, one of the African American girls, let’s call her 
Buttercup, said how she wanted to go to Clark Atlanta University for culinary 
arts because she wanted to expand her horizons. None of the members of her 
family had graduated from college but she wanted to go to college “to broaden 
her horizon… to go somewhere else, other than up the street and around the 
corner.” The Mexican American girls did not express the need to go away from 
their families and/or communities, but the African American girls seemed eager to 
explore elsewhere.

Apart from these subtle differences between the African American and 
Hispanic girls in the perceived support from their parents and choice of college 
location, the girls felt united as a group. Each one of the girls who attend this 
program is a strong student, strong woman, and a strong leader, as the motto of 
the SHE program encourages them to be. These girls are able to relate with each 
other across races/ethnic groups (in a way that they did not expect) at this age, 
because they are all dealing with the same obstacles in their transition to college. 
Thus, there are more similarities binding this group of female scholars together 
than differences distinguishing them. Moreover, sharing this learning space has 
helped them become stronger public speakers, to be more secure in themselves, 
and to be open to learn how they can achieve a better lifestyle than their parents 
had.

Strengths  and Challenges  of  SHE  schol ars

There were clear and easily identifiable characteristics and family 
circumstances of the current SHE scholars. All the individual low-income girls who 
participated in this research study are clear examples of strong women, strong 
students, and strong leaders in their own communities. They are strong women 
because they come from a legacy of strong women, which was clearly observed 
in their designations of their mothers as role models. This form of social capital 
that is provided by mothers or close female relatives of low-income families is 
not recognized in the academic setting. In the case of Cindy’s mother, who has 
had many boyfriends and has given her daughter a highly unstable life, she was 
still a role model for her daughter because “of all that she has sacrificed for [her 
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children].”12 The girls were in agreement with how “[their parents] try their best in 
giving [them] support.”13 They all received some form of family encouragement to 
pursue higher education. 

Also, all the girls had two strengths in common: 1) they had a good 
relationship with at least one teacher, and 2) they were leaders in their social 
environment. To be accepted in SHE, the girls had to have a teacher recommend 
them as independent and determined candidates who would be a good fit for the 
program. As mentioned earlier, Cindy was actually encouraged by a teacher to 
apply to SHE before she even considered enrolling in the program. As leaders in 
their social environment, many commented on how their friends looked for their 
reassurance in every day decisions. Once they had enrolled in the program, their 
friends wanted to follow their lead. This social leadership harkens back to the earlier 
example of the Hispanic girl, Adriana, who mentioned that none of her friends 
had paid attention to Regina at first, when she had come to talk about the SHE 
program in their classroom. However, after she had told them about an overnight 
stay at Northwestern University and how she had seen her grades improve after 
participating in the program, many of her classmates expressed their interest in 
joining the SHE program. The excitement of being part of the program spread out 
to other students in their respective high schools through word of mouth from the 
SHE scholars.  

Based on the observation of how the girls in the study incorporated the 
dominant American work ethic, it is safe to say that each one of these girls 
is willing to make the necessary effort that is required for her to be accepted 
in the college of their choice, given their realistic opportunities. Even though 
they can hesitate when making the decision of whether or not to go to college, 
because the benefits of attaining a college degree seem uncertain given the 
high costs and risks involved, they are willing to try this challenging option as 
the first generation college students within their families. Regina, one of the 
Mexican American girls said, “I don’t get stuck in some situation; I am always 
looking for different solutions to the problem.” Regina’s comment shows the 
determination of these girls in accomplishing their career goals. Additionally, 
the attitudes of their parents may have influenced the autonomous work ethic 
that the girls have assumed, due to their lack of supervision over how their 
daughters allocate their time. Moreover, these girls have the example of at least 
one of their parents as being hard-working individuals who want their children’s 

12   Cindy’s comment to the following group discussion question: “Would you have liked more support 
from your SHE mentor or from your parents?” (June 24, 2010)

13  Adriana’s comment in journal question n.8 (Would you have liked more support from your SHE 
mentor or from your parents?) 
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success in achieving higher education. Their parents’ dream of achieving a 
career, rather than simply getting a job, through the completion of a college 
degree is extended to their daughters and internalized as a work ethic of self-
discipline. It is an inner drive to succeed as professional, independent women 
that keeps these girls motivated to apply to college, while also having their 
parents’ moral support.

The girls in this study mentioned how they did not get enough guidance 
from their school counselors in their transition to higher education. The high 
school where the Hispanic girls attend does not have a college counselor for 
the moment. Moreover, the previous counselor had to manage the entire junior 
and senior classes. The biggest fear for public high school students is “falling 
short” of what the colleges expect of them, but they lack the proper guidance 
and support to overcome this fear. The common response to such an uncertain 
future and lack of college guidance, leads low-income youth to drop out of high 
school and get a low-paying job. Adriana’s brothers dropped out of college, 
and when I asked her the reasons, she did not know what to give me as an 
explanation. Going to college for low-income youth implies too many risks and 
tradeoffs, such as the opportunity costs of studying while not being able to work 
for money, and the huge debt they take on to obtain a college education. Finally, 
one crucial issue in the success of low-income youth is the need to change 
the perception of low-income youth as deeply troubled. This view is not only 
misleading but also harmful. Rather than viewing their unique challenges as a 
barrier, we must implement effective strategies to reach out to this population for 
their successful transition to college.  Some of these strategies are suggested 
in the appendix.  

Conclus ion

The few SHE scholars who attended the summer camp share important 
similarities. They all 1) come from a legacy of strong women, 2) have a good 
relationship with a teacher, 3) are leaders in their social environment, and 4) 
have an inner drive to learn by acting. These girls take the initiative to learn, 
which may be the reason why they value the actual college experience more than 
the implications of a college degree for their future employment opportunities. 
Moreover, they aspire to become independent and successful women, as their 
choice of female role models clearly illustrates. Furthermore, they plan to achieve 
this desired economic stability through hard work, as American society has taught 
them to believe. 

These provisional findings raise many interesting questions. Are their 
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aspirations to achieve higher education, along with the guidance to college 
that the SHE program offers, enough for their successful transition into higher 
education? How should we go about extending that drive to more people 
throughout secondary school or third party educational entities? What is their 
parents’ role in nourishing this drive and motivation to succeed academically 
and professionally? Given that a good relationship with a teacher is a major 
defining factor in this transitioning period, how can public schools attract and 
retain capable college counselors to guide low-income students appropriately? 
How can the benefits of attending college be clearer and more appealing for low-
income students? 

The research will continue to be tested with the group of research 
participants and other SHE scholars in the upcoming years of 2011 and 2012. 
All the current girls in the SHE program will be followed throughout their high 
school education and the universities in which they enroll will be recorded. The 
difference between aspiring to attain money or economic stability, as a measure 
of success, will be tested on a bigger sample through survey questions that will 
be distributed in the public schools in which these girls attend.  Furthermore, 
as a follow-up to Lareau’s study of childrearing practices, the role of Hispanic 
and African American parents of low-income female youth in achieving higher 
education will be explored more closely. In addition, the effect of having immigrant 
Hispanic parents on college attainment will be investigated and compared to the 
African American’s trend of upward social mobility in the past 50 years in the 
United States. 

Unfortunately, there is not a step-by-step process that will guarantee the 
enrollment of low-income students into suitable colleges. However, it is necessary 
to constantly evaluate what strategies work to motivate low-income students in 
aiming for higher education. The girls who participated in this study were united 
through their common goal of enrolling in a college of their choice. One would 
think that these are not the most ambitious of plans, but for them, such dreams 
must overcome the high hurdle of seeming unrealistic expectations—both within 
themselves and culturally—in light of constraining circumstances. However, with 
proper guidance and a sense of positive direction, these girls have more than 
the capability to leap over such obstacles. Finally, by their example, they will 
encourage others to persevere in the same long, but feasible, process of achieving 
higher education. 
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Figure 1 

Suggest ions  to  Promote  H igher  Educat ion for 
Low- income Students

Previous studies mention the limitations of standardized test scores 
as the only measure of intelligence that is emphasized and practiced in public 
secondary schools (Freeman 1997; Valencia 2002; Lipman 2003). The power of 
the ACT test score in determining whether a student will be eligible to apply to 
college, forces young individuals to value themselves based solely on this score. 
This overemphasis often obstructs other areas of knowledge and development 
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in public high schools. In turn, the power of the ACT score in defining their 
academic opportunities overwhelms low-income youth, as is visible in the 
obstacles perceived by the group of girls in this study. Low-income minority youth 
already face a lack of motivation due to a lack of incentives to excel in school. 
If, moreover, their personal value is solely attached to their ACT score, this leads 
them to be even less motivated and thus to reject the possibility of attending 
college at all. As Lipman correctly mentions in his study, “test preparation does 
not necessarily translate into learning.” (Lipman 2003:7). Freeman also observes 
that by not achieving these pre-determined standards, “these educators early on 
begin the process of stripping away the students’ personal cultural values, which 
can lower their perception of their worth and leave them without hope of ever 
becoming high achievers and ultimately robbing them of their passion for pursuing 
preparation for a college education” (Freeman 1997:546). Low-income students 
should be constantly reminded of their potential to enroll and excel in college by 
reflecting on their abilities to be natural leaders and transform the world around 
them. This guidance and support is more likely to be delivered by teachers in their 
own schools. Sport coaches and teachers are a big source of motivation that can 
encourage public high school students to stay and excel in school, and to be 
influenced in applying to college (Freeman 1997:530). 

Standardized testing is not the only limitation faced by low-income youth 
however.  Many other factors that influence this lack of motivation to pursue 
higher education include 1) gang involvement, 2) desperate need to obtain short-
term income to achieve economic independence, and 3) failed awareness of the 
potential benefits of a college degree due to a lack of professional role models 
who come from their minority backgrounds. There are many intrinsic obstacles 
involved that must be addressed before focusing on the extrinsic limitations of 
obtaining a college degree for low-income youth, such as lack of financial aid 
or knowledge of the application process. Therefore, auxiliary programs should 
first and foremost treat young minority Americans as capable individuals not as 
a problem. A more positive and feasible view of college can be diffused to entire 
minority neighborhoods by reaching out to a few young empowered individuals 
within these communities. This way, the self-driven youth in these communities 
can get access to higher forms of education than the ones their parents had a 
chance to experience. If a small number of low-income youth start shaping a path 
towards higher education, others will follow their example. The current problem is 
that there is no one to follow.  

Pre-college prep programs should offer youth opportunities, through 
hands-on activities, that accentuate rather than diminish minority culture and 
language and that take advantage of their “hybrid socio-cultural and linguistic 
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practices” (Valencia 2002:201). Jennifer Stephan (2010) analyzes the strategies 
used by traditional high school counselors and compares them to those used by 
a new kind of counselor, called a coach. She mentions how counselors are hired 
because of their educational background and deal with students who seek advice 
on an individual basis. In contrast, coaches are hired because of their experience 
outside of schools and they reach out to students to get them involved in the 
enrollment process. Coaches attend school activities, eat with students at lunch, 
and send personalized notes to students to talk about their future plans, sometimes 
even without a goal-oriented agenda. The author’s point is that coaches approach 
students as peers first and offer moral support by getting students involved in 
group talks with other classmates about the challenges involved in obtaining 
a college degree. Apart from developing trusting relationships with students, 
coaches involve students in getting other students interested in applying to college. 
According to interviews with coaches, getting college information out to the rest 
of the students is more effective through conversations among students. If low-
income students can master their basic skills through such strategies rather than 
through the conventional and insufficient college counseling set by schools, they 
will be less likely to get overwhelmed with this process, and thus motivate them 
to achieve higher education. However, there is not enough research on specific 
educational practices and approaches to low-income African American and Latino 
female youth. This study concludes with specific strategies directed to motivate 
low-income female students in their transition to higher education that build on the 
already existing suggestions made by previous studies.

The specific strategies used by coaches that are hypothesized by 
Stephan as effective techniques to increase the enrollment rate of low-income 
youth were supported in this pilot study. “In contrast to the standard counseling 
model, coaches proactively reached-out to students, built trusting relationships 
with them, involved students in the delivery of help, and served students in 
groups” (Stephan 2010:21). These strategies mentioned by Stephan prove to 
be successful in motivating this sample of low-income youth. The girls who 
were interviewed in the study mentioned several characteristics of the college 
prep program that had helped them to stay motivated in their high school to 
college transition. The most important aspect of the program is that the girls 
were recommended by a teacher to enroll in the program because they knew 
that they would take advantage of this opportunity. So, first and foremost, 
they had to have an adult in their academic environment that believed in their 
abilities and encouraged them to prepare for college. Secondly, the program 
gave them a space to share their frustrations and reflect on this transitioning 
period. Doing this as a group allowed the girls to see that “race didn’t mean 
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anything”14 and that they were all there to achieve the same purpose and to 
help each other in doing so. They were able to develop a bond with classmates 
who they wouldn’t have talked to at school, and with those who came from a 
very different racial background but who were nonetheless in the same starting 
point as them in this transition to college. They had a space to relate to each 
other and this empowered them to keep attending the workshops and take on 
the challenge of applying to college seriously. 

From my observations throughout the year as a participant observer of 
the SHE program and previous research, the following findings are outlined as 
successful strategies that can be incorporated by pre-college prep programs 
directed to low-income girls in public high schools. These programs may be 
independent entities or within the school courses, but they should include the 
following strategies to engage their students successfully. One of the successes 
of the SHE program is that the scholars get to interact with professional adults 
and first generation college student graduates they can identify with. During one 
of our workshops, for example, the scholars lead a meeting with the Chicago Co-
coordinator of a Peer Health Exchange, a program that provides sex education to 
lower-income students. The SHE scholars had an agenda prepared for the Peer 
Health Exchange representative and asked questions in a formal and organized 
way. Another example of a successful workshop in this program was a panel held 
by first generation women graduate students who talked about their experience 
being the first member in their families to go to college. They talked about the 
challenges in obtaining financial aid and how they managed to keep motivated 
under a stressful introduction to the college environment. The SHE scholars had 
good questions to ask and paid attention throughout the workshop. By listening 
to the first hand experience of first generation female college graduates, the 
girls got inspiration from them as alternate role models, while obtaining practical 
suggestions for their future use in the enrollment and graduation process as well. 

A second important aspect of the SHE program was the promotion of 
community involvement among the scholars. During every monthly workshop, 
there is an hour dedicated to talk about leadership characteristics and how SHE 
scholars can become leaders in their own communities. The scholars talk about 
issues that surround them, like vacant lots in their communities that can be put 
to good use or the insufficiency of the health education that their schools offer. 
They were encouraged to talk to their principals about having more sex education 
taught in their high schools to account for the high pregnancy rates among teenage 
girls. This discussion led them to set up the meeting with the Co-coordinator of 

14   One of the Hispanic girls wrote this on her journal (06/23/2010)
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Peer Health Exchange mentioned above. With proper guidance and the support of 
their mentors, the girls were encouraged to take the necessary actions required to 
solve a concern, an insufficient and ineffective instruction of sex education in their 
schools. Also, current SHE participants were given the responsibility to recruit 
additional freshmen scholars to the SHE program. This task given by adult non-
family members increased their commitment to SHE and made them feel like young 
adults with a serious responsibility. If properly guided, the proactive performance 
of the girls in these activities can be extended to leverage their success in the 
college application process. 

As previously mentioned, a third equally important approach that proved to 
be successful was the power of coaching in empowering each individual student 
to pursue higher education (Stephan 2010). Pre-college preparatory programs 
should have interested teachers and active counselors help low-income students 
individually in their transition into higher education, while providing them with the 
information of financial aid opportunities and by helping them in planning their 
best college matches. Along the same lines of close guidance through coaching, a 
suggestion for low-income students would be to choose a small college. As Bowen 
and his colleagues state, “Having additional family resources matters more in a 
somewhat amorphous setting – such as a large public university – and less in an 
intimate setting, such as a private college or a public honors college within a large 
university” (Bowen et al. 2009:205). Low-income youth should choose small-to-
medium colleges or universities that have public honors colleges to complement 
for their parents’ inability to provide the enough attention and guidance for their 
successful transition to college. This may sound like a highly concentrated one-
on-one coaching, but anyone who has completed a college education can provide 
a public high school student with this guidance if given enough time.

Lastly, public high school students should aim high when applying for 
college. Research has shown that the more effort students place in the application 
process, the greater the incentive will be for them to remain and excel in college. 
This is another finding mentioned in “Crossing the Finish Line”. 

“Black male students who went to more selective institutions graduated at 
higher, not lower, rates than black students in the same GPA interval who 
went to less selective institutions. Moreover, contrary to what overmatch 
or mismatch hypothesis would lead us to expect, the relative graduation 
rate advantage associated with going to a more selective university was 
even more pronounced for black men at the lower end of the high school 
grade distribution than it was for students with better high school records” 
(Bowen et al. 2009:209) 
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This means that even though the more selective universities can be 
overwhelming and intimidating, low-income youth should at least try their best 
attempt in enrolling in these, if they obtain the necessary financial aid. 
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The Soft Material Significance of Race: An 
Examination of White Stereotypes*
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By asking the following question, “How do whites stereotype themselves and how do 
whites stereotype racial others?”, I empirically explore the soft material significance 
of race, with emphasis given to both whiteness and stereotypes. Soft materialism, 
as Robert Antonio (2003) defines it, refers to how ideas are shaped by the realities 
of everyday, tangible life. Extending this notion to race, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2001) 
contends that when material conditions are racially ordered, the ideas situated in 
society become racialized too. Using primary data, I empirically detail stereotypes 
to reflect racialized material conditions and conclude that stereotypes are racially 
unequal. They are hierarchically differentiated, disproportionately describing whites 
positively and nonwhites negatively. Therefore, whites receive symbolic privilege from 
racial stereotypes that can be exchanged for material advantages when stereotypes 
are acted upon. In conclusion, I discuss the salience of racial stereotypes in terms of 
how they might benefit the dominant racial group, and then I briefly highlight what 
implications this has for “race relations.”

Sociological Insight 2011, Vol 3  146-168

“W
1hiteness has a cash value.” George Lipsitz (1998) echoes these 
words as he writes:

“Whiteness has a cash value: it accounts for advantages that come 
to individuals through profits made from housing secured in discriminatory 
markets, through the unequal educations allocated to children of different 
races, through insider networks that channel employment opportunities to 
the relatives and friends of those who have profited most from present 
and past racial discrimination, and especially through intergenerational 
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transfers of inherited wealth that pass on the spoils of discrimination to 
succeeding generations” (P. vii).2

In the United States, what W.E.B. Du Bois ([1903] 2005) called “the color 
line” has yet to be erased. Numerous studies, which are surveyed below, show the 
salience of race as it remains a predictor of social circumstances and opportunities. 
Atop the racial order sit whites as they represent the dominant group. To affirm 
Lipsitz’ (1998) observation, whiteness has a cash value because it remains 
synonymous with power, privilege, and material attainment. 

Grounded in a structural-materialist perspective of racial inequality, I 
examine the soft material significance of race. Robert Antonio (2003) clarifies “soft 
materialism,” defining it as “ideas [being] mere emanations of physical reality” (p. 
25). That is, idea formations are rooted in society’s material conditions. Eduardo 
Bonilla-Silva (2001) extends this notion to race as he contends: When material 
conditions are racially ordered then the ideas situated in society become racialized 
too. By asking the following question, “How do whites stereotype themselves and 
how do whites stereotype racial others?”, I empirically explore the soft material 
significance of race, while emphasizing both whiteness and stereotypes.

Before proceeding, an outline of the paper is sketched. The beginning 
section overviews contemporary race scholarship and its shortcomings. After 
discussing this research gap, a brief review is provided detailing the structural-
materialist nature of racial inequality. Then, the driving research question is 
expressed and the study’s methodological orientation is outlined. Following this 
section, the study’s findings are provided. In closing, I offer a brief discussion of 
these findings and their implications. 

Shortcomings  of  Whiteness  Studies

As many acknowledge, much literary work remains to be done regarding 
whiteness and racial inequality. Michael Omi and Howard Winant (1994) maintain 
that when social scientists are silent on matters of whiteness, they diminish the role 
whites play in the costs and benefits of racialized inequality. When this happens, 
an incomplete representation is presented because race is a relational concept: 
Understanding one racial group cannot be done without contextual examination 
of other groups (Feagin and O’Brien 2003; Lewis 2004). Just as “up” is not “up” 
without “down,” “whiteness” is not “whiteness” without “blackness,” “brownness,” 

I wish to thank the departments of sociology faculty at Austin Peay State University and Morehouse 
College for their helpful comments on earlier drafts. Also, special mention goes to Tucker Brown for 
his investment and assistance throughout this research endeavor. Thanks. 
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“redness,” and so on. Therefore, as Amanda Lewis (2004) addresses, narrow focus 
on any one or small number of groups prevents a holistic understanding of racial 
inequality and race in general.

Traditionally, studies concerning race follow narrow focus. Ashley Doane 
(1997) recognizes this pattern as he writes, “Historically, the sociology of race 
and ethnic relations in the United States has tended to focus on minority or 
subordinate groups” (375). This trend also applies to contemporary scholarship; 
while many contemporary studies are inclusive of whites, such as in measuring 
white racial attitudes, much of this focus is inherently limited (Bonilla-Silva, Goar, 
and Embrick 2006). Many of these studies redirect focus as whites are prompted 
to examine minority groups; however, few studies direct white respondents to 
examine whiteness as a central focus (Bonilla-Silva et al. 2006; Doane 1997).

It is further worth mentioning, as does Margaret Andersen (2003), whiteness 
studies are missing a sociological perspective, with a few notable exceptions. 
Andersen (2003) writes, “Most commonly [whiteness] literature is being written 
by those in education, legal studies, history, psychology, and literature, and by 
antiracist activists” (22). Such an absence paralyzes any sociological understanding 
of whiteness and race in general. An asset sociological inquiry offers race 
scholarship is its reliance on experiment and observation to empirically describe 
the social world. And as Doane (2003) adds, this area needs improvement: “One 
major shortcoming of much of the existing literature on whiteness is its lack of 
empirical grounding” (17). In short, such research gaps place sociologists in a 
prime position to provide a critical component to race scholarship. Moving forward 
understandings of present-day racial dynamics requires expanding the contours 
of the literature.

Material  S ignif icance of  Race,  Past,  and Present

Race is an organizing principle that structures material conditions (Omi 
and Winant 1994). From a historical perspective, material conditions are racially 
stratified such that white profit and wealth transfers intergenerationally – from 
grandparent to parent and from parent to child (Bonilla-Silva 2001; Feagin 2006; 
Lipsitz 1998). However, racial inequality is not merely a product of the past as 
contemporary discrimination and exclusion protects white material enrichment. 
Below, significant attention is given to examples, past and present, exemplifying 
the creation and recreation of racial inequality. In each example, whites represent 
the privileged group who profit from racially exploitive relationships.

American history is embedded in racial oppression. Feagin (2006) writes: 
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“Over the long history of the country, this oppression has included the 
exploitative and other oppressive practices of whites, the unjustly gained 
socioeconomic resources and assets of whites, and the long-term 
maintenance of major socioeconomic inequalities across what came to be 
defined as a rigid color line” (2). 

The early European establishment of America was marked by slavery. This 
institution served as a division of labor consequently amassing white privilege 
and nonwhite, largely black, burden. Slavery structurally shaped racial inequality 
creating white enrichment and nonwhite impoverishment where whites profited 
from unpaid nonwhite labor (Feagin 2006). David Swinton (1990) estimates that 
from the 1620s to the 1860s, unpaid slave labor amounts to, in modern currency 
value, at minimum $1 trillion but possibly as much as $97 trillion. After the legalized 
abolition of slavery through the Thirteenth Amendment, racial oppression did not 
end; it merely transfigured.

Thurgood Marshall ([1978] 1991) once wrote: “Slavery was replaced by a 
system of laws which imposed upon the colored race onerous disabilities and 
burdens, and curtailed their rights in the pursuit of life, liberty, and property to 
such an extent that their freedom was of little value” (641-642). The era of Jim 
Crow segregation transformed a slavery-ridden system into a near slavery-ridden 
system. Through formal and informal nonwhite exclusions the white material base 
was maintained and expanded (Lipsitz 1998). Education, employment, housing, 
and other paths to wealth-generating opportunities were racially biased creating 
exclusive white profit (Feagin 2006; Lipstiz 1998). Examples of such preference 
include federal policies such as the Homestead Acts and practices such as the 
Federal Housing Administration’s lending procedures (Feagin 2006; Massey and 
Denton 1993; Oliver and Shapiro 2006).

The Homestead Acts encouraged western expansion through government 
subsidiaries by assisting whites with land acquisition and consequently generating 
white wealth (Feagin 2006; Oliver and Shapiro 2006). Oliver and Shapiro (2006) 
note that whites disproportionately profited from the Homestead Act of 1862, 
which initially offered land parcels of 80 and later 160 acres. The second example 
includes Federal Housing Administration (FHA) lending practices of the early 
twentieth century. Massey and Denton (1993) outline how the FHA exercised blatant 
discriminatory practices like redlining, encouraging white flight to suburban areas; 
meanwhile nonwhites, particularly blacks, were denied loans in neighborhoods 
considered value-rising and instead were steered toward poverty-concentrated 
inner-city areas. Such practices secured homogeneous white communities and 
furthered the status quo of residential segregation (Massey and Denton 1993). 

The Soft Material Significance of Race
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To prove such discrimination, Massey and Denton (1993) cite an excerpt from 
the 1939 FHA Underwriting Manual: “If a neighborhood is to retain stability, it is 
necessary that properties shall continue to be occupied by the same social and 
racial classes” (54).

Past distribution of resources shapes how present-day circumstances are 
inherited. Demonstrated by the examples mentioned, racial inequality is structured 
from past events. Racial inequality is significant because of past racial oppression, 
but oppression remains as present-day discrimination maintains the color line. 
Below, I focus on three areas where racial oppression remains: employment, 
education, and housing.

In a recent article, Marc Bendick (2007) surveys over 30 situation testing 
studies conducted within the past decade, thereby summarizing the status of 
employment discrimination: He concludes 20 to 40 percent of U.S. employers 
participate in discriminatory behavior. These survey studies utilize audit 
methodologies where variables such as education, work experience, job skills, age, 
gender, and class remain constant. After synthesizing these studies, Bendick (2007) 
concludes that race remains a salient determinant of job access and attainment. 
Among these 30-plus inquiries is Devah Pager’s (2003) landmark study, “The Mark 
of a Criminal Record.” Pager (2003) designed a study in which four 23-year-old 
college students entered the job market as trained “testers” searching for entry-
level employment – two were white, two were black. One black and one white 
person each had criminal records; Pager found the black job applicants had less 
employment accessibility than the white job applicants, even when the white job 
applicants were marked with criminal records. Such studies evidence white racial 
preference and the denial of racial minorities into the workplace, but the color line 
is not drawn short at employment.

George Farkas (2003) provides an overview of education’s racial divide as he 
found whites receive educational preferences, while nonwhite students, particularly 
those of Native American, Hispanic, and African American backgrounds, are more 
likely to: 1) be grouped as lower-ability students and placed in weak academic 
settings, 2) be labeled as special education students which correlates to lower 
teacher expectations and student effort, and 3) attend lower funded schools due 
to compounding factors of housing segregation and racialized socioeconomic 
status. When whites receive comparatively better educational opportunities racial 
minorities are disproportionately relegated to subpar education opportunities and 
therefore have fewer avenues of social mobility. As in employment and education, 
housing, too, has its problems.

Massey and Denton (1993) detail the continuance of housing discrimination 
and segregation, which in turn has led to the creation and maintenance of a nonwhite 
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“underclass.” In recent work, Massey (2005) addresses emerging trends of housing 
discrimination such as racial steering and linguistic profiling. Racial steering, 
as Massey (2005) explains, refers to practices where realty agents direct racial 
minorities to “neighborhoods characterized by higher concentrations of minorities, 
poorer families, and more substandard housing” (149). Linguistic profiling refers 
to realtors hearing a person’s voice and assuming that person’s racial or ethnic 
background, like he or she is “black-sounding” or “Hispanic-sounding” (Massey 
and Fischer 2004). With such housing bias, white home ownership retains greater 
value and nonwhites have fewer opportunities of attaining home ownership and 
transferring it as intergenerational wealth (Massey and Denton 1993; Oliver and 
Shapiro 2006).

Racially inequities, past and present, draw the color line and create material 
conditions characterized by white privilege and nonwhite burden. Because large-
scale redistributive justice has yet to be realized, as Winant (2001) argues, race 
remains a salient determinant of social circumstances and opportunities. Racial 
inequality has yet to be transcended, in part, because whiteness has its cash 
value.

The  Soft  Mater ial  S ignif icance  of  Race

Soft materialism refers to idea formations being rooted in society’s material 
conditions (Antonio 2003). Extending this notion to race, Bonilla-Silva (2001) 
argues that when material conditions are racially ordered, the dominant ideas of 
society become racialized too. In accord, a racial group’s location within the racial 
order bends that group’s perspective (Bonilla-Silva 2001; Lewis 2004). Donald 
Campbell (1967) further clarifies that group position helps determine how groups 
view, categorize, and stereotype one another. The collaborative work of Robert 
Levine and Campbell (1972) shows how a group’s social position corresponds to 
that group’s stereotypes and their positive or negative connotations – positive and 
negative. Therefore lower-ordered groups, such as blacks, American Indians, and 
Hispanics, are expected to have more negative connotations associated with their 
stereotypes while higher-ordered groups, particularly whites, are expected to be 
stereotyped in a more positive light. Extending this notion, I empirically support 
this theoretical orientation by examining the soft material significance of race as it 
pertains to stereotypes.

The term “stereotype” was coined by journalist Walter Lippman in 1922; 
he described stereotypes as short-hand thinking methods used to simplify the 
real world, which “is altogether too big, too complex, and too fleeting, for direct 
acquaintance” (16). Gordon Allport (1958) argues that people innately categorize, 
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and inherent within the categorization process is the construction of stereotypes and 
the creation of perceived similarities and differences. Simply defined, a stereotype 
is “a set of beliefs about the personal attributes of the members of a particular 
social category” (Ashmore and Del Boca 1981:13). The power in stereotypes, as 
Lawrence Bobo (1998) explains, lies in their potential to influence how people 
perceive and interact with racial outsiders, or people belonging to a different racial 
group, and how people perceive and interact with racial insiders. In this sense, 
stereotypes pose a threat to racial equality if acted upon because racial actors can 
act upon unreliable, and often distorted, information as though it were true.

Research Objec t ive

In this study, I expand the empirical base of race scholarship. While not 
exhaustive, this article yields a starting point for future discussion. The central 
question of inquiry is as follows: How do whites stereotype themselves and how 
do whites stereotype racial others? A primary goal of this study is to document the 
various dominant racial stereotypes that characterize whites in relation to other 
groups, all as perceived from white perspectives. The all-white sample selection 
is motivated by the lack of empirical evidence of whiteness and whites as racial 
actors. 

Methods

Each study is confined by its own design. To overcome such boundaries, 
I performed a 9-month pilot study to narrow focus and assess which methods 
would be most relevant and effective. Data collection methods explored include 
administering open-ended questionnaires and interviews (both semi-structured 
and structured). As the pilot study progressed, particular methods were eliminated. 
Structured and semi-structured interviews provided viable means of collecting data. 
However, after reflecting upon field notes, I concluded both posed considerable 
concerns. One concern is that race is a publically sensitive subject and several 
participants displayed signs of discomfort and uneasiness when interviewed. For 
instance, one 21-year-old white male respondent from the southeastern United 
States answered a long line of stereotype-focused questions for various racial 
groups. Throughout this process his voice became shaky and crackled, and his 
body movement was unsettled and shifty. When asked to compare and contrast 
white stereotypes to other groups’ racial stereotypes, the respondent answered 
the question but immediately followed by saying, “Those questions … well … I feel 
really racist and guilty from the answers I gave.” While this reaction was extreme 
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among preliminary participants, similar, more subtle, occurrences happened 
with numerous other respondents. With such occurrences, I became skeptical 
of how reliable interviews would be in answering my research question. Asking 
questions in the wrong way can capture artificial representations of reality because 
participants may provide “correct” answers rather than “authentic” answers to 
have responses reflect public norms (Bonilla-Silva 2006). Based on conclusions 
drawn from the pilot study, I opted to utilize a self-administered survey to guard 
against the aforementioned concerns. (For a subset list of the survey questions, 
see Appendix A.)

While open-ended surveys produced consistent data compared to 
structured and semi-structured interviews, they did not yield as rich of responses. 
I accepted this compromise considering two factors. One being the intent of data 
collection is to capture reliable, authentic empirical information. Evidenced from 
the pilot study, surveys offer a discrete, clinical method of obtaining data without 
placing participants “on the defense,” and this better permits the gathering of 
unaltered, censor-free responses. Furthermore, open-ended questions do not 
allow respondents to select the most appropriate, filtered option (as in close-ended 
surveys which are multiple choice in nature). Rather, independent articulations 
are prompted. My second consideration concerns the study’s intent, which is to 
provide a descriptive account of dominant racial stereotypes. Open-ended surveys 
only capture descriptive data, but this limitation was accepted because this study 
does not serve explanatory purposes.

The study was conducted at “Semiurban University,” located in southeastern 
United States. This choice was motivated by practical and theoretical concerns. 
Location made the university a convenient choice, but this site was ideal for other 
reasons. It offers a racially diverse enrollment, as the student body’s composition 
closely reflects the national composition, according to the 2000 U.S. Census 
(Gallagher 2007). Such a sampling frame entails more likelihood for exposure to 
various racial groups and therefore greater intergroup relations. In addition, racial 
issues have historical significance (e.g. slavery, Jim Crow) in the southeastern 
United States. Because of such legacy, these issues have potential to be publicly 
discussed considerably more so than in other regions. Compounding these factors, 
the study’s site location is ideal in that research participants may be more exposed 
to racial diversity due to each group’s sizeable presence.

The sampling method consisted of purposeful selection. Initial contact 
with participants began by soliciting students from “Semiurban University” at the 
campus’ three most trafficked buildings. These buildings were chosen to increase 
the likelihood of tapping a broad range of respondents. To further increase the 
probability of diversity, potential participants were solicited at each site various 
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times throughout the day (early morning, afternoon, and late evening). Potential 
participants were solicited if they racially identified as white, and this selection 
was based on ascription and self-identification processes. That is, I approached 
participants assumed to “be white,” and then this assumption was verified by 
asking each respondent to confirm their racial identity in the questionnaire. For a 
more in-depth profile of the sample population, see Table 1.

Table 1. Population Profile (n=20)

Age Median = 20 
yrs

Mean = 20.4 
yrs

Gender Male = 50%
Female = 

50%

Population Density              
of Origin Rural = 50% Urban = 50%

Racial Composition     
of Neighborhood

Segregated/
Isolated=60%                                       

Somewhat 
Diverse          
= 20%  

Integrated/
Diverse     
= 20%

U.S. Region of Origin Southeast = 
80%

Midwest = 
10%

Northeast 
= 5%

Unknown 
= 5%

Household Income     
(in thousands)

14.9 or below     
= 5%

15-29.9 = 
10%

30-44.9%         
= 15%

45-59.9             
= 30%

60-74.9% 
= 15%

75 or above 
= 25%

Data collection spanned four weeks, in which a 60 percent response 
rate was achieved from subjects who participated once solicited. To maintain 
confidentiality, data were collected in a private university office where each 
participant was briefed. I provided a consent form describing the study’s general 
nature including confidentiality, the use of pseudonyms, the voluntary nature of 
participation, the potential risks and benefits, and a human subject statement. 
Upon obtaining written consent, surveys were administered. After completing data 
collection, analysis was performed. 

Various techniques were applied including investigator triangulation, open 
and axial coding, and thematic analysis. Investigator triangulation refers to the 
inclusion of a supplemental investigator reviewing or analyzing the collected data 
(Denzin 1978). An additional perspective provides accountability between both 
investigators and prevents the research from reflecting one investigator’s bias. With 
respect to this study’s research cycle, I performed open coding, axial coding, and 
thematic analysis in accordance with the secondary investigator simultaneously. 

After completing data collection, the analysis began with open coding. 
Carol Bailey (2007) describes this type of coding as grounded and performed by 
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repetitively reading the data. During this stage, nascent stereotype categories were 
created; they were later refined in the next stage of analysis: axial coding. This 
involves coding the data a second time; however, this process involves evaluating 
the initial coding in addition to the raw data (Mertens 1998). In this stage, stereotype 
categories were collapsed and expanded, then given operational precision. Once 
completed, I transitioned to perform thematic analysis. This refers to recognizing 
common patterns, which are created by identifying similar and overarching 
responses among the data (Bailey 2007). Such common patterns were identified 
with reference to the stereotype categories created and refined in the open and 
axial coding processes. 

F indings

Respondents provided a variety of stereotypes. Some groups were described 
by more stereotypes than others, and not all stereotypes are mutually exclusive 
as some describe multiple groups. Also, several stereotypes have double and 
corresponding meanings. For instance, a stereotype describes Hispanics as illegal 
immigrants, but if an immigrant is illegal then this also evidences deviance. Below, 
each stereotype is defined, explained, and accompanied by verbatim quotations 
and listings as gathered from the field. Some stereotypes are straightforward 
while others are abstract and complex, requiring some clarification. Much of the 
following discussion is focused on whites because they are of central inquiry; 
however, because race is a relational concept, other racial groups’ stereotypes are 
given considerable attention.

When asked “What stereotypes surround whites?”, nine dominant 
stereotypes were replied (see Table 2). One of the most responded stereotypes, at 
a rate of 65 percent, describes whites as culturally dominant and powerful. Cultural 
dominance refers to controlling or having authority over what are considered 
normative practices, ideas, customs, behaviors, and beliefs. When a particular 
group exerts cultural dominance, this group attains cultural capital which in turn 
can lead to material wealth (Bourdieu 1996). One participant describes such 
influence as follows: “Whites have the ability to get good jobs, homes, and live in 
good neighborhoods. Society is based around whites.” This comment illustrates 
how cultural dominance provides material wealth, among other social benefits. A 
second respondent said, “[Whites] have more opportunities in life, probably will 
never go to jail, and will procure a decent paying job, even if we don’t deserve it.” 
A third respondent provides another example: Whites are “trusting, hard-working, 
and [have] other positive characteristics,” and appear to have these traits “from 
birth.”

The Soft Material Significance of Race
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Table 2. What stereotypes surround whites?

Dominant Stereotypes Response Rate

Culturally Dominant and Powerful 65%

Oppressive Towards Other Groups, e.g. prejudice, discrimination, racism 65%

“Redneck,” Lack Sophistication, Ignorant 45%

Rich, Wealthy 40%

Prudish, Pretentious 35%

Conservative, Traditional, Resistant to Change 30%

Normative, American 30%

Meritocratic, Capitalistic 25%

Christian, Religious-Minded 10%

An equally responded stereotype (65 percent) describes whites as 
oppressive towards other groups. Such oppression includes forms of prejudice, 
discrimination, and racism. Racial oppression, in general, describes the relegation 
of other groups by a dominant group through the unjust use of power, position, 
and authority. One participant observed, “Whites are dominant and hateful 
towards other cultures.” Another commented, “Whites are depicted as pompous 
elites who rule most of the world.” Other common phrases associated with this 
stereotype include “racist” and “suppressive.” Often related with the notion that 
whites are oppressive toward other groups includes stereotypes describing whites 
as “rednecks” who are ignorant and lack sophistication.

“Whites are ‘redneck’ or trashy,” commented one participant. Forty-five 
percent of participants provided this stereotype, or similar descriptions. The 
typically derogatory stereotype “redneck” was loosely used in contexts describing 
whites as “ignorant” and “lacking sophistication.” Other accompanying descrip-
tions characterize whites as “stupid” and “simple or closed-minded” and label 
whites as “white trash,” “cowboys,” and “backwoods bumpkins.” 

Contrary to being described as unsophisticated and uneducated, 40 
percent of respondents stereotyped whites as rich and wealthy. Contrasting the 
two stereotypes and notions attached to each indicates plural characterization 
and intragroup variation of whites. For instance, social mores do not associate 
people who are backwoods or ignorant with people who are wealthy. Nonetheless, 
the following quotations show whites being stereotyped as rich and wealthy:

“Whites are made of money and get it easy.” – Candice Corker• 
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“Most people describe white people as having benefits, e.g. better jobs • 
and pay.” – Allison Graham

“Whites are old-fashioned, play golf, and drink lemonade on their • 
porches while minorities take care of their garden hedges.” – Fran 
Bryan

Such comments typify whites as dominant within the materialized racial 
hierarchy. Being rich and wealthy refers to possessing assets, both accumulated 
and accumulating.

Commonly associated with being rich and wealthy is being labeled as 
prudish and pretentious. Thirty-five percent of white respondents view their own 
racial group stereotyped as such. Descriptions regarding whites as prudish and 
pretentious indicate whites are stereotyped as owning arrogant assumptions 
of importance and properness. Consequently, this implies whites are superior. 
Comments exemplifying such descriptions include:

“Whites feel they are better than others.” – David Grey• 

“Whites believe they’re better than everyone.” – Minnie Carson• 

“Whites have no concern for anyone else.” – Nicole Thomas• 

Thirty percent responded another stereotype: Whites are conservative, 
traditional, and resistant to change. This stereotype is self-explanatory as it 
pertains to favoring values like modesty and preservation. It predominantly refers 
to cultural values as respondents described whites as “reserved,” “unwilling to 
change,” and “closed-minded.”

When the words “normative” and “American” are used to identify 
whiteness, several meanings accompany this representation. To be normative 
means to be considered the standard or established authority. In numerous 
instances, the words “white,” “American,” and “normal” were synonymously 
interchanged and used to define one another. For instance, one participant 
commented, “[To be white] means you are the norm and you are American.” 
Another participant responded, “Being white is what’s seen as normal. It is the 
American stereotype. It’s what is used to compare other groups of people to.” 
Thirty percent of respondents agreed.

A lesser replied stereotype (25 percent) distinguishes whites as 
meritocratic and capitalistic. Notions associated with this stereotype assume 
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a person’s social position as a result of ability, hard work, and determination. 
That is, success is achieved through merit and motivated by the aspiration for 
achievement, which participants often equated with or measured by income and 
wealth. Common descriptions for this stereotype include “greediness,” “money-
hungry,” “hard-working,” and “capitalistic.” 

The last stereotype labels whites as Christians or religiously-minded. Of 
the nine stereotypes, it was least frequently offered at 10 percent. One respondent 
suggested whites were stereotypically equated being Christians, while another 
suggested whites are stereotyped as placing great importance on religiously-
minded values.

While white stereotypes were exhaustively discussed, only nonwhite 
stereotypes receiving a response rate of 30 percent or more will be discussed 
in-depth below. (For a full listing of nonwhite stereotypes, see Table Three.) 
Below, nonwhite stereotypes are addressed by each group, beginning with 
Asians. 

Table 3. Data Summation of Dominant Racial Stereotypes by Group

Dominant Stereotypes by Racial Group (Response Rates in Parentheses)

Asian Arabic/
Middle Eastern

American Indian Hispanic Black/
African    

American

Smart or High 
Intelligence (90%)

Terrorists and/or 
Hate America (70%)

Culturally and 
Physically Isolated 

or Removed 
(40%)

Deviant, 
Criminal-Minded 

(55%)

Deviant, 
Criminal-Minded 

(45%)

Poor Motor Skills, 
Bad  Drivers 

(30%)

Patriarchal 
Culture 

(30%)

Operate, Own 
Gambling 

Casinos 
(40%)

Illegal  
Immigrants 

(50%)

“Ghetto,” 
Hip-Hop and 

“Gangsta”
 Rap Image 

(40%)
Small Physical 
Characteristics 

(25%)

Fundamentalist 
and/or Muslim 

Extremist (25%)

Primitive, Savage 
Culture (35%)

Culturally and 
Socially Isolated 

or Removed (50%)

Poor, Poverty-
Stricken (35%)

Culturally Isolated 
or Removed (20%)

Non-hygienic, Lack 
Cleanliness (15%)

Ignorant, Lack 
Intelligence, 
Uneducated 

(35%)

Hard Work 
Ethic 

(40%)

Aggressive, 
Prone to Violence 

(30%)

Entrepreneur, 
Business-minded 

(15%)

Illegal 
Substance 

Abusers 
(30%)

Ignorant, Lack 
Intelligence, 
Uneducated 

(25%)

Lazy, 
No Work Ethic 

(30%)
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In-tune with Earth 
or Nature 

(25%)

Familial, Family-
Centered 

(25%)

Loud Culture, 
e.g. high commu-

nication volume, 
bright clothes 

(25%)

Lazy, No Work 
Ethic, Complacent 

(10 %)

Sexually 
Enlightened 

(20%)

Dependency 
Mentality 

(15%)

All Mexican 
(20%)

Oppressive 
Towards 

Other Groups, 
e.g. racism, 

discrimination, 
prejudice 

(15%)

Steal American, 
White Jobs 

(15%)

Eat Racial-ethnic 
Specific Food 

(10%)

Lazy, 
No Work Ethic 

(10%)

Ignorant, Lack 
Intelligence, 
Uneducated 

(10%)

Ninety percent agreed Asians are characterized as smart or highly intelligent. 
This stereotype is self-explanatory as it indicates high levels of mental capacity, 
analytic reasoning, and critical thinking. As one participant described, “They are 
smart, quick thinkers, and ‘human calculators.’” Another responded stereotype 
(30 percent) characterizes Asians as poor drivers who lack motor skills. Phrases 
associated with this stereotype include: “bad drivers,” “unskilled drivers,” and 
“they can’t drive.”

Arabs and Middle Easterners are characterized predominantly by two 
stereotypes: One being they are America-hating terrorists (70 percent) and the 
other describing them as patriarchal (30 percent). The former stereotype is self-
explanatory, and associated phrases include “extremists” or “radicals” who 
are “anti-America” or do not “respect America.” One participant described 
this stereotype as follows: “They are smelly terrorists and have no respect for 
America.” The second stereotype refers to Arab culture as being male-dominated 
and insensitive to the dignity and sanctity of women’s rights. Consider these 
comments:

“They are assumed to all be angry chauvinists and primitive in thinking.” • 
– Tyler Coleman

The Soft Material Significance of Race
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“Arabic women must be completely covered and men have more than • 
one wife.” – Allison Graham

These statements exemplify men as dominant in Arab society. 
The next group includes American Indians, and they are characterized 

by five dominant stereotypes: being culturally and physically isolated, primitive 
or savage, ignorant or lacking intelligence, abusive of illegal substances, and 
owning gambling casinos. Forty percent provided the first-mentioned stereotype 
– cultural and physical isolation. It refers to American Indians as being physically 
removed from greater society by living on reservations and culturally removed 
by retaining and practicing various elements of their indigenous ways of life. One 
participant commented, “They are stereotyped to live on reservations or own 
casinos. And things like pow wows and feather hats make their culture different.” 
Another 40 percent said American Indians are stereotyped as casino owners 
and operators. “American Indians always run casinos,” said one respondent. 
Because difference can be associated with deficiency, American Indian culture 
is viewed as primitive by those standing on the outside looking in. Thirty-five 
percent provided this stereotype, and such words as “heathens,” “savages,” 
and “bizarre” were commonly associated. A closely-related stereotype, which 
received a 35 percent response rate, describes American Indians as ignorant, 
lacking intelligence, and uneducated. A participant explained this stereotype: 
“They are not very educated, have strange accents, and practice a country 
lifestyle.” The last-mentioned stereotype, which received a 30 percent response 
rate, labels American Indians as illegal substance abusers because of addictions 
to alcohol and peyote.

For Hispanics and blacks, the most stereotypes were provided; each with 
10. However, Hispanics are characterized by only four dominant stereotypes: 
deviant or criminal-minded, illegal immigrants, living in cultural and social 
isolation, and having a diligent work ethic. Fifty-five percent agreed Hispanics 
are stereotyped as deviant, meaning their behavior departs from accepted norms 
or violates legal codes. When asked what stereotypes surround Hispanics, one 
participant responded, “They don’t follow proper traffic laws and regulations.” 
Another commented, “All of them would steal your stereo.” A closely related 
stereotype describes Hispanics as illegal immigrants. Half the participants 
provided this stereotype, and associated phrases include: “illegal aliens or 
immigrants,” “border sneakers,” and “Hispanics come to America unfairly.” 
Another stereotype provided by half the participants describes Hispanics as 
culturally and socially isolated or removed. Consider the following quotation: 
“Hispanics can’t speak English, they’re laborers, and they live in crowded 
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situations.” By promoting in-group solidarity and out-group separation, this 
stereotype suggests Hispanics are secluded. The last-mentioned stereotype 
references work ethic as 40 percent agreed that Hispanics are stereotyped as 
“hard workers” or “laborers.”

Blacks are the last-mentioned group, and 10 distinctive stereotypes 
describe them. However, only five have response rates of 30 percent or greater. 
They include being stereotyped as deviant, “ghetto,” poverty-stricken, aggressive 
or violent, and lazy or dependent. Like Hispanics, blacks are stereotyped as 
deviant (45 percent response rate). As one participant commented, “Blacks are 
known as gang members, drug dealers, and just all-around criminals.” When 
asked what stereotypes surround blacks, 40 percent said blacks are assumed as 
“ghetto” because they live up to hip-hop and “gangsta” rap images. As confirmed 
by one respondent, “They are nothing but the gangster image many see on TV.” 
Being portrayed as “ghetto” and having a hip-hop or “gangsta” rap image can be 
derogative because this stereotype has common associations of prison, drugs, 
violence and the objectification of women. Another stereotype, provided by 35 
percent, describes blacks as poor and poverty-stricken. Phrases like “welfare 
dependent,” “predominately poor,” and “low income” are associated with this 
stereotype. The next stereotype, replied by 30 percent, characterizes blacks 
as aggressive and violent. For instance, one respondent commented, “African 
Americans are stereotyped as having an attitude and beating their women.” 
Adjectives linked with this stereotype include “dangerous,” “aggressive,” and 
“violent.” This last-mentioned stereotype characterizes blacks as lazy and lacking 
work ethic. Thirty percent yielded this response, and language associated with 
the stereotype describes blacks as “lazy,” “dependent,” and “wanting to ‘mooch’ 
off society.”

Discuss ion

What do racial stereotypes indicate about the position whites hold in 
intergroup relations? To better address this question, I have created a heuristic 
model (see Table Four). It serves as a guiding, not definitive, model highlighting 
a hierarchal arrangement among the racial groups and their corresponding 
stereotypes.

Table 4.
Heurist ic  Model  of  the  H ierarchical  Rac ial  Order,  by 
Stereotypes
The following table arranges each racial group in a hierarchical racial order. 
This arrangement is informed by positive and negative values attached to each 
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stereotype. (Each value is designated by either “+” for positive or “–” for negative.) 
Three other considerations include 1) the frequency of positive stereotypes, 2) the 
frequency of negative stereotypes, and 3) the potential weight of consequences 
associated with each stereotype if acted upon.

While stereotypes provide descriptive characterizations, they do little to 
indicate group position within the racial hierarchy. However, stereotypes have 
connotations as values are attached to them, and these values reflect positively 
or negatively upon the stereotyped group (Rosch 1978). Such connotations are 
often axiomatic, readily possessing recognizable meanings. For example, when 
whites are stereotyped as rich and wealthy, it is reasonable for such attributes 
to be valued positively; when blacks are stereotyped as deviant and criminal-
minded, it is reasonable for such attributes to be valued negatively.

By conservatively assigning values, positive and negative, to the provided 
racial stereotypes, these stereotypes become indicators of the materialized racial 
order. But when attaching values to stereotypes one must be conscious that val-
ues are relative and situational, so the process of assigning values is subjective. 
When reviewing Table 4, readers beware that this ordering is informed by values 
assigned to each stereotype as perceived from my own standpoint. Therefore, 
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the interpretation of each stereotype’s connotations is a reflection of me as much 
as the provided stereotype. Knowing this, critical thought is required of readers to 
determine the model’s validity, accuracy, and transferability.

Considerations given to ordering the heuristic model include the frequency 
of positive stereotypes, the frequency of negative stereotypes, and the potential 
consequences associated with each stereotype. The first two criteria refer to 
frequency in which stereotypes are assigned positive or negative values. The third 
criterion involves more complexity. Consequences of acted-upon stereotypes are 
dynamic, often depending upon the situation and involved racial actors. Therefore, 
ordinal comparison of stereotypes and their connotations is more ideal than 
realistic. For instance, stereotypes associating blacks with hip-hop or “gangsta” 
rap images could have negative consequences in a job interview conducted by 
a white human resource manager. However, this same stereotype could provide 
forms of symbolic capital in casual intragroup interactions. Despite situational 
discrepancies, it is reasonable, though simplistic, to conclude: Some stereotypes 
are “good,” others are “bad,” and some can have worse consequences than 
others.

As Table 4 indicates, stereotypes are racially unequal. The values 
associated with stereotypes disproportionately describe some groups, 
especially whites, positively and other groups negatively. For example, being 
stereotyped as culturally dominant, wealthy, normative, meritocratic, and 
religiously-minded (all of which are white stereotypes) can generally provide 
greater social benefits than being stereotyped as deviant, culturally detached, 
ignorant, and lazy (all of which are Hispanic stereotypes) or as criminal-minded, 
“ghetto,” poor, violent, lazy, dependent, and ignorant (all of which are black 
stereotypes). 

It should be noted, however, that not all white stereotypes are positive. 
Consider, for example, the stereotypes that whites are “rednecks,” “trashy,” 
and “unsophisticated.” As John Hartigan Jr. (2003) argues, these are classed 
stereotypes that color poor and working-class whites in a pejorative way. Such 
a plural characterization of white stereotypes is indicative of the heterogeneity 
within the group as a whole.  Not all whites occupy a dominant material position 
because their status intersects with other identities, such as class.  Nonetheless, 
white stereotypes are significantly different from nonwhite ones. Whereas 
most pejorative nonwhite stereotypes, particularly those describing blacks and 
Hispanics, are attached to the group as a whole, pejorative white stereotypes are 
attached to particular segments of whites as a collective (Embrick forthcoming). 
Therefore, being stereotyped as a “redneck,” “trashy,” or “unsophisticated” 
affects some, but not all whites.

The Soft Material Significance of Race
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In short, stereotypes have potential to privilege some groups while burdening 
others. Each group faces varying degrees of privilege and burden, but whites 
undoubtedly are most privileged as they are most positively and heterogeneously 
stereotyped. As my model indicates, whiteness has its cash value.

Conclus ion

In summary, material conditions are organized by race (Bonilla-Silva 2001). 
From these material conditions emanates soft materialism, which refers to ideas 
shaped by the realities of everyday, tangible life (Antonio 2003). In this paper, I 
empirically observe racial stereotypes to reflect racialized material conditions. 
Ideas not only emanate from physical reality, but they mirror it as racial stereo-
types correlate the realities of racialized material inequality. 

Because whites are positioned atop the racially ordered structure of soft 
materialism, racial stereotypes are expressions of symbolic capital. If acted upon, 
stereotypes offer exclusive or inclusive burden and privilege. Drawing from Bour-
dieu’s (1996) theory of symbolic capital, the hierarchical arrangement of racial 
stereotypes and their attached connotations consequently create assets and 
liabilities having the potential to determine the conferment and denial of power 
or status among intergroup interactions. Because some groups are penalized 
and others rewarded by acted-upon stereotypes, such stereotypes can have 
self-fulfilling properties. The cumulative everyday self-fulfillment of stereotypes 
functions to reinforce the racialized material order. Therefore, stereotypes are 
sources of symbolic capital that can yield real dividends or liabilities. When act-
ed upon, they reproduce racial inequality on a structural level by rewarding some 
groups, mostly whites, with access to resources while denying others. The short 
end of it is that they legitimate racialized inclusion and exclusion.

Whiteness has its cash value, and this value has soft material significance. 
For whites, their positioning within the racial order allows them to reap the benefits 
of stereotypes as symbolic capital. They are characterized most positively 
and heterogeneously, and their dominant status allows them to impose their 
particular standpoint onto racial others. Thus, racial stereotypes are forms of 
symbolic capital, and therefore, they threaten to perpetuate racial preference 
and discrimination.
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A:  Subset  l is t  of  survey inst rument  quest ions     

What stereotypes surround Asians? 1. 
How do these stereotypes negatively affect Asians? 
How do these stereotypes positively affect Asians? 

What stereotypes surround Middle Eastern and Arabic people? 2. 
How do these stereotypes negatively affect Middle Eastern and Arabic 
people? 
How do these stereotypes positively affect Middle Eastern and Arabic 
people? 

What stereotypes surround American Indians? 3. 
How do these stereotypes negatively affect American Indians? 
How do these stereotypes positively affect American Indians? 

What stereotypes surround Hispanics? 4. 
How do these stereotypes negatively affect Hispanics? 
How do these stereotypes positively affect Hispanics? 

What stereotypes surround African Americans or Blacks? 5. 
How do these stereotypes negatively affect African Americans or Blacks?
How do these stereotypes positively affect African Americans or Blacks? 

What stereotypes surround Whites? 6. 
How do these stereotypes negatively affect Whites? 
How do these stereotypes positively affect Whites? 

What characteristics describe white people as a racial group?7. 
What characteristics or behaviors make whites unique from other racial 8. 
groups, if any?
Define “whiteness.” Please explain as if talking to a Martian who has no 9. 
prior knowledge of race.
What does it mean to be white?10. 
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CA:  Univers ity  of  Cal ifornia 
Press ,  2009;  360  pp ;  $23 .95 
USD (paper)

In The Extended Case Method: Four 
Countries, Four Decades, Four Great 
Transformations, and One Theoretical 

Tradition, Michael Burawoy draws 
on his 40-odd years of research 
experience, his impressive knowledge 
of the sociological literature, and 
his sensitivity to the strengths and 
weaknesses of different methodological 
approaches to argue for use of the 
extended case method in studying 
social transformation. 

 Burawoy opens the book with 
a recounting of his own career as a 
scholar. Trained at the University of 
Zambia under activist-intellectuals 
with a Marxist-bent, Burawoy was 
disappointed by the professionalism 
and conservatism he encountered when 
he returned to the states to attend the 
University of Chicago in the early 70s. 
Chicago school ethnographers, he 
alleges, not only approached their sites 
from a presumed distance, they also 
confined their work in both “time” and 
“space” (2009:4). Burawoy, who had 

been trained in the Manchester school 
of ethnography while in Zambia — a 
school born out of the work of social 
anthropologists seeking to situate their 
sites (African colonies) in “the wider 
society and history” (2009:4) — believed 
that in narrowing their focus to the 
everyday practices and interactions of 
research participants, Chicago school 
ethnographers were doing a grave 
disservice to their work. Dislocated 
from the history and macro-level forces 
that shape them, ethnographic sites 
are unintelligible. Burawoy became a 
vocal advocate for the “extended case 
method” (ECM) used by the Manchester 
School, to the varied responses of the 
colleagues and graduate students 
he worked with in the United States. 
Burawoy has written multiple books 
focusing on ethnography; others include 
the co-authored Ethnography Unbound 
(1991) and Global Ethnography (2000). 
Burawoy has also written a numerous 
articles on the subject.

The book itself is organized into 
four distinct but connected chapters, a 
conclusion, and an epilogue. In the first 
chapter, Burawoy provides readers an 
in-depth introduction to the extended 
case method and lays the foundation for 
the rest of the book. The extended case 
method allows researchers to study the 
effects of a particular context on the 
social world, as currently observed, 
and by connecting multiple sites and/or 
studying sites through time, to examine 
change. According to Burawoy, ECM 
“is defined by its four extensions: the 
extension of observer into the lives of 
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participants under study, the extension 
of observations over time and space; 
the extension from microprocesses to 
macroforces; and….the extension of 
theory” (2009:xv). I will take each exten-
sion in turn.  The extension of observer 
into the lives of participants: Burawoy 
argues that a participant observer 
always disturbs his site, no matter how 
much distance he tries to place 
between himself and those he studies. 
Nor should the ethnographer think his 
effect is over once he leaves the site; 
his actions often leave a lasting im-
pression, as do the academic products 
that result from his study. This is not a 
weakness of the method, rather, the 
effect of the observer on the site yields 
useful and important data—as long as 
the ethnographer is reflexive about his 
position in and impact on the field. The 
extension of observations over time and 
space: The ethnographer engages with 
the site over a long period of time, and 
often, across numerous local and/or 
global boundaries. At the end of each 
day, she refines her theory of the object 
of study based on her observations. 
The next day, the revised version of the 
theory is tested. According to Burawoy, 
the ethnographer continues this cycle 
of theory refinement until “one’s theory 
is in sync with the world one studies” 
(2009:47). The extension from micropro-
cesses to macroforces: Under ECM, the 
ethnographer compares multiple cases, 
looking for unexpected differences, and 
then traces these differences to external 
forces. This “segregative or horizontal” 

approach differs from inductive gen-
eralization, in which the ethnographer 
purposefully seeks out similarities 
among cases “so that context can be 
discounted” (2009:49). Utilizing the 
horizontal approach requires that the 
ethnographer consider the macro-level 
forces affecting, and the history of, the 
sites he studies. Burawoy recognizes 
that practitioners of ECM (including 
himself) tend to reify these macro-
forces. A goal for future ethnographers 
is to recognize that these forces are 
a product of interaction and are ever 
contested and changing. The extension 
of theory: This last point is especially 
important. Burawoy is writing expressly 
against grounded theory, a qualitative 
method popularized by Glaser and 
Strauss (1967). Theory does not, he 
argues, come from the “data.” (Later, 
he demonstrates the problems inherent 
in induction through a critique of Theda 
Skocpol’s work.) Rather, theory is, 
whether the ethnographer recognizes or 
denies it, what she approaches the field 
with; in fact, it is theory that provides 
the justification for studying one topic 
over another, and at one site rather 
than other locations. The goal of eth-
nography should be to test and refute 
this driving theory. Burawoy argues that 
to refute theory is not to nullify it and 
render it unimportant, but to extend it, 
and to push science forward. 

The extended case method is 
a reflexive approach toward studying 
the social world, that “[transcends] 
conventional oppositions: participant 
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and observer, micro and macro, history 
and sociology, theoretical tradition and 
empirical research” by “bringing them 
into dialogue” (2009:8). In addition 
to explaining the ECM in Chapter 1, 
Burawoy explores assumptions about 
science’s abilities and compares and 
contrasts “positivistic” (e.g., survey 
research, grounded theory) and 
“reflexive” methodologies (e.g., clinical 
research, extended case method), 
paying special attention to the 
weaknesses of each. While positivist 
researchers must grapple with context 
effects (for example, the researcher, 
despite his best efforts, cannot control 
the respondent’s interpretation of even 
the most carefully worded questions), 
practitioners of reflexive practices 
must grapple with power effects (for 
example, a reflexive ethnographer 
must recognize the power dynamics 
that form in any social interaction and 
how these might affect the outcome of 
his research). Rather than arguing that 
either type of research is necessarily 
superior, Burawoy suggests that the 
two work best in coexistence: “Just 
as reflexive methods can serve survey 
research, so positive effects can serve 
the extended case method” (2009:72). 
Burawoy also notes how social 
scientists’ tendency to pledge their 
allegiance to one method helps define 
the product of their work: “Usually,” 
he writes, “it is not the problem that 
determines the method but the method 
that shapes the problem” (2009:71). 
As positivist or reflexive scientists, we 

choose whether to privilege or ignore 
the affects of context, and either 
decision has important consequences 
for the work produced. 

I have focused on the first chap-
ter, to the neglect of the rest, because 
it is the heart that beats throughout the 
book. In later chapters, Burawoy explores 
the ethnographic revisit (separated into 
the focused revisit, rolling revisit, serial 
revisit, heuristic revisit, archeological 
revisit, and valedictory revisit) and how 
it can illuminate the social world under 
study; compares and contrasts Leon 
Trotsky’s (1906) Results and Prospects 
and Skocpol’s (1979) States and Social 
Revolutions, with a focus on how their 
distinct approaches to the study of 
social revolution guided and affected 
the outcomes of their work; and finally, 
recounts his own research on the effect 
of capitalism and socialism on industry 
workers, work that has carried him 
from Zambia to Chicago to Hungary to 
Russia, as well as through the decades. 
These chapters are thick with insight, 
each laden with implicit advice to 
researchers interested in engaging in 
ECM or, when extracted, sociological 
research in general. Persons interested 
in theories of revolution or the study of 
economic (and political) systems would 
also benefit from reading this book. 

As a last word, I commend 
Burawoy for his honesty in assessing 
his own past work. He is not afraid 
to explore his own mistakes; rather, 
he exploits them for others to learn 
from. For a young ethnographer, it is 
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encouraging to see that a successful 
career is built on learning through doing 
and the revision of one’s own work 
through time.  

KriStine KilanSKi

The University of Texas at Austin
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Unanticipated Gains: Origins of 
Network Equality in Everyday 
Life. By  Mario  Lu is  Small . 
Oxford Univers ity  Press ,  2009; 
312  pp ;  $29 .95  USD (paper)

How do organizations both create 
and reproduce network advan-
tages for people? How does our 

social capital depend on the organiza-
tions in which we participate? And to 
what extent do these interpersonal con-
nections generate social inequality? In 
Unanticipated Gains: Origins of Network 
Equality in Everyday Life, Mario Luis 
Small seeks to answer these questions 
through a groundbreaking study of 
mothers whose children are enrolled in 
daycare centers in New York City.

Small, Professor of Sociology 
at the College at the University of 
Chicago, addresses a critical gap in 
the theoretical and empirical literature 
of social capital, rational choice, and 
social network analysis: while it has 
been clearly established that individuals 
accrue social capital through their ties 
with others, how do we form these vital 
connections, and what mechanisms 
account for them? Small suggests that 
the “organizational embeddedness 
perspective” is crucial in helping us 
understand not only the consequences 
of personal ties for our social capital, 
but also the roots of these ties. 
Unanticipated Gains employs this 
perspective in lucid, engaging detail to 
demonstrate how organizations broker 
these social and organizational ties in 
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ways that prior social theory has never 
before recognized.

Small carries out an impressive 
multilevel, multimethod project that 
is instructive for those interested in 
conducting mixed methods research. 
The methodological appendices pro-
vide excellent insight particularly for 
undergraduate students about how 
sociological research is conceived of 
and conducted. He selects childcare 
centers because, he argues, they are 1) 
remarkably effective broken for mothers, 
2) they allow the researcher “analytical 
leverage to observe the role of multiple 
sets of pressures while holding the 
type of organization constant” (22), and 
3) mothers are a crucial population to 
study when considering networks and 
wellbeing. 

For his qualitative work, Small 
conducted in-depth interviews with 
67 parents (mostly mothers) and 
performed case studies of 23 daycare 
centers, interviewing the directors and 
other supervising personnel there. 
Quantitatively, he drew on the national 
Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing 
Study of approximately 3,500 mothers 
and also on his own Childcare Centers 
and Families Survey of roughly 300 
daycare centers. A major strength of this 
study is Small’s seamless combination 
of these various data sources, along with 
social theory, that weave together both 
respondents’ voices and statistical data 
to make his argument that our individual 
actions need to be understood within 
their organizational contexts.

The book is organized logically, 
beginning with an analysis of personal 
ties, moving to social ties, and 
concluding with organizational ties. 
Small first provides a useful overview 
of seminal ideas in social capital theory, 
situating his study in the work of Pierre 
Bourdieu, James Coleman, and Nan Lin. 
The missing question, he argues, is how 
people form the social ties that supply 
access to important resources, i.e. 
social capital; the remaining chapters 
seek to answer this query.

Small proves that daycare cen-
ters seem to serve as effective brokers 
for mothers whose children attend 
them, and the personal connections (i.e. 
social capital) created there are signifi-
cantly associated with greater material 
and mental wellbeing. He also explores 
how often mothers made friends with 
other parents at the centers, especially 
considering all the other demands on 
a mother’s time. The creation of these 
friendships lies in the centers’ ability to 
create “opportunities and inducements” 
(51) for parents to interact, ranging from 
field trips to fundraisers that expect 
parents to cooperate and network with 
one another while involving themselves 
and their children more deeply in the 
center, ultimately fostering several new 
friendships for most. 

Further, Small teases out 
how childcare centers, through their 
encouragement of repeated encounters 
and rules such as required drop-off and 
pick-up times, organize participation 
by their members in a way that ensures 
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mothers can become compartmental 
yet intimate friends who provide social 
support for one another. He draws a 
distinction between friendship networks 
and support networks, pointing out that 
a support network can extend beyond a 
person’s friendship network in that one 
may feel comfortable calling upon a 
“trustworthy” acquaintance as a result 
of the organization’s requirement of trust 
and obligation amongst its members. 

In addition, ties to other orga-
nizations brokered by the daycare 
centers were often more useful than 
the social ties created there, especially 
for women who were resource-poor, 
socially isolated, and connected only to 
other resource-poor individuals. Parents 
at these centers were often connected 
through their childcare center to other 
businesses, government agencies, and 
nonprofit organizations that offered 
them both material and nonmaterial 
advantages. Widening the scope from 
the mother to the social and organi-
zational environment in which centers 
function, Small hypothesized that 
neighborhood poverty has an impact 
on the connectedness of a childcare 
center. In contradiction with significant 
prior research, Small found that centers 
actually benefit from being located in a 
high-poverty neighborhood, which he 
calls “the paradox of place” (172).

The concluding chapter extends 
the utility and implications of this 
study beyond childcare centers to 
other organizations such as colleges, 
beauty salons, diners, churches, and 

bathhouses, among others. Having 
uncovered mechanisms that sustain 
social inequality such as “repeated and 
durable interaction, the assignment of 
cooperative tasks, the institutionalization 
of trust, and the application of validation, 
storage, referral and collaboration” (26) 
in these settings, Small demonstrates 
that it is crucial that organizational 
embeddedness be examined in the 
study of social networks and inequality. 

This book has had a significant 
impact on the field, evidenced by its 
selection for the C. Wright Mills Award 
by the Society for the Study of Social 
Problems in 2010. Not only has Small 
sought the roots of inequality in personal 
ties, but he also identified where and 
of what consequence these ties are 
embedded. The cumulative effects of 
minor advantages embedded in certain 
organizational contexts are significant, 
and Small points to job finding, access 
to health insurance, and neighborhood 
effects as particular areas where 
organizational embeddedness can 
be beneficial to actors. With Small’s 
appealing writing style, impressive 
data, and insightful analysis, students 
and scholars alike in the fields of social 
networks, organizations, social capital, 
communities, stratification, and research 
methods will find Unanticipated Gains 
an invaluable read.

Caitlyn CollinS

The University of Texas at Austin
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Fanaticism: On the Uses of an 
Idea. By  Alberto Toscano.  New 
York:  Verso,  2010;  304  pp ; 
$26 .95  USD (hard)

The subtitle of Alberto Toscano’s 
examination of fanaticism as “the 
uses of an idea” artfully indicates 

the complexity with which a study of the 
subject must contend. Two dimensions 
of fanaticism might be interpreted here; 
the manner in which so-called fanatics 
use an idea in multivalent ways or 
how political discourse uses the idea 
of fanaticism itself to delegitimize and 
disparage social movements. Toscano 
examines the latter meaning, drawing 
on the work of numerous social theorists 
including Immanuel Kant, Voltaire, 
Alain Badiou, Hannah Arendt, and, 
in particular, G.W.F. Hegel, Sigmund 
Freud, and Karl Marx, to outline the 
ambiguous and shifting boundaries of 
the concept of fanaticism. The author 
ultimately seeks to analyze how the 
term fanaticism is strategically deployed 
to marginalize collective movements 
and to explore what the term’s usage 
indicates about contemporary political 
and social climates more generally. In 
the course of his examination, Toscano 
explores several themes of fanaticism, 
the most significant of which include 
how fanaticism is understood as a form 
of abstraction, a threat to the prevailing 
social order, a force antithetical to reason, 
and a rigid claim to universalism. 

Toscano prefaces his discussion 
of fanaticism by throwing into sharp 

relief stereotypical understandings of 
fanaticism as motivated by inherently 
destructive forces associated with a 
particular religious affiliation, dogma, 
or regional worldview. Rather, Toscano 
claims it is often an appeal by social 
movement actors to an unlimited 
sense of egalitarianism, and the 
abstraction such a call entails, that 
has historically solicited charges of 
fanaticism from observers. According 
to their contemporaries, abolitionists 
in the late nineteenth-century United 
States, who sought to extend rights-
based equality to those enslaved, were 
considered fanatics and their brand of 
unlimited egalitarianism fanatical. In this 
way, fanaticism has been historically 
associated with an irrational desire 
and passion for equal recognition such 
that there exists a “terrorist heritage of 
egalitarianism” (7). Key features of anti-
fanaticism discourse coalesce around 
notions that expectations of equality 
are contrary to nature, which endows 
individuals with heterogeneous abilities. 
Similarly, theorists frequently erect a 
dubious opposition between dignified 
conviction and mad passion—a 
distinction that still plagues current 
debates regarding the proper place of 
passion in politics. 

Political discourse also over-
whelmingly treats fanaticism as a 
threat to the prevailing social order. 
Through a discussion of millenarian-
ism in Europe, Toscano demonstrates 
the ways in which fanaticism has been 
understood as an inability to adapt to 
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new social circumstances (to capitalist 
modernization in the case of mil-
lenarianism). Fanaticism, as a result, 
generates conflicting “nostalgias for 
a mythical past, encounters with a 
violent novel present, and aspirations 
for a redeemed future” (46). Toscano 
resurrects the sixteenth-century figure 
of Thomas Müntzer, who publically 
admonished the power of Protestant 
monks and reformers like Martin Luther, 
as a demonstrative example of the 
oscillating and ambiguous identity 
ascriptions of fanatic versus revolu-
tionary in struggles against the status 
quo. Müntzer’s emphatic intolerance of 
Lutheran apologia for pernicious forms 
of authority and celestially legitimized 
oppression illustrates a key dimension 
associated with fanaticism: the total 
and incessant opposition to the existing 
order of social affairs. It is with the clarity 
of unyielding certitude that individuals 
like Müntzer articulate aspirations for 
utopian futures, which paradoxically 
cultivate the foundation for accusations 
of fanaticism while simultaneously 
fomenting the energy necessary for 
revolutions against tyranny.

In a similar vein, Toscano critical-
ly assesses the tendency among many 
philosophers, including Voltaire and 
Nietzsche, to pathologize fanaticism as 
a form of psychological irrationality and 
enmity to reason that altogether lacks 
a discernable cure. To demonstrate the 
fallacy forwarded by a strict dichotomy 
between fanaticism and Enlightenment, 
Toscano reviews the treatment of fanati-

cism’s oft-unrecognized “cousin,” en-
thusiasm. Enthusiasm, which generates 
creativity and innovation necessary to 
political livelihood, was once treated in 
much the same manner as fanaticism. 
Kant attempts to distinguish between 
fanaticism as a mistaken treatment 
of imagination or personal conviction 
for objective truth and enthusiasm as 
an exaltation of morality without the 
“delusion of wanting to SEE something 
beyond all bounds of sensibility” (131-
32). The scholarly debates regarding 
Kant’s distinction, outlined by Toscano, 
serve as an attempt to redeem a form of 
affect in the realm of politics that does 
not regard it simply as the beginnings of 
violence or hostility.

Toscano illustrates further 
problematic treatments of fanaticism by 
examining how it is often defined as a 
claim to universalism. Hegel identifies 
Islam as representative of a form of 
fanaticism for its universalistic “politics 
of the One” by which it purportedly 
subordinates anything that seeks to 
contradict this monotheistic symbolic 
order (153). Hegel’s Orientalist charac-
terizations aside, Toscano highlights 
the varied ways in which philosophers 
historically perceived the Islamic world 
as an asylum of tolerance in light of 
Europe’s environment of religious 
conflict in stark contrast to contempo-
rary exhortations to the necessity of 
secularizing Arab and Muslim minds 
(generally conflated as one) to avert 
impending crises. Toscano draws on 
psychoanalytic notions of fantasy and 
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self-identification through recognition 
of the “Other” to demonstrate how 
scholarly debates and political charges 
of fanaticism nevertheless remain mired 
epistemologically on notions of cultural 
superiority. Toscano concludes the text 
with an examination of Marx’s under-
standing of religion and its contribution 
to the study of fanaticism and more 
recent debates concerning the osten-
sibly precarious relationship between 
politics and religion.

The breadth and scope of 
Toscano’s examination is a contribution 
to the study of fanaticism that cannot 
be properly treated in brief. Readers will 
undoubtedly benefit immensely from 
the opportunity to engage themselves in 
the dialogue Toscano creates between 
social theorists of different eras and 
disciplines. Familiarity with intellectual 
debates within the fields of sociology 
and philosophy will serve readers 
well as they navigate this difficult but 
rewarding text. Toscano’s examination 
is one that is also indisputably timely, 
especially given the organic, self-
organized popular protest movements 
proliferating in North Africa, the Middle 
East, and beyond as well as current 
political discourse characterizing their 
efficacy in limited ways that underscore 
the value and relevance of Toscano’s 
assertions.

aMina zarrugh

The University of Texas at Austin
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